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Category Description
Supporting Information
Loader Compressor
Crusher
Screener
Concrete Pump Trailer Mounted
Piling Rig – Driven below 20 tonnes
Piling Rig – Driven above 20 tonnes
Piling Rig – Bored below 20 tonnes
Piling Rig – Bored above 20 tonnes
Loader/ Securer – non STGO
Loader/ Securer – STGO
Multi Service Vehicle (MSV)
Dump Truck – Articulated Chassis
Dump Truck – Rigid Chassis
Excavator 360º below 10 tonnes
Excavator 360º above 10 tonnes
Mobile Crane
Appointed Person - Lifting Operations
Crane/Lifting Operations Supervisor
Overhead Travelling Crane
Compact Crane
Tunnel Locomotive
Plant Driving - All sets
Soil Stabiliser
Static Concrete Placing Boom
Plant and Vehicle Marshaller
Piling Rig Attendant
Conveying Pump
Telescopic Handler 360 slew
Vacuum Excavator
Demolition Plant
Demolition Plant – Pedestrian Operated
Demolition Operations – Skid Steer Tool Carrier
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Learning supporting information

Training attributes
*To help candidates in learning the necessary skills for each category, it would be ideal if they possess one
or more of the following:

 Construction or related experience

 Have received site safety and induction
training

 Driving licence or driving experience

 Possess good eye and hand co-ordination

 Able to calculate basic formula

 Have mechanical appreciation

 Able to record basic details

 Medically able to operate machinery
(including eyesight)

 Understand basic written words
*Note: Lack of any of these attributes does not prevent anyone from being trained for this category.

Training
Overview
Training is an important factor for safe and efficient plant and plant-related operations, and is
defined as the accumulation of skills and knowledge, in the majority of cases, through instruction
and tutorship which forms an integral part of the individual’s learning process. Training can be
divided into two areas – basic and advanced.
Basic training covers theoretical and practical core principles and understanding, detailed in the
learning outcomes. Basic core skills training should follow a defined programme and take place
independent of productive work using dedicated equipment and resources.
Advanced training is specific to the machine type and/or work activity and can take place during
productive work, but following a managed supervision programme after an assessment that ensures
that the learning outcomes are met.
In both cases, selection processes for individuals to undertake training should consider personal
attributes, prior experiences and current skill set, following an evaluation of what skills and
understanding is required for the task.
Further guidance on selection, training, assessments, competence and lifelong learning can be found
with the Strategic Forum Plant Safety Group publication on Competence to Operator Construction
plant. This guidance can be downloaded free of charge from www.cpa.uk.net/sfpsg
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Learning supporting information
01-03-2019

Learning supporting information

Trainer
Trainer
CPCS encourages all those involved in training for the learning process to be qualified and
experienced with the category of plant and with teaching and learning methods.
Category experience
Those involved in the training themselves should ideally have sufficient experience of the category
type or activity and have attained a wide and thorough knowledge of the category, application and
activities. They should be competent and certificated by a reputable certification body.
Teaching methods
Trainers should be motivated, able to communicate, lead and control ; have undertaken an
instructional techniques programme through a reputable organisation, and be experienced and
competent in the teaching process. Trainers should work towards achieving learning and
development qualifications at level 3 or relevant teaching units available within the Qualification and
Credit Framework, such as the preparing to teach in the lifelong learning sector (PTLLS).

Technical test
Overview
The Technical Test has been designed to ensure that, through a combination of training and
experience, the training outcomes have been met. During the test, candidates undertake a series of
practical activities, based on core operating skills and are verbally questioned on category-related
subjects. To be successful candidates need to meet the standards of the test based on
manufacturers’ requirements, industry good practice and guidance, safe operating techniques;
underpinned by the appropriate level of knowledge.
Where an individual is claiming prior training and/or experience on a category of plant or plant
operations, their skills and knowledge should be measured against the training outcomes. This
should ensure that they are fully prepared for the test. This is particularly crucial in the case of
experienced individuals, who may not be aware of or have not applied good practices, and could be
unsuccessful on the test.
Refresher training and/or activity-specific practice is highly recommended by CPCS for all
experienced individuals prior to attempting the test.
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Learning supporting information

NVQ / SVQ
Overview
The training outcomes, syllabus and technical test have been mapped against the relevant National
Occupational Standards (NOS). This ensures a clear pathway to meeting the requirements of
National and Scottish Vocational Qualifications (NVQ/SVQ), which are also based on the NOS. NOS
are industry-derived statements of competence for a given job role, duty or task.
Achievement of the NVQ or SVQ is required to progress to the competent operator card. Individuals
who have met the standards of the technical test are advised to retain documents used in training,
as these documents can form valuable evidence for NVQ/SVQ achievement. Making comprehensive
entries in the CPCS Plant Operator Logbook during training and subsequent work experience
provides further valuable evidence.
Passing the technical test does not necessarily indicate competence, only that an assured level of
skill and knowledge has been demonstrated. Applying that skill and knowledge in a wide variety of
situations in the workplace, and meet industrial timescales would identify the individual’s
competence, which the achievement of the NVQ or SVQ authenticates.
The content of NVQ qualifications can be viewed at http://register.ofqual.gov.uk/Qualification with
SVQ information found at www.sqa.org.uk
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Loader compressor – A41
Learning for CPCS

Outcomes
Through a combination of targeted training and experience, an individual with the loader compressor will
be able to:
Roles and

responsibilities

Preparing for
work

Travelling and
manoeuvring

Setting up for
work

Working tasks
Completing
work
Shutting down

Describe the nature of the sector of industry and their role and responsibilities as
a plant operator



Name and explain the purpose of principal components, the basic construction,
controls and terminology



Conform with manufacturer’s requirements as per the operator’s handbook,
other types of information source and relevant regulations and legislation



Undertake all pre-use checks



Configure and set for site and highway travel



Travel over rough, undulating ground and level surfaces; laden and unladen



Manoeuvre in confined spaces



Configure and set for loading operations



Configure and set for pneumatic tool operations



Explain actions required for hazards, underground and overhead services



Sort and place materials into transporting vehicles and/or hoppers



Clear spread materials



Carry out compressor shut-down procedures and tool/equipment storing



Carry out shut down and securing procedures



Explain the loading and unloading procedures for machine transporting

________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Loader compressor – A41
Learning for CPCS

Syllabus
Learning outcome

Training content

 Describe the nature of the
sector of industry and their
role and responsibilities as a
plant operator










Industry type
Customer / client needs
Sector contribution
Role
Reporting structures
Lifelong skills
Working practices
Social responsibilities

 Communication with
colleagues / management /
other trades
 Health and Safety at Work Act
 Environmental issues
 Other trades

 Name and explain the purpose
of principal components, the
basic construction, controls
and terminology








Differing types
Functions and applications
Power units
Hydraulic systems
Transmissions
Chassis / steering / brakes

 Stability / ground pressure
 Buckets
 Compressor types and
functions
 Safety systems
 ROPS / FOPS

 Conform with manufacturer’s
requirements as per the
operator’s handbook, other
types of information source
and relevant regulations and
legislation







Operator’s Manual
Machine decals
Health and Safety at Work Act
PPE
Codes of Practice






 Undertake all pre-use checks

 Regular and non-scheduled
maintenance procedures

 Sequence of pre-use checks
 Defect reporting

 Configure and set for site and
highway travel

 Driving controls
 Attachments / accessories
 Travel position

 Site travel
 Visibility
 Road travel / Road Traffic Act

 Travel over rough, undulating
ground and level surfaces;
laden and unladen







Travel routes
Direction of travel
Traction / aids
Ground conditions
Hazards

 Working area
 Load integrity
 Environment protection /
minimise damage

 Manoeuvre in confined spaces






Visibility
Limitations of vision
Hazards
Height restrictions

 Protection of ground / tight
turns
 Environmental / noise / fumes

Site plans / drawings
Method statements
Risk assessments / COSHH
Inspection and reporting
forms / procedures
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Loader compressor – A41
Learning for CPCS

Syllabus (continued)
Learning outcome

Training content

 Configure and set for loading
operations

 Types of material
 Required specification
 Equipment / bucket size /
type
 Machine positioning






Spoil placing
Site markings
Loading vehicles positioning
Material segregation

 Configure and set for
pneumatic tool operations

 Machine positioning
 Compressor pre-use checks
 Tool / compressor
compatibility
 Machine security
 Hose lengths, types and
securing methods








Working area
Starting procedures
Safety checks
Environmental / noise / fumes
Compressed air hazards
Tool pre-use and running
checks

 Explain actions required for
hazards, underground and
overhead services

 Warning / identification
systems
 Reporting procedures for
damage to services

 Types of typical services
 Minimum distances and
clearances

 Sort and place materials into
transporting vehicles and/or
hoppers






Types of materials
Machine positioning
Signals / communication
Load / material
documentation
 Material densities
 Stability

 Loading vehicle stability and
compatibility
 Minimum overspill
 Cleaning loading area
 Productive cycles of operation

 Clear spread materials

 Types of materials
 Material cleaning techniques
 Hazards

 Productive cycles of operation
 Cleaning working area
 Stability

 Carry out compressor shutdown procedures and
tool/equipment storing

 De-pressuring methods
 Tool de-coupling

 Tool and hose storage
 Hazards

 Carry out shut down and
securing procedures

 Shut down procedures
 Security

 Parking and positioning

 Explain the loading and
unloading procedures for
machine transporting

 Compatibility
 Positioning

 Security
 Types of transporter

Note: The listed training content should not be considered exhaustive and subjects may be added to
reflect the individuals’ working environment.
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Loader compressor – A41
Learning for CPCS

Safety critical
Emphasis to be placed on the following topics:
Topic

Emphasis

 Visibility prior to and
during reversing

 Constant and full visibility before and during manoeuvring and types of
visibility aids and their limitations and weaknesses

 Stability of the
machine

 High centre of gravity with loaded buckets – buckets to be kept low at
all times (except for working)

Duration / Ratios
To allow effective learning, these training times are recommended for this category. Candidates must be
profiled to establish learning needs. Durations should be of a length to ensure the learning outcomes
are met.
Experience

Accumulated hours

 Novice operators with no industry or machine experience

35

 Novice operators with industry experience but no machine experience

28

 Operators with unrelated (earthmoving) machine experience

21

 Operators with similar (earthmoving) machine experience

14

All candidates must have received the equivalent to 7 hours of site safety and induction training
To allow effective learning, the listed candidate / machine / instructor ratio
is the maximum recommended for this category
4 candidates : 2 machines: 1 instructor

________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Loader compressor – A41
Learning for CPCS

Resources
Practical equipment

Theory equipment

 Loader compressor that meets current
legislation
 Operator’s manual for the machine(s)
 Uneven rough terrain and smooth surfaces
for working within
 Stockpile of material
 Vehicle or trailer for loading into

 PUWER 1998 Regulations
 HSE GS6
 Operator’s Manual
 Specifications for types of loader compressors
PLUS

PLUS
 Suitable PPE
 Risk assessment for all areas where training is
occurring

 Suitable room for theory training purposes
 Welfare and rest facilities during training.

Category
Category description and types
CPCS defines a category as an item of plant or equipment used within the construction or allied
industries and worked in accordance with the manufacturer’s basic design. Although this category
can have varying uses within industry and used with some attachments, for CPCS training and
assessment standards, the descriptions reflect basic core use.
To identify a machine within this category, a typical loader compressor would normally have the
listed features and be used within the described characteristics.
Category features

Category characteristics

 Multi-axled wheeled chassis containing a
centrally mounted operating position, power,
transmission, hydraulic and electrical units
 Front loader arms with a rotating and removable
front loader bucket, all hydraulically operated
 Rear-mounted PTO driven compressor

 Able to travel in forward and reverse and
change direction during travel with most
types having all-wheel drive and steer
 Can travel and operate on uneven and loose
ground and slopes
 Carry out extraction duties in a linear
motion using the front bucket within the
confines of the operating depth and height
 Can place materials by manoeuvring the
machine within the confines of the
operating depth and height
 Allows pneumatically operated external
tools to be used using compressed air from
the compressor
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Crusher – A42
Learning for CPCS

Outcomes
Through a combination of targeted training and experience, an individual with the crusher will be able to:
Roles and

responsibilities

Preparing for
work

Travelling and
manoeuvring
(mobile units)

Setting up for
work

Working tasks

Completing
work

Shutting down

Describe the nature of the sector of industry and their role and responsibilities as
a plant operator



Name and explain the purpose of principal components, the basic construction,
controls and terminology



Conform with manufacturer’s requirements as per the operator’s handbook,
other types of information source and relevant regulations and legislation



Undertake all pre-use checks



Configure and set for travel (mobile units)



Travel over rough, undulating ground and level surfaces



Manoeuvre in confined spaces (mobile units)



Configure and set for crushing duties to produce aggregate to specified sizes



Explain actions required for hazards, underground and overhead services



Crush differing types of materials



Sort materials into graded sizes



Control and maintain the work flow rate



Use appropriate communication procedures before and during work



Explain procedures for blockages and foreign object removal



Clean down the machine and working area



Carry out shut down and securing procedures



Explain the loading, unloading and machine disassembly procedures for machine
transporting

________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Crusher – A42
Learning for CPCS

Syllabus
Learning outcome

Training content

 Describe the nature of the
sector of industry and their
role and responsibilities as a
plant operator










Industry type
Customer / client needs
Sector contribution
Role
Reporting structures
Lifelong skills
Working practices
Social responsibilities

 Communication with
colleagues / management /
other trades
 Health and Safety at Work Act
 Environmental issues
 Other trades

 Name and explain the purpose
of principal components, the
basic construction, controls
and terminology








Differing types
Function / applications
Power units
Drive systems
Undercarriage
Chassis / wheels / tracks

 Stability / ground pressure
 Crushing components
 Allied equipment (i.e.
screeners)
 Safety systems

 Conform with manufacturer’s
requirements as per the
operator’s handbook, other
types of information source
and relevant regulations and
legislation








Operator’s Manual
Machine decals
Health and Safety at Work Act
PPE
Codes of Practice
Site plans / drawings






 Undertake all pre-use checks

 Regular and non-scheduled
maintenance procedures

 Sequence of pre-use checks
 Defect reporting

 Configure and set for travel
(mobile units)

 Travel controls
 Attachments / accessories

 Travel position
 Site travel
 Visibility

 Travel over rough, undulating
ground and level surfaces







 Ground conditions
 Hazards
 Environment protection /
minimise damage

 Manoeuvre in confined spaces
(mobile units)

 Visibility
 Limitations of vision
 Protection of ground / tight
turns

Travel routes
Slopes / inclines
Direction of travel
Traction / aids
Working area

Method statements
Environmental requirements
Risk assessments / COSHH
Inspection and reporting
forms / procedures

 Environmental / noise / fumes
 Height restrictions
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Crusher – A42
Learning for CPCS

Syllabus (continued)
Learning outcome

Training content

 Configure and set for crushing
duties to produce aggregate
to specified sizes











 Explain actions required for
hazards, underground and
overhead services

 Reporting procedures for
damage to services
 Warning / identification
systems

 Types of typical services
 Minimum distances and
clearances

 Crush differing types of
materials

 Specification
 Identification of suitable and
non-suitable materials
 Techniques

 Loading machine
 Environmental factors
 Productive cycles of operation

 Sort materials into graded
sizes

 Specification
 Screen(s) sizing

 Discharge areas

 Control and maintain the work
flow rate

 Loading machine
communication
 Stockpiling materials

 Power unit speeds
 Productive cycles of operation

 Use appropriate
communication procedures
before and during work

 Types of communication

 Emergency procedures

 Explain procedures for
blockages and foreign object
removal






 Emergency procedures
 Manufacturers’ procedures

 Clean down the machine and
working area

 Environmental issues /
disposal of materials
 Dust / materials

 Hopper / conveyer / rollers
cleared

 Carry out shut down and
securing procedures

 Shut down procedures
 Security

 Parking and positioning

Required specification
Machine compatibility
Jaw / cone adjustments
Source material placing
Hazards
Start-up procedures
Machine positioning
Crushed material placing
Site markings

Source material
Hazards
Techniques
Manual handling

 Access for removing materials
 Safety systems
 Loading machine type,
compatibility and positioning
 Material segregation
 Conveyers / hoppers
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Crusher – A42
Learning for CPCS

Syllabus (continued)
Learning outcome
 Explain the loading, unloading
and machine disassembly
procedures for machine
transporting

Training content
 Compatibility
 Positioning
 Components

 Procedures
 Security
 Types of transporter

Note: The listed training content should not be considered exhaustive and subjects may be added to
reflect the individuals’ working environment.
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Crusher – A42
Learning for CPCS

Safety critical
Emphasis to be placed on the following topics:
Topic
 Blockages
 Operator safety

Emphasis
 Manufacturer’s procedures must be strictly adhered to. Machine
to be isolated prior to clearing blockages
 Operator secure and harnessed (as appropriate) within the work
station and out of striking reach of the loading machine

Duration / Ratios
To allow effective learning, these training times are recommended for this category. Candidates must be
profiled to establish learning needs. Durations should be of a length to ensure the learning outcomes
are met.
Experience

Accumulated hours

 Novice operators with no industry or machine experience

28

 Novice operators with industry experience but no machine experience

21

 Operators with dissimilar (crushing) machine experience

14

 Operators with similar (crushing) machine experience

7

All candidates must have received the equivalent to 7 hours of site safety and induction training
To allow effective learning, the listed candidate / machine / instructor ratio
is the maximum recommended for this category
4 candidates : 2 machines: 1 instructor

________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Crusher – A42
Learning for CPCS

Resources
Practical equipment

Theory equipment

 Crusher that meets current legislation
 Operator’s manual for the machine
 Sufficient area of ground suitable for crushing
duties
 Stockpiles of materials
 Loading machine

 PUWER 1998 Regulations
 HSE GS6
 Operator’s Manual
 Specifications for types of crushers
PLUS

PLUS
 Suitable PPE
 Risk assessment for all areas where training is
occurring

 Suitable room for theory training purposes
 Welfare and rest facilities during training.

Category
Category description and types
CPCS defines a category as an item of plant or equipment used within the construction or allied
industries and worked in accordance with the manufacturer’s basic design. For CPCS training and
assessment standards, the descriptions reflect basic core use.
To identify a machine within this category, a typical crusher would normally have the listed features
and be used within the described characteristics.
Category features

Category characteristics

 Tracked or wheel mounted chassis containing the
operating position; power, hydraulic and
electrical units
 Adjustable jaw, cone or other type of crushing
device
 Loading hopper and adjustable speed conveyer
 Discharge conveyer or conveyers

 Tracked units can travel and steer on
uneven and loose ground and slopes
 Wheeled chassis units use a host vehicle to
deliver to the required position
 Can crush materials to a given specification
with many having sorting capabilities

________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Screener – A43
Learning for CPCS

Outcomes
Through a combination of targeted training and experience, an individual with the screener will be able to:
Roles and

responsibilities

Preparing for
work

Travelling and
manoeuvring
Setting up for
work

Working tasks

Completing
work

Shutting down

Describe the nature of the sector of industry and their role and responsibilities as
a plant operator



Name and explain the purpose of principal components, the basic construction,
controls and terminology



Conform with manufacturer’s requirements as per the operator’s handbook,
other types of information source and relevant regulations and legislation



Undertake all pre-use checks



Configure and set for travel



Travel over rough, undulating ground and level surfaces



Manoeuvre in confined spaces



Configure and set for screening duties to produce aggregate to specified sizes



Explain actions required for hazards, underground and overhead services



Screen differing types of materials into graded sizes



Sort materials into graded sizes



Control and maintain the work flow rate



Use appropriate communication procedures before and during work



Explain procedures for blockages and foreign object removal



Clean down the machine and working area



Carry out shut down and securing procedures



Explain the loading, unloading and machine disassembly procedures for machine
transporting

________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Screener – A43
Learning for CPCS

Syllabus
Learning outcome

Training content

 Describe the nature of the
sector of industry and their
role and responsibilities as a
plant operator










Industry type
Customer / client needs
Sector contribution
Role
Reporting structures
Lifelong skills
Working practices
Social responsibilities

 Communication with
colleagues / management /
other trades
 Health and Safety at Work Act
 Environmental issues
 Other trades

 Name and explain the purpose
of principal components, the
basic construction, controls
and terminology








Differing types
Functions and applications
Power units
Drive systems
Undercarriage
Chassis / wheels / tracks

 Stability / ground pressure
 Screening components
 Allied equipment (i.e.
crushers)
 Safety systems


 Conform with manufacturer’s
requirements as per the
operator’s handbook, other
types of information source
and relevant regulations and
legislation








Operator’s Manual
Machine decals
Health and Safety at Work Act
PPE
Codes of Practice
Site plans / drawings






 Undertake all pre-use checks

 Regular and non-scheduled
maintenance procedures

 Sequence of pre-use checks
 Defect reporting

 Configure and set for travel

 Travel controls
 Attachments / accessories

 Travel position
 Site travel
 Visibility

 Travel over rough, undulating
ground and level surfaces







 Hazards
 Working area
 Environment protection /
minimise damage

 Manoeuvre in confined spaces

 Visibility
 Limitations of vision
 Height restrictions

Travel routes
Slopes / inclines
Direction of travel
Traction / aids
Ground conditions

Method statements
Environmental requirements
Risk assessments / COSHH
Inspection and reporting
forms / procedures

 Protection of ground / tight
turns
 Environmental / noise / fumes
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Screener – A43
Learning for CPCS

Syllabus (continued)
Learning outcome

Training content

 Configure and set for
screening duties to produce
aggregate to specified sizes










 Explain actions required for
hazards, underground and
overhead services

 Warning / identification
systems
 Reporting procedures for
damage to services

 Types of typical services
 Minimum distances and
clearances

 Screen differing types of
materials into graded sizes

 Specifications
 Techniques
 Loading machine

 Environmental factors
 Productive cycles of operation

 Sort materials into graded
sizes

 Specification
 Screen(s) sizing

 Discharge areas

 Control and maintain the work
flow rate

 Loading machine
communication
 Conveyer speeds
 Stockpiling materials

 Power unit speeds
 Productive cycles of operation

 Use appropriate
communication procedures
before and during work

 Types of communication

 Emergency procedures

 Explain procedures for
blockages and foreign object
removal






 Emergency procedures
 Manufacturers’ procedures


 Clean down the machine and
working area

 Environmental issues /
disposal of materials
 Dust / materials

 Screens / conveyer / rollers
cleared

 Carry out shut down and
securing procedures

 Shut down procedures
 Security

 Parking and positioning

Required specification
Machine compatibility
Screen sizes / adjustments
Source material placing
Hazards
Start-up procedures
Machine positioning
Sorted material placing

Source material
Hazards
Techniques
Manual handling






Site markings
Access for removing materials
Safety systems
Loading machine type,
compatibility and positioning
 Material segregation
 Conveyers / hoppers
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Screener – A43
Learning for CPCS

Syllabus (continued)
Learning outcome
 Explain the loading, unloading
and machine disassembly
procedures for machine
transporting

Training content
 Compatibility
 Positioning
 Components

 Procedures
 Security
 Types of transporter

Note: The listed training content should not be considered exhaustive and subjects may be added to
reflect the individuals’ working environment.
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Screener – A43
Learning for CPCS

Safety critical
Emphasis to be placed on the following topics:
Topic

Emphasis

 Blockages

 Manufacturer’s procedures must be strictly adhered to. Machine to be
isolated prior to clearing blockages

 Operator safety

 Operator secure and harnessed (as appropriate) within the work
station and out of striking / discharge reach of the loading machine

Duration / Ratios
To allow effective learning, these training times are recommended for this category. Candidates must be
profiled to establish learning needs. Durations should be of a length to ensure the learning outcomes
are met.
Experience

Accumulated hours

 Novice operators with no industry or machine experience

28

 Novice operators with industry experience but no machine experience

21

 Operators with unrelated (crushing) machine experience

14

 Operators with similar (crushing) machine experience

7

All candidates must have received the equivalent to 7 hours of site safety and induction training
To allow effective learning, the listed candidate / machine / instructor ratio
is the maximum recommended for this category
4 candidates : 2 machines: 1 instructor
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Screener – A43
Learning for CPCS

Resources
Practical equipment

Theory equipment

 Screener that meets current legislation
 Operator’s manual for the machine
 Sufficient area of ground suitable for screener
duties
 Stockpiles of material
 Loading machine

 PUWER 1998 Regulations
 HSE GS6
 Operator’s Manual
 Specifications for types of screeners
PLUS

PLUS
 Suitable PPE
 Risk assessment for all areas where training is
occurring

 Suitable room for theory training purposes
 Welfare and rest facilities during training.

Category
Category description and types
CPCS defines a category as an item of plant or equipment used within the construction or allied
industries and worked in accordance with the manufacturer’s basic design. For CPCS training and
assessment standards, the descriptions reflect basic core use.
To identify a machine within this category, a typical screener would normally have the listed features
and be used within the described characteristics.
Category features

Category characteristics

 Tracked or wheel mounted chassis containing the
operating position; power, hydraulic and
electrical units
 Variable and varying screens
 Loading hopper and adjustable speed conveyer
 Discharge conveyers

 Tracked units can travel and steer on
uneven and loose ground and slopes
 Wheeled chassis units use a host vehicle to
deliver to the required position
 Can screen and sort materials to a given
specification
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Concrete pump
trailer mounted - A44
Learning for CPCS

Outcomes
Through a combination of targeted training and experience, an individual with the trailer mounted concrete
pump will be able to:
Roles and

responsibilities

Describe the nature of the sector of industry and their role and responsibilities as
a plant operator



Name and explain the purpose of principal components, the basic construction,
controls and terminology



Conform with manufacturer’s requirements as per the operator’s handbook,
other types of information source and relevant regulations and legislation



Undertake all pre-use checks



Confirm the position and configure the machine for pumping duties



Deploy the outriggers to specification (where applicable)



Arrange, anchor and secure all pipes and lines



Confirm a given mix is able to be pumped



Arrange and comply with communication procedures



Direct the loading / mixer vehicle to position



Explain action required for hazards, underground and overhead services



Pump and control materials accurately to the desired pour location



Explain how blockages occur and solution methods



Maintain safe working situations

Completing
work



Complete end-of-use cleaning procedures

Shutting down



Carry out shut down and securing procedures

Preparing for
work

Setting up for
work

Working tasks
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Concrete pump
trailer mounted - A44
Learning for CPCS

Syllabus
Learning outcome

Training content

 Describe the nature of the
sector of industry and their
role and responsibilities as a
plant operator










Industry type
Customer / client needs
Sector contribution
Role
Reporting structures
Lifelong skills
Working practices
Social responsibilities

 Communication with
colleagues / management /
other trades
 Health and Safety at Work Act
 Environmental issues
 Other trades

 Name and explain the purpose
of principal components, the
basic construction, controls
and terminology






Differing types
Functions and applications
Power units
Chassis / trailer types






Pump types
Safety systems
Attachments
Remote control units

 Conform with manufacturer’s
requirements as per the
operator’s handbook, other
types of information source
and relevant regulations and
legislation








Operator’s Manual
Duties charts
Ground loading charts
Machine decals
Health and Safety at Work Act
PPE







Codes of Practice
Site plans / drawings
Method statements
Risk assessments / COSHH
Inspection and reporting
forms / procedures

 Undertake all pre-use checks

 Regular and non-scheduled
maintenance procedures

 Sequence of pre-use checks
 Defect reporting

 Confirm the position and
configure the machine for
pumping duties







Positioning
Stability
Environmental conditions
Required configuration
Pipe / hose configuration /
routes
 Operating controls






 Deploy the outriggers to
specification (where
applicable)

 Types of outriggers
 Support conditions
 Bearing pressure

 Packing / load spreading
 Footprint
 Inclines / uneven ground

 Arrange, anchor and secure all
pipes and lines

 Specification
 Supporting piping / hoses /
boom
 Anchor types
 Anchoring methods

 Securing types and methods
 Creating pipelines
 Hazards and defects

Site markings
Hazards
Levelling / working on inclines
Environmental considerations
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CPCS A44 Learning
01-03-2019

Concrete pump
trailer mounted - A44
Learning for CPCS

Syllabus (continued)
Learning outcome

Training content

 Confirm a given mix is able to
be pumped

 Principles
 Different types of mixes
 Specifications

 Uses / applications
 Time factors
 Hazards

 Arrange and comply with
communication procedures

 Methods and types of signals
 Methods of verbal instruction
 Multiple signalling

 Electronic communication /
setting-up
 Codes of Practice
 Radio protocol

 Direct the loading / mixer
vehicle to position

 Signals
 Ground conditions
 Visibility

 Access / egress routes
 Hazards

 Explain action required for
hazards, underground and
overhead services

 Warning / identification
systems
 Reporting procedures for
damage to services

 Types of typical services
 Minimum distances and
clearances

 Pump and control materials
accurately to the desired pour
location











 Explain how blockages occur
and solution methods

 Type of blockages
 Communication of blockages
 Shut-down and re-starting
methods
 Cleaning procedures

 Cleaning methods
 Components subject to
blockages
 Hazards
 Environmental considerations

 Maintain safe working
situations

 Stability
 Visibility

 Pipe / hose security
 Hazards

 Complete end-of-use cleaning
procedures






 Methods and procedures
 Environmental considerations
/ waste disposal

 Carry out shut down and
securing procedures

 Shut down procedures
 Security

Flow rates
Signalling / communication
Noise
Visibility

Components
Cleaning equipment
Cleaning area
Hazards

Flow controls
Working efficiently
Hazards
Environmental considerations

 Parking and positioning

Note: The listed training content should not be considered exhaustive and subjects may be added to
reflect the individuals’ working environment.
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CPCS A44 Learning
01-03-2019

Concrete pump
trailer mounted - A44
Learning for CPCS

Safety critical
Emphasis to be placed on the following topics:
Topic
 Cleaning procedures /
blockages

Emphasis
 Planned and controlled use of cleaning balls and compressed air

Duration / Ratios
To allow effective learning, these training times are recommended for this category. Candidates must be
profiled to establish learning needs. Durations should be of a length to ensure the learning outcomes
are met.
Experience

Accumulated hours

 Novice operators with no industry or machine experience

28

 Novice operators with industry experience but no machine experience

21

 Operators with unrelated (pumping) machine experience

14

 Operators with similar (pumping) machine experience

7

All candidates must have received the equivalent to 7 hours of site safety and induction training
To allow effective learning, the listed candidate / machine / instructor ratio
is the maximum recommended for this category
4 candidates : 2 machines: 1 instructor
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CPCS A44 Learning
01-03-2019

Concrete pump
trailer mounted - A44
Learning for CPCS

Resources
Practical equipment

Theory equipment

 Concrete pump (trailer mounted) that meets
current legislation
 Operator’s manual for the pump
 Structure and works to pump materials
PLUS
 Suitable PPE
 Risk assessment for all areas where training is
occurring

 PUWER 1998 Regulations
 LOLER 1998 Regulations
 HSE GS6
 BS 7121 (parts 1, 2 and 3)
 Operator’s Manual
 Specifications for types of concrete pumps
PLUS
 Suitable room for theory training purposes
 Welfare and rest facilities during training.

Category
Category description and types
CPCS defines a category as an item of plant or equipment used within the construction or allied
industries and worked in accordance with the manufacturer’s basic design. Although this category
can have varying uses within industry, for CPCS training and assessment standards, the descriptions
reflect basic core use.
To identify a machine within this category, a typical trailer mounted concrete pump would normally
have the listed features and be used within the described characteristics.
Category features

Category characteristics

 Axled chassis containing a power, hydraulic,
electrical and pumping unit
 Driven piston type pumping unit with a hopper to
externally receive a pumpable material

 Pumps loads via the hopper and pump
through the pipe-work to the desired pour
location
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CPCS A44 Learning
01-03-2019

Piling rig
driven below 20 tonnes – A45
Learning for CPCS

Outcomes
Through a combination of targeted training and experience, an individual with the piling rig will be able to:
Roles and

responsibilities

Preparing for
work

Travelling and
manoeuvring

Setting up for
work

Working tasks

Shutting down

Describe the nature of the sector of industry and their role and responsibilities as
a plant operator



Name and explain the purpose of principal components, the basic construction,
controls and terminology



Conform with manufacturer’s requirements as per the operator’s handbook,
other types of information source and relevant regulations and legislation



Undertake all pre-use checks



Configure and ready for travel



Explain the procedures and precautions to be taken when travelling over rough,
undulating ground



Manoeuvre in confined spaces



Position, configure and set for driven works



Explain actions required for hazards, underground and overhead services



Accurately install displacement piles to completion



Comply with signals and instructions



Maintain safe working situations



Explain lifting requirements and limitations using a piling rig



Carry out shut down and securing procedures



Explain the de-rigging, loading and unloading procedures for machine
transporting
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CPCS A45 Learning
01-03-2019

Piling rig
driven below 20 tonnes – A45
Learning for CPCS

Syllabus
Learning outcome

Training content

 Describe the nature of the
sector of industry and their
role and responsibilities as a
plant operator










Industry type
Customer / client needs
Sector contribution
Role
Reporting structures
Lifelong skills
Working practices
Social responsibilities

 Communication with
colleagues / management /
other trades
 Health and Safety at Work Act
 Environmental issues
 Other trades

 Name and explain the purpose
of principal components, the
basic construction, controls
and terminology










Differing types
Functions and applications
Power units
Hydraulic systems
Undercarriage
Counterweights
Tracks
Stability / ground pressure

 Piling equipment /
attachments
 Slewing arrangements
 Booms / masts (leaders)
 Lifting attachments
 Pile types
 RCIs / RLIs / safety systems
 ROPS / FOPS

 Conform with manufacturer’s
requirements as per the
operator’s handbook, other
types of information source
and relevant regulations and
legislation









Operator’s Manual
Machine decals
Health and Safety at Work Act
PPE
Duties charts
Codes of Practice
Piling specifications

 Site plans / drawings
 Method statements
 Lifting requirements and
limitations
 Risk assessments / COSHH
 Inspection and reporting
forms / procedures

 Undertake all pre-use checks

 Regular and non-scheduled
maintenance procedures

 Sequence of pre-use checks
 Defect reporting

 Configure and ready for travel

 Travel controls
 Attachments / accessories
 Travel position






 Explain the procedures and
precautions to be taken when
travelling over rough,
undulating ground







 Hazards
 Working area
 Environment protection /
minimise damage

Travel routes
Slopes / inclines
Direction of travel
Traction / aids
Ground conditions

Site travel
Visibility
Boom / jib positioning
Road Traffic Act
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CPCS A45 Learning
01-03-2019

Piling rig
driven below 20 tonnes – A45
Learning for CPCS

Syllabus (continued)
Learning outcome

Training content

 Manoeuvre in confined spaces

 Visibility
 Limitations of vision
 Environmental / noise / fumes

 Protection of ground / tight
turns
 Height restrictions

 Position, configure and set for
driven works

 Rig positioning
 Required configuration /
attachments
 Rig (piling) controls
 RCI settings
 Environmental conditions
 Hazards







 Explain actions required for
hazards, underground and
overhead services

 Types of typical services
 Warning / identification
systems

 Reporting procedures for
damage to services
 Minimum distances and
clearances

 Accurately install
displacement piles to
completion







 Maintaining stability and
positioning
 Environmental factors
 Productive cycles of operation

 Comply with signals and
instructions

 Methods and types of signals
 Methods of verbal instruction
 Multiple signalling

 Electronic communication /
setting-up
 Codes of Practice
 Radio protocol

 Maintain safe working
situations

 Stability
 Visibility

 Hazards

 Explain lifting requirements
and limitations using a piling
rig

 Legislation and regulations
 Load connecting

 Load securing
 Lifting and load-rating charts

 Carry out shut down and
securing procedures

 Shut down procedures
 Security

 Parking and positioning

 Explain the de-rigging, loading
and unloading procedures for
machine transporting






 De-rigging procedures
 Stowage of materials /
accessories

Types of piles
Ground / soil types
Specification
Measuring for pile positioning
Maintaining vertical piles

Compatibility
Positioning
Security
Types of transporter

Counterweights
Levelling / inclines
Site markings
Stability / ground pressure
Falls of rope (optional)

Note: The listed training content should not be considered exhaustive and subjects may be added to
reflect the individuals’ working environment.
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CPCS A45 Learning
01-03-2019

Piling rig
driven below 20 tonnes – A45
Learning for CPCS

Safety critical
Emphasis to be placed on the following topics:
Topic
 Manoeuvring

Emphasis
 Facing the direction of travel and no reversing unless authorised by
nominated banksman

Duration / Ratios
To allow effective learning, these training times are recommended for this category. Candidates must be
profiled to establish learning needs. Durations should be of a length to ensure the learning outcomes
are met.
Experience

Accumulated hours

 Novice operators with no industry or machine experience

70

 Novice operators with industry experience but no machine experience

62

 Operators with unrelated (piling) machine experience

42

 Operators with similar (piling) machine experience

28

All candidates must have received the equivalent to 7 hours of site safety and induction training
To allow effective learning, the listed candidate / machine / instructor ratio
is the maximum recommended for this category
4 candidates : 2 machines: 1 instructor
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CPCS A45 Learning
01-03-2019

Piling rig
driven below 20 tonnes – A45
Learning for CPCS

Resources
Practical equipment

Theory equipment

 Piling rig (driven) that meets current
legislation

 PUWER 1998 Regulations

 Suitable attachments for driven piling

 LOLER 1998 Regulations

 Operator’s manual for the rig

 HSE GS6

 Selection of displacement piles

 BS 7121 (parts 1, 2 and 3)

 Sufficient area of ground suitable for placing
piles to various depths

 Operator’s Manual

PLUS

 Specifications for types of piling rigs

 Suitable PPE

PLUS

 Risk assessment for all areas where training is
occurring

 Suitable room for theory training purposes
 Welfare and rest facilities during training.

Category
Category description and types
CPCS defines a category as an item of plant or equipment used within the construction or allied
industries and worked in accordance with the manufacturer’s basic design. Although this category
can have varying uses within industry and used with many attachments, for CPCS training and
assessment standards, the descriptions reflect basic core use.
To identify a machine within this category, a typical driven piling rig would normally have the listed
features and be used within the described characteristics.
Category features

Category characteristics

 Track mounted chassis
 360 degree rotating or fixed upper structure
containing the operating position; power,
hydraulic, winching and electrical units
 Lattice or telescopic multi-sectioned jib, or
telescopic vertical mast (leader) – hydraulically
adjustable
 Winch operated lifting metal-stranded hoist rope
mounted on pulleys

 Able to travel in forward and reverse and
change direction during travel
 Can travel and operate on uneven and loose
ground and slopes
 Lift loads by vertically raising a hook block
 Positions and places piles by percussive
methods using a combination of slew and
vertical motions

 Percussive attachment suspended by hoist rope
at the end of the mast or attached to the mast
able to be slid up and down
 Operating weight up to 20 tonnes
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CPCS A45 Learning
01-03-2019

Piling rig
driven above 20 tonnes – A46
Learning for CPCS

Outcomes
Through a combination of targeted training and experience, an individual with the piling rig will be able to:
Roles and

responsibilities

Preparing for
work

Travelling and
manoeuvring

Setting up for
work

Working tasks

Shutting down

Describe the nature of the sector of industry and their role and responsibilities as
a plant operator



Name and explain the purpose of principal components, the basic construction,
controls and terminology



Conform with manufacturer’s requirements as per the operator’s handbook,
other types of information source and relevant regulations and legislation



Undertake all pre-use checks



Configure and ready for travel



Explain the procedures and precautions to be taken when travelling over rough,
undulating ground



Manoeuvre in confined spaces



Position, configure and set for driven works



Explain actions required for hazards, underground and overhead services



Accurately install displacement piles to completion



Comply with signals and instructions



Maintain safe working situations



Explain lifting requirements and limitations using a piling rig



Carry out shut down and securing procedures



Explain the de-rigging, loading and unloading procedures for machine
transporting
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CPCS A46 Learning
01-03-2019

Piling rig
driven above 20 tonnes – A46
Learning for CPCS

Syllabus
Learning outcome

Training content

 Describe the nature of the
sector of industry and their
role and responsibilities as a
plant operator










Industry type
Customer / client needs
Sector contribution
Role
Reporting structures
Lifelong skills
Working practices
Social responsibilities

 Communication with
colleagues / management /
other trades
 Health and Safety at Work Act
 Environmental issues
 Other trades

 Name and explain the purpose
of principal components, the
basic construction, controls
and terminology










Differing types
Functions and applications
Power units
Hydraulic systems
Undercarriage
Counterweights
Tracks
Stability / ground pressure

 Piling equipment /
attachments
 Slewing arrangements
 Booms / masts (leaders)
 Lifting attachments
 Pile types
 RCIs / RLIs / safety systems
 ROPS / FOPS

 Conform with manufacturer’s
requirements as per the
operator’s handbook, other
types of information source
and relevant regulations and
legislation









Operator’s Manual
Machine decals
Health and Safety at Work Act
PPE
Duties charts
Codes of Practice
Piling specifications

 Site plans / drawings
 Method statements
 Lifting requirements and
limitations
 Risk assessments / COSHH
 Inspection and reporting
forms / procedures

 Undertake all pre-use checks

 Regular and non-scheduled
maintenance procedures

 Sequence of pre-use checks
 Defect reporting

 Configure and ready for travel

 Travel controls
 Attachments / accessories
 Travel position






 Explain the procedures and
precautions to be taken when
travelling over rough,
undulating ground







 Hazards
 Working area
 Environment protection /
minimise damage

Travel routes
Slopes / inclines
Direction of travel
Traction / aids
Ground conditions

Site travel
Visibility
Boom / jib positioning
Road Traffic Act
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01-03-2019

Piling rig
driven above 20 tonnes – A46
Learning for CPCS

Syllabus (continued)
Learning outcome

Training content

 Manoeuvre in confined spaces

 Visibility
 Limitations of vision
 Protection of ground / tight
turns

 Environmental / noise / fumes
 Height restrictions

 Position, configure and set for
driven works

 Rig positioning
 Required configuration /
attachments
 Rig (piling) controls
 RCI settings
 Environmental conditions
 Hazards







 Explain actions required for
hazards, underground and
overhead services

 Types of typical services
 Warning / identification
systems

 Reporting procedures for
damage to services
 Minimum distances and
clearances

 Accurately install
displacement piles to
completion







 Maintaining stability and
positioning
 Environmental factors
 Productive cycles of operation

 Comply with signals and
instructions

 Methods and types of signals
 Methods of verbal instruction
 Multiple signalling

 Electronic communication /
setting-up
 Codes of Practice
 Radio protocol

 Maintain safe working
situations

 Stability
 Visibility

 Hazards

 Explain lifting requirements
and limitations using a piling
rig

 Legislation and regulations
 Load connecting

 Load securing
 Lifting and load-rating charts

 Carry out shut down and
securing procedures

 Shut down procedures
 Security

 Parking and positioning

 Explain the de-rigging, loading
and unloading procedures for
machine transporting






 Types of transporter
 Stowage of materials /
accessories

Types of piles
Ground / soil types
Specification
Measuring for pile positioning
Maintaining vertical piles

Compatibility
Positioning
Security
De-rigging procedures

Counterweights
Levelling / inclines
Site markings
Stability / ground pressure
Falls of rope (optional)

Note: The listed training content should not be considered exhaustive and subjects may be added to
reflect the individuals’ working environment.
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01-03-2019

Piling rig
driven above 20 tonnes – A46
Learning for CPCS

Safety critical
Emphasis to be placed on the following topics:
Topic
 Manoeuvring

Emphasis
 Facing the direction of travel and no reversing unless authorised by
nominated banksman

Duration / Ratios
To allow effective learning, these training times are recommended for this category. Candidates must be
profiled to establish learning needs. Durations should be of a length to ensure the learning outcomes
are met.
Experience

Accumulated hours

 Novice operators with no industry or machine experience

70

 Novice operators with industry experience but no machine experience

62

 Operators with unrelated (piling) machine experience

42

 Operators with similar (piling) machine experience

28

All candidates must have received the equivalent to 7 hours of site safety and induction training
To allow effective learning, the listed candidate / machine / instructor ratio
is the maximum recommended for this category
4 candidates : 2 machines: 1 instructor
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CPCS A46 Learning
01-03-2019

Piling rig
driven above 20 tonnes – A46
Learning for CPCS

Resources
Practical equipment

Theory equipment

 Piling rig (driven) that meets current
legislation

 PUWER 1998 Regulations

 Suitable attachments for driven piling

 LOLER 1998 Regulations

 Operator’s manual for the machine(s)

 HSE GS6

 Selection of displacement piles

 BS 7121 (parts 1, 2 and 3)

 Sufficient area of ground suitable for placing
piles to various depths

 Operator’s Manual

PLUS

 Specifications for types of piling rigs

 Suitable PPE

PLUS

 Risk assessment for all areas where training is
occurring

 Suitable room for theory training purposes
 Welfare and rest facilities during training.

Category
Category description and types
CPCS defines a category as an item of plant or equipment used within the construction or allied
industries and worked in accordance with the manufacturer’s basic design. Although this category
can have varying uses within industry and used with many attachments, for CPCS training and
assessment standards, the descriptions reflect basic core use.
To identify a machine within this category, a typical driven piling rig would normally have the listed
features and be used within the described characteristics.
Category features

Category characteristics

 Track mounted chassis
 360 degree rotating or fixed upper structure
containing the operating position; power,
hydraulic, winching and electrical units
 Lattice or telescopic multi-sectioned jib, or
telescopic vertical mast (leader) – hydraulically
adjustable
 Winch operated lifting metal-stranded hoist rope
mounted on pulleys
 Percussive attachment suspended by hoist rope
at the end of the mast or attached to the mast
able to be slid up and down
 Operating weight over 20 tonnes

 Able to travel in forward and reverse and
change direction during travel
 Can travel and operate on uneven and loose
ground and slopes
 Lift loads by vertically raising a hook block
 Positions and places piles by percussive
methods using a combination of slew and
vertical motions
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CPCS A46 Learning
01-03-2019

Piling rig
bored below 20 tonnes - A47
Learning for CPCS

Outcomes
Through a combination of targeted training and experience, an individual with the piling rig will be able to:
Roles and

responsibilities

Preparing for
work

Travelling and
manoeuvring

Setting up for
work

Working tasks

Shutting down

Describe the nature of the sector of industry and their role and responsibilities as
a plant operator



Name and explain the purpose of principal components, the basic construction,
controls and terminology



Conform with manufacturer’s requirements as per the operator’s handbook,
other types of information source and relevant regulations and legislation



Undertake all pre-use checks



Configure and ready for travel



Explain the procedures and precautions to be taken when travelling over rough,
undulating ground



Manoeuvre in confined spaces



Position, configure and set for driven works



Explain actions required for hazards, underground and overhead services



Accurately form bored piles to completion



Comply with signals and instructions



Maintain safe working situations



Explain lifting requirements and limitations using a piling rig



Carry out shut down and securing procedures



Explain the de-rigging, loading and unloading procedures for machine
transporting
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CPCS A47 Learning
01-03-2019

Piling rig
bored below 20 tonnes - A47
Learning for CPCS

Syllabus
Learning outcome
 Describe the nature of the
sector of industry and their
role and responsibilities as a
plant operator

Training content
 Industry type
 Customer / client needs
 Sector contribution
 Role
 Reporting structures
 Lifelong skills

 Communication with
colleagues / management /
other trades
 Health and Safety at Work Act
 Environmental issues
 Other trades

 Working practices
 Social responsibilities
 Name and explain the purpose
of principal components, the
basic construction, controls
and terminology

 Differing types

 Boring equipment / augers

 Functions and applications

 Slewing arrangements

 Power units

 Booms / masts (leaders)

 Hydraulic systems

 Lifting attachments

 Undercarriage

 Pile types / methods

 Counterweights

 RCIs / RLIs / safety systems

 Tracks

 ROPS / FOPS

 Stability / ground pressure
 Conform with manufacturer’s
requirements as per the
operator’s handbook, other
types of information source
and relevant regulations and
legislation

 Operator’s Manual

 Site plans / drawings

 Machine decals

 Method statements

 Health and Safety at Work Act

 Lifting requirements and
limitations

 PPE
 Duties charts
 Codes of Practice
 Piling specifications

 Undertake all pre-use checks
 Configure and ready for travel

 Risk assessments / COSHH
 Inspection and reporting
forms / procedures

 Regular and non-scheduled
maintenance procedures

 Sequence of pre-use checks

 Travel controls

 Site travel

 Attachments / accessories

 Visibility

 Travel position

 Boom / jib positioning

 Defect reporting

 Road Traffic Act
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01-03-2019

Piling rig
bored below 20 tonnes - A47
Learning for CPCS

Syllabus (continued)
Learning outcome
 Explain the procedures and
precautions to be taken when
travelling over rough,
undulating ground

Training content
 Travel routes

 Hazards

 Slopes / inclines

 Working area

 Direction of travel

 Environment protection /
minimise damage

 Traction / aids
 Ground conditions

 Manoeuvre in confined spaces

 Visibility

 Environmental / noise / fumes

 Limitations of vision

 Height restrictions

 Protection of ground / tight
turns
 Position, configure and set for
driven works

 Rig positioning

 Counterweights

 Required configuration /
attachments

 Levelling / inclines

 Rig (boring) controls

 Stability / ground pressure

 Boring settings
 Environmental conditions

 Site markings
 Falls of rope

 Hazards
 Explain actions required for
hazards, underground and
overhead services

 Types of typical services

 Accurately form bores piles to
completion

 Types of piles

 Warning / identification
systems

 Ground / soil types
 Specification
 Measuring for bore
positioning

 Reporting procedures for
damage to services
 Minimum distances and
clearances
 Maintaining stability and
positioning
 Environmental factors
 Productive cycles of operation

 Maintaining vertical bores
 Comply with signals and
instructions

 Methods and types of signals
 Methods of verbal instruction

 Electronic communication /
setting-up

 Multiple signalling

 Codes of Practice

 Maintain safe working
situations

 Stability

 Hazards

 Explain lifting requirements
and limitations using a piling
rig

 Legislation and regulations

 Load securing

 Load connecting

 Lifting and load-rating charts

 Radio protocol

 Visibility
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CPCS A47 Learning
01-03-2019

Piling rig
bored below 20 tonnes - A47
Learning for CPCS

Syllabus (continued)
Learning outcome

Training content

 Carry out shut down and
securing procedures

 Shut down procedures

 Explain the de-rigging, loading
and unloading procedures for
machine transporting

 Compatibility

 Parking and positioning

 Security
 Positioning
 Security

 De-rigging procedures
 Stowage of materials /
accessories

 Types of transporter
Note: The listed training content should not be considered exhaustive and subjects may be added to
reflect the individuals’ working environment.
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CPCS A47 Learning
01-03-2019

Piling rig
bored below 20 tonnes - A47
Learning for CPCS

Safety critical
Emphasis to be placed on the following topics:
Topic
 Manoeuvring

Emphasis
 Facing the direction of travel and no reversing unless authorised by
nominated banksman

Duration / Ratios
To allow effective learning, these training times are recommended for this category. Candidates must be
profiled to establish learning needs. Durations should be of a length to ensure the learning outcomes
are met.
Experience

Accumulated hours

 Novice operators with no industry or machine experience

70

 Novice operators with industry experience but no machine experience

62

 Operators with unrelated (piling) machine experience

42

 Operators with similar (piling) machine experience

28

All candidates must have received the equivalent to 7 hours of site safety and induction training
To allow effective learning, the listed candidate / machine / instructor ratio
is the maximum recommended for this category
4 candidates : 2 machines: 1 instructor
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01-03-2019

Piling rig
bored below 20 tonnes - A47
Learning for CPCS

Resources
Practical equipment

Theory equipment

 Piling rig (bored) that meets current
legislation

 PUWER 1998 Regulations

 Suitable attachments for bored piling

 LOLER 1998 Regulations

 Operator’s manual for the rig

 HSE GS6

 Sufficient area of ground suitable for boring
works to various depths

 BS 7121 (parts 1, 2 and 3)

 Slurry systems and temporary casings

 Operator’s Manual

 Additional equipment / plant for spoil
removal

 Specifications for types of piling rigs

PLUS

PLUS

 Suitable PPE

 Suitable room for theory training purposes

 Risk assessment for all areas where training is
occurring

 Welfare and rest facilities during training.

Category
Category description and types
CPCS defines a category as an item of plant or equipment used within the construction or allied
industries and worked in accordance with the manufacturer’s basic design. Although this category
can have varying uses within industry and used with many attachments, for CPCS training and
assessment standards, the descriptions reflect basic core use.
To identify a machine within this category, a typical bored piling rig would normally have the listed
features and be used within the described characteristics.
Category features

Category characteristics

 Track mounted chassis

 Able to travel in forward and reverse and
change direction during travel

 Upper structure containing the operating
position; power, hydraulic, winching and
electrical units

 Can travel and operate on uneven and loose
ground and slopes

 Telescopic vertical mast (leader) – hydraulically
adjustable

 Creates borings in a variety of ground and
creates piles with additional equipment

 Winch operated lifting metal-stranded hoist rope
mounted on pulleys
 Rotary attachment attached to the mast able to
be slid up and down
 Operating weight under 20 tonnes
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CPCS A47 Learning
01-03-2019

Piling rig
bored above 20 tonnes - A48
Learning for CPCS

Outcomes
Through a combination of targeted training and experience, an individual with the piling rig will be able to:
Roles and

responsibilities

Preparing for
work

Travelling and
manoeuvring

Setting up for
work

Working tasks

Shutting down

Describe the nature of the sector of industry and their role and responsibilities as
a plant operator



Name and explain the purpose of principal components, the basic construction,
controls and terminology



Conform with manufacturer’s requirements as per the operator’s handbook,
other types of information source and relevant regulations and legislation



Undertake all pre-use checks



Configure and ready for travel



Explain the procedures and precautions to be taken when travelling over rough,
undulating ground



Manoeuvre in confined spaces



Position, configure and set for driven works



Explain actions required for hazards, underground and overhead services



Accurately form bored piles to completion



Comply with signals and instructions



Maintain safe working situations



Explain lifting requirements and limitations using a piling rig



Carry out shut down and securing procedures



Explain the de-rigging, loading and unloading procedures for machine
transporting
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CPCS A48 Learning
01-03-2019

Piling rig
bored above 20 tonnes - A48
Learning for CPCS

Syllabus
Learning outcome
 Describe the nature of the
sector of industry and their
role and responsibilities as a
plant operator

Training content
 Industry type
 Customer / client needs
 Sector contribution
 Role
 Reporting structures
 Lifelong skills

 Communication with
colleagues / management /
other trades
 Health and Safety at Work Act
 Environmental issues
 Other trades

 Working practices
 Social responsibilities
 Name and explain the purpose
of principal components, the
basic construction, controls
and terminology

 Differing types

 Boring equipment / augers

 Functions and applications

 Slewing arrangements

 Power units

 Booms / masts (leaders)

 Hydraulic systems

 Lifting attachments

 Undercarriage

 Pile types / methods

 Counterweights

 RCIs / RLIs / safety systems

 Tracks

 ROPS / FOPS

 Stability / ground pressure
 Conform with manufacturer’s
requirements as per the
operator’s handbook, other
types of information source
and relevant regulations and
legislation

 Operator’s Manual

 Site plans / drawings

 Machine decals

 Method statements

 Health and Safety at Work Act

 Lifting requirements and
limitations

 PPE
 Duties charts
 Codes of Practice
 Piling specifications

 Undertake all pre-use checks
 Configure and ready for travel

 Risk assessments / COSHH
 Inspection and reporting
forms / procedures

 Regular and non-scheduled
maintenance procedures

 Sequence of pre-use checks

 Travel controls

 Site travel

 Attachments / accessories

 Visibility

 Travel position

 Boom / jib positioning

 Defect reporting

 Road Traffic Act
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Piling rig
bored above 20 tonnes - A48
Learning for CPCS

Syllabus (continued)
Learning outcome
 Explain the procedures and
precautions to be taken when
travelling over rough,
undulating ground

Training content
 Travel routes

 Hazards

 Slopes / inclines

 Working area

 Direction of travel

 Environment protection /
minimise damage

 Traction / aids
 Ground conditions

 Manoeuvre in confined spaces

 Visibility

 Environmental / noise / fumes

 Limitations of vision

 Height restrictions

 Protection of ground / tight
turns
 Position, configure and set for
driven works

 Rig positioning

 Counterweights

 Required configuration /
attachments

 Levelling / inclines

 Rig (boring) controls

 Stability / ground pressure

 Boring settings
 Environmental conditions

 Site markings
 Falls of rope

 Hazards
 Explain actions required for
hazards, underground and
overhead services

 Warning / identification
systems

 Accurately form bores piles to
completion

 Types of piles

 Reporting procedures for
damage to services
 Ground / soil types
 Specification
 Measuring for bore
positioning

 Types of typical services
 Minimum distances and
clearances
 Maintaining stability and
positioning
 Productive cycles of operation
 Maintaining vertical bores

 Environmental factors
 Comply with signals and
instructions

 Methods and types of signals
 Methods of verbal instruction

 Electronic communication /
setting-up

 Multiple signalling

 Codes of Practice

 Maintain safe working
situations

 Stability

 Hazards

 Explain lifting requirements
and limitations using a piling
rig

 Legislation and regulations

 Load securing

 Load connecting

 Lifting and load-rating charts

 Radio protocol

 Visibility

________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Piling rig
bored above 20 tonnes - A48
Learning for CPCS

Safety critical
Emphasis to be placed on the following topics:
Topic
 Manoeuvring

Emphasis
 Facing the direction of travel and no reversing unless authorised by
nominated banksman

Duration / Ratios
To allow effective learning, these training times are recommended for this category. Candidates must be
profiled to establish learning needs. Durations should be of a length to ensure the learning outcomes
are met.
Experience

Accumulated hours

 Novice operators with no industry or machine experience

70

 Novice operators with industry experience but no machine experience

62

 Operators with unrelated (piling) machine experience

42

 Operators with similar (piling) machine experience

28

All candidates must have received the equivalent to 7 hours of site safety and induction training
To allow effective learning, the listed candidate / machine / instructor ratio
is the maximum recommended for this category
4 candidates : 2 machines: 1 instructor

________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Piling rig
bored above 20 tonnes - A48
Learning for CPCS

Resources
Practical equipment

Theory equipment

 Piling rig (bored) that meets current
legislation

 PUWER 1998 Regulations

 Suitable attachments for bored piling

 LOLER 1998 Regulations

 Operator’s manual for the rig

 HSE GS6

 Sufficient area of ground suitable for boring
works to various depths

 BS 7121 (parts 1, 2 and 3)

 Slurry systems and temporary casings

 Operator’s Manual

 Additional equipment / plant for spoil
removal

 Specifications for types of piling rigs

PLUS

PLUS

 Suitable PPE

 Suitable room for theory training purposes

 Risk assessment for all areas where training is
occurring

 Welfare and rest facilities during training.

Category
Category description and types
CPCS defines a category as an item of plant or equipment used within the construction or allied
industries and worked in accordance with the manufacturer’s basic design. Although this category
can have varying uses within industry and used with many attachments, for CPCS training and
assessment standards, the descriptions reflect basic core use.
To identify a machine within this category, a typical bored piling rig would normally have the listed
features and be used within the described characteristics.
Category features

Category characteristics

 Track mounted chassis
 360 degree rotating upper structure containing
the operating position; power, hydraulic,
winching and electrical units
 Lattice or telescopic vertical mast (leader) –
hydraulically adjustable

 Able to travel in forward and reverse and
change direction during travel
 Can travel and operate on uneven and loose
ground and slopes
 Creates borings in a variety of ground and
creates piles with additional equipment

 Winch operated lifting metal-stranded hoist rope
mounted on pulleys
 Rotary attachment (auger) suspended by hoist
rope at the end of the boom / mast or attached
to the mast able to be slid up and down
 Operating weight over 20 tonnes
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Loader/securer non STGO – A49
Learning for CPCS

Outcomes
Through a combination of targeted training and experience, an individual as a loader/securer will be able
to:
Roles and

responsibilities

Describe the nature of the sector of industry and their role and responsibilities as
a loader/securer



Name and explain types of transporter, purpose, principal components, the basic
construction, controls and terminology



Conform with manufacturer’s requirements as per the operator’s handbook,
other types of information source and relevant regulations and legislation



Undertake all pre-use checks on the transporter and prime mover



Configure and set for site and public highway travel, loaded and unloaded



Prepare the area for loading and unloading duties



Configure and set the transporter for loading and unloading duties



Explain actions required for hazards, underground and overhead services



Arrange, use and comply with communication procedures



Load or direct and position different items of plant on and off a trailer



Arrange, secure and ready items of plant on the trailer in preparation for travel
on the public highway



Explain legislative requirements for transporting loads on the highway



Explain considerations when planning a route on the public highway



State requirements to be undertaken when loading and unloading on the public
highway



Carry out shut down and securing procedures



Explain the Road Traffic Act requirements

Preparing for
work

Travelling and
manoeuvring

Setting up for
work

Working tasks

Shutting down
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Loader/securer non STGO – A49
Learning for CPCS

Syllabus
Learning outcome

Training content

 Describe the nature of the
sector of industry and their
role and responsibilities as a
plant operator










Industry type
Customer / client needs
Sector contribution
Role
Reporting structures
Lifelong skills
Working practices
Social responsibilities

 Communication with
colleagues / management /
other trades
 Health and Safety at Work Act
 Environmental issues
 Other trades

 Name and explain types of
transporter, purpose, principal
components, the basic
construction, controls and
terminology









Differing types
Function / applications
Power units
Hydraulic systems
Chassis / transmissions
Axles / wheels
Bed / deck extensions







Stability / ground pressure
Attachments
Safety systems
Classifications
MAM

 Conform with manufacturer’s
requirements as per the
operator’s handbook, other
types of information source
and relevant regulations and
legislation







Operator’s Manual
Machine decals
Health and Safety at Work Act
PPE
Construction and use
regulations
 Codes of Practice








Site plans / drawings
Method statements
Road Traffic Act (RTA)
Plating
Risk assessments / COSHH
Inspection and reporting
forms / procedures

 Undertake all pre-use checks
on the transporter and prime
mover

 Regular and non-scheduled
maintenance procedures

 Sequence of pre-use checks
 Defect reporting

 Configure and set for site and
public highway travel, loaded
and unloaded







Driving position
Visibility
Extruding parts / overhangs
Documentation
RTA compliant

 Security of trailer components
/ ramps / securing equipment
etc.
 Lights / signs / marker boards
 Hazards

 Prepare the area for loading
and unloading duties







Type of ground
Ground pressure
Loading area seclusion
Signage
Transporter positioning

 Access / egress for loads
 Access / egress for other
traffic
 Hazards
 Machines positioning
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Loader/securer non STGO – A49
Learning for CPCS

Syllabus (continued)
Learning outcome

Training content

 Configure and set the
transporter for loading and
unloading duties






 Explain actions required for
hazards, underground and
overhead services

 Types of typical services
 Warning / identification
systems

 Reporting procedures for
damage to services
 Minimum distances and
clearances

 Arrange, use and comply with
communication procedures






Methods and types of signals
Signaller identification
Methods of verbal instruction
Visibility

 Electronic communication /
setting-up
 Multiple signalling
 Codes of Practice
 Radio protocol

 Load or direct and position
different items of plant on
and off a trailer







Machine(s) positioning
Signals / communication
Visibility
Loading accessories
Transporter stability







 Arrange, secure and ready
items of plant on the trailer in
preparation for travel on the
public highway

 Types of lashing / restraining /
securing gear
 Methods of restraining /
securing
 Hitch points – trailer /
machine

 Selecting restraining /
securing gear
 Manufacturers’ procedures
 Manual handling

 Explain legislative
requirements for transporting
loads on the highway

 Legislation and regulations
 Planning
 Categories / restrictions






Notification bodies
Abnormal load / escorting
Notification periods
Additional personnel

 Explain considerations when
planning a route on the public
highway













Axle / vehicle weight
Urban / zone restrictions
Road Traffic Act
Escorting
Bridge Strikes

Stability / outriggers
Ramps activation
Access / egress on / off trailer
Manual handling

Height restrictions
Time zones / restrictions
Driving hours
Maps / routes
Minor roads / tight turning
areas






Ramp traction
Bed condition / cleanliness
Hazards
Working at height

Traction
Machine driving skills
Speeds
Axle loadings
Height restrictions
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Loader/securer non STGO – A49
Learning for CPCS

Syllabus (continued)
Learning outcome

Training content

 State requirements to be
undertaken when loading and
unloading on the public
highway

 Notification
 Positioning
 Signing / lighting

 Roads and Street Works Act
requirements
 Area preparation

 Carry out shut down and
securing procedures

 Shut down procedures
 Security

 Parking and positioning

 Explain the Road Traffic Act
requirements

 Transport Operator licensing /
requirements
 Driver Licensing
 Documentation
 Driver training / re-training







Vehicle compliance
Axle loadings
Accident / incident reporting
Hazardous loads
Vehicle speeds

Note: The listed training content should not be considered exhaustive and subjects may be added to
reflect the individuals’ working environment.

________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Loader/securer non STGO – A49
Learning for CPCS

Safety critical
Emphasis to be placed on the following topics:
Topic

Emphasis

 Load security

 All loads to be fully secured irrespective of the distance to be travelled

 Height marking

 Height indicator of loads or map of route (avoiding restrictions) to be
visible to the driver in the cab

Duration / Ratios
To allow effective learning, these training times are recommended for this category. Candidates must be
profiled to establish learning needs. Durations should be of a length to ensure the learning outcomes
are met.
Experience

Accumulated hours

 Novice operators with no industry or machine experience

70

 Novice operators with industry experience but no machine experience

62

 Operators with unrelated (transporting / haulage) machine experience

42

 Operators with similar (transporting / haulage) machine experience

28

All candidates must have received the equivalent to 7 hours of site safety and induction training
To allow effective learning, the listed candidate / machine / instructor ratio
is the maximum recommended for this category
4 candidates : 2 machines: 1 instructor

________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Loader/securer non STGO – A49
Learning for CPCS

Resources
Practical equipment

Theory equipment

 Relevant transporter and trailer
 Operator’s manual for the vehicle
 Tracked, wheeled and compaction plant for
loading / unloading purposes
 Sufficient area of ground suitable for loading /
unloading and manoeuvring
 Equipment for area segregation
PLUS
 Suitable PPE
 Risk assessment for all areas where training is
occurring

 PUWER 1998 Regulations
 Road Traffic Act
 Construction and Use Regulations
 HSE GS6
 Operator’s Manual
 Specifications for types of transporters and
common type of construction plant (for
recognition purposes)
PLUS
 Suitable room for theory training purposes
 Welfare and rest facilities during training.

Category
Category description and types
CPCS defines a category as an item of plant or equipment used within the construction or allied
industries and worked in accordance with the manufacturer’s basic design. This category is defined
as a duty of an individual involved with plant and equipment transport operations.
Endorsements are sub-categories that reflect the variations for this category by chassis type. This
category has two endorsements.
Duties
To position and prepare the transporter for loading or unloading, load or direct the item(s) of plant
onto and off the trailer, secure and ready the transporter for public highway travel. The individual is
expected to have a reasonable understanding of the legislative and regulative requirements for
transporting loads on the public highway

________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Loader/securer non STGO – A49
Learning for CPCS

Endorsements
Endorsement description
 Endorsement A: Non-LGV – restricted by driving licence to carrying loads up to 7.5 tonnes
Maximum Authorised Mass
 Endorsement B: LGV – restricted by driving licence to carrying loads up to 42 tonnes Maximum
Authorised Mass
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Loader/securer STGO – A50
Learning for CPCS

Outcomes
Through a combination of targeted training and experience, an individual as a STGO loader/securer will be
able to:
Roles and

responsibilities

Describe the nature of the sector of industry and their role and responsibilities as
a loader/securer



Name and explain types of transporter, purpose, principal components, the basic
construction, controls and terminology



Conform with manufacturer’s requirements as per the operator’s handbook,
other types of information source and relevant regulations and legislation



Undertake all pre-use checks on the transporter and prime mover



Configure and set for site and public highway travel, loaded and unloaded



Prepare the area for loading and unloading duties



Configure and set the transporter for loading and unloading duties



Explain actions required for hazards, underground and overhead services



Arrange, use and comply with communication procedures



Load or direct and position different items of plant on and off a trailer



Arrange, secure and ready items of plant on the trailer in preparation for travel
on the public highway



Explain STGO legislative requirements for transporting loads on the highway



Explain considerations when planning a route on the public highway



State requirements to be undertaken when loading and unloading on the public
highway



Carry out shut down and securing procedures



Explain the Road Traffic Act requirements

Preparing for
work

Travelling and
manoeuvring

Setting up for
work

Working tasks

Shutting down
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Loader/securer STGO – A50
Learning for CPCS

Syllabus
Learning outcome

Training content

 Describe the nature of the
sector of industry and their
role and responsibilities as a
plant operator










Industry type
Customer / client needs
Sector contribution
Role
Reporting structures
Lifelong skills
Working practices
Social responsibilities

 Communication with
colleagues / management /
other trades
 Health and Safety at Work Act
 Environmental issues
 Other trades

 Name and explain types of
transporter, purpose, principal
components, the basic
construction, controls and
terminology









Differing types
Function / applications
Power units
Hydraulic systems
Chassis / transmissions
Axles / wheels
Attachments







Stability / ground pressure
Safety systems
Classifications
MAM
Bed / deck extensions

 Conform with manufacturer’s
requirements as per the
operator’s handbook, other
types of information source
and relevant regulations and
legislation







Operator’s Manual
Machine decals
Health and Safety at Work Act
PPE
Construction and use
regulations
 Codes of Practice








Site plans / drawings
Method statements
Road Traffic Act (RTA)
Plating
Risk assessments / COSHH
Inspection and reporting
forms / procedures

 Undertake all pre-use checks
on the transporter and prime
mover

 Regular and non-scheduled
maintenance procedures

 Sequence of pre-use checks
 Defect reporting

 Configure and set for site and
public highway travel, loaded
and unloaded

 Driving position
 Visibility
 Security of trailer components
/ ramps / securing equipment
etc.
 Extruding parts / overhangs







 Prepare the area for loading
and unloading duties







 Access / egress for loads
 Access / egress for other
traffic
 Hazards
 Machines positioning

Type of ground
Ground pressure
Loading area seclusion
Signage
Transporter positioning

RTA compliant
Lights / signs / marker boards
Hazards
MAM / train weights
Documentation
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Loader/securer STGO – A50
Learning for CPCS

Syllabus (continued)
Learning outcome

Training content

 Configure and set the
transporter for loading and
unloading duties






 Explain actions required for
hazards, underground and
overhead services

 Warning / identification
systems
 Reporting procedures for
damage to services

 Types of typical services
 Minimum distances and
clearances

 Arrange, use and comply with
communication procedures






Methods and types of signals
Signaller identification
Methods of verbal instruction
Visibility

 Electronic communication /
setting-up
 Multiple signalling
 Codes of Practice
 Radio protocol

 Load or direct and position
different items of plant on
and off a trailer







Machine(s) positioning
Signals / communication
Visibility
Loading accessories
Transporter stability







 Arrange, secure and ready
items of plant on the trailer in
preparation for travel on the
public highway

 Types of lashing / restraining /
securing gear
 Methods of restraining /
securing
 Hitch points – trailer /
machine

 Selecting restraining /
securing gear
 Manufacturers’ procedures
 Manual handling

 Explain STGO legislative
requirements for transporting
loads on the highway






Legislation and regulations
Planning
Categories / restrictions
Notification bodies






 Explain considerations when
planning a route on the public
highway







Height restrictions
Time zones / restrictions
Driving hours
Maps / routes
Axle / vehicle weight

 Minor roads / tight turning
areas
 Road Traffic Act
 Urban / zone restrictions
 Escorting
 Bridge Strikes

Stability / outriggers
Ramps activation
Access / egress on / off trailer
Manual handling






Ramp traction
Bed condition / cleanliness
Hazards
Working at height

Traction
Machine driving skills
Speeds
Axle loadings
Height restrictions

Abnormal load / escorting
Notification periods
Additional personnel
Invisible loads
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Loader/securer STGO – A50
Learning for CPCS

Syllabus (continued)
Learning outcome

Training content

 State requirements to be
undertaken when loading and
unloading on the public
highway

 Notification
 Positioning
 Area preparation

 Roads and Street Works Act
requirements
 Signing / lighting

 Carry out shut down and
securing procedures

 Shut down procedures
 Security

 Parking and positioning

 Explain the Road Traffic Act
requirements

 Transport Operator licensing /
requirements
 Driver Licensing
 Documentation
 Vehicle compliance
 Vehicle speeds






Driver training / re-training
Axle loadings
Accident / incident reporting
Hazardous loads

Note: The listed training content should not be considered exhaustive and subjects may be added to
reflect the individuals’ working environment.
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Loader/securer STGO – A50
Learning for CPCS

Safety critical
Emphasis to be placed on the following topics:
Topic

Emphasis

 Load security

 All loads to be fully secured irrespective of the distance to be travelled

 Height marking

 Height indicator of loads or map of route (avoiding restrictions) to be
visible to the driver in the cab

Duration / Ratios
To allow effective learning, these training times are recommended for this category. Candidates must be
profiled to establish learning needs. Durations should be of a length to ensure the learning outcomes
are met.
Experience

Accumulated hours

 Novice operators with no industry or machine experience

70

 Novice operators with industry experience but no machine experience

62

 Operators with unrelated (transporting / haulage) machine experience

42

 Operators with similar (transporting / haulage) machine experience

28

All candidates must have received the equivalent to 7 hours of site safety and induction training
To allow effective learning, the listed candidate / machine / instructor ratio
is the maximum recommended for this category
4 candidates : 2 machines: 1 instructor
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Loader/securer STGO – A50
Learning for CPCS

Resources
Practical equipment

Theory equipment

 STGO transporter and trailer
 Operator’s manual for the vehicle
 Tracked, wheeled and compaction plant for
loading / unloading purposes
 Sufficient area of ground suitable for loading /
unloading and manoeuvring
 Equipment for area segregation
PLUS
 Suitable PPE
 Risk assessment for all areas where training is
occurring

 PUWER 1998 Regulations
 Road Traffic Act
 Construction and Use Regulations
 HSE GS6
 Operator’s Manual
 Specifications for types of STGO transporters and
common type of construction plant (for
recognition purposes)
PLUS
 Suitable room for theory training purposes
 Welfare and rest facilities during training.

Category
Category description and types
CPCS defines a category as an item of plant or equipment used within the construction or allied
industries and worked in accordance with the manufacturer’s basic design. This category is defined
as a duty of an individual involved with plant and equipment transport operations.
Duties
To position and prepare the transporter for loading or unloading, load or direct the item(s) of plant
onto and off the trailer, secure and ready the transporter for public highway travel. The individual is
expected to have a reasonable understanding of the legislative and regulative requirements for
transporting loads on the public highway
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Multi Service Vehicle (MSV) – A51
Learning for CPCS

Outcomes
Through a combination of targeted training and experience, an individual with a Multi service Vehicle MSV
will be able to:
•
Roles and
responsibilities

Preparing for
work

Travelling and
manoeuvring

Working tasks

Completing
work

Shutting down

Describe the nature of the sector of industry and their role and responsibilities as
a tunnel Multi Service Vehicle MSV operator

•

Name and explain the purpose of principal components, the basic construction,
controls and terminology

•

Conform with manufacturer’s requirements as per the operator’s handbook,
other types of information source and relevant regulations and legislation

•

Adhere with tunnel specific rules and procedures

•

Undertake all pre-use checks

•

Understand the assistance to be given by the operator to assist a technician to
couple or uncouple the number of units making up the MSV

•

Configure and set for travel

•

Travel whilst hauling and reversing loaded and unloaded rolling stock

•

Carry out shunting operations

•

Negotiate changes in alignment and gradients

•

Follow instructions, signalling procedures and moving procedures

•

Operate safety devices

•

Explain ways of effectively communicating and interacting with others

•

Position Multi Service Vehicle MSV to receive loads

•

Comply with loading procedures

•

Ensure load integrity and security

•

Transport loads to different locations

•

Discharge / unload, loads into receiving areas

•

Explain how to deal with emergencies and unplanned situations

•

Transport people

•

Maintain safe and tidy working areas

•

Park a Multi service Vehicle MSV

•

Park a Multi service Vehicle MSV and Rolling stock

•

Carry out shut down and securing procedures for the Multi Service Vehicle
MSV and relevant rolling stock
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01-02-2022

Multi Service Vehicle (MSV) – A51
Learning for CPCS

Syllabus
Learning outcome

Training content

• Describe the nature of the
sector of industry and their
role and responsibilities as a
tunnel Multi Service Vehicle
MSV operator

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

• Name and explain the purpose
of principal components, the
basic construction, controls
and terminology

• Differing Multi Service Vehicle
MSV types
• Functions and applications
• Power units
• Hydraulic / compressed air
and electrical systems
• Transmission / drives
• Track checks
• Operator’s manual
• Machine decals
• PPE
• Codes of Practice
• Working area plans / drawings
• Signals, communication and
visual issues

• Chassis / wheels / bogeys /
etc.
• Stability / ground pressure
• Braking systems
• Carrying capacities
• ROPS / FOPS
• Battery changing

• Adhere with tunnel specific
rules and procedures

• Employer requirements
• Emergency procedure

• Tunneling environment
• Procedural requirements

• Undertake all pre-use checks

• Regular and non-scheduled
maintenance procedure
• Fire-fighting equipment
• Safety critical checks

•
•
•
•

• Understand the process to
Couple / uncouple MSV unit
types, assisting Technicians in
this process.

• Types of MSV Units
• Coupling systems
• Multi Service Vehicle MSV
positioning

• Multi Service Vehicle MSV
lengths
• Visibility
• Passenger/ person safety
• Heavy / awkward loads

• Conform with manufacturer’s
requirements as per the
operator’s handbook, other
types of information source
and relevant regulations and
legislation
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Industry type
Customer / client needs
Sector contribution
Role
Reporting structures
Lifelong skills
Working practices
Social responsibilities
Safety versus production
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• Communication with
colleagues / management /
other trades
• Health and Safety at Work etc.
Act
• Environmental issues
(atmosphere, noise, fumes
etc.)
• Other trades

•
•
•
•

Method statements
Load / tare sheets
Risk assessment / COSHH
Inspection and reporting
forms / procedures
• Other relevant legislation

Sequence of pre-use checks
Charge / fuel levels
Defect reporting
Braking systems

CPCS A51 Learning
01-02-2022

Multi Service Vehicle (MSV) – A51
Learning for CPCS

Syllabus (continued)
Learning outcome

Training content

• Configure and set for travel

•
•
•
•
•

Driving / moving controls
Attachments
Security of loads
Operating position
Pumping of track brakes

• Visibility
• Tipping body position
(rolling stock)
• Directional lighting
• Warning lighting / markers

• Travel whilst hauling and
reversing loaded and
unloaded rolling stock

•
•
•
•
•

Driving / moving controls
Ground conditions
Traction
Starting / stopping
Hazards

• Working area
• Visibility
• Control of passengers

• Carry out shunting operations

•
•
•
•
•

Visibility aids
Limitations of vision
Personnel
Positioning
Sufficient work area lighting

• Hazards
• Loading & unloading / shunt
areas
• Signalling

• Negotiate changes in
ground conditions and
gradients

• Traction
• Speeds
• Hazards – spills / frost etc.

• Warning signs
• Types of information

• Follow instructions, signaling
procedures and moving
procedures

• Signaling methods
• Procedures for starting,
travelling and stopping

• Signalling protocol
• Sources and types of
instructions

• Operator safety devices

• Types of safety devices

• Applicable checks
• Operating restrictions

• Explain ways of effectively
communicating and
interacting with others

•
•
•
•

• Appropriate type of
communication for situation /
environment
• Working relationships
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Types of communication
Communication protocols
Hand signals
Hierarchy of responsibilities
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Multi Service Vehicle (MSV) – A51
Learning for CPCS

Syllabus (continued)
Learning outcome

Training content

• Position Multi Service Vehicle
MSV to receive loads

• Loading conditions
• Visibility

• Hazards

• Comply with loading
procedures

• Signalling / following
instruction from guards
• Driver protection
• Material types and
compositions

•
•
•
•
•

• Ensure load integrity and
security

• Overloading
• Overspills

• Projecting loads
• Load security

• Transport loads to different
locations

• Travel routes
• Loaded route procedures
/ protocols
• Materials / Multi Service
Vehicle MSV protection
• Hazards
• Other MSV’s
• Types of discharge areas
• Stability (tipping skips)
• Material jams
• Fully emptying tanks / refilling

• Signalling / following
instructions
• Efficiency
• Visibility
• Speed limits
• Environment conditions

• Explain how to deal with
emergencies and unplanned
situations

• Risk assessment
• Organisational requirements
• Travel and towing procedures
for defective locos
• Communication procedures
• Transporting rules

• Applying / releasing braking
and auxiliary systems
• Legal / organisational
requirements
• Incident reporting
• Load shift during transport
procedures

• Transport people

•
•
•
•

• Access / egress issues
• Seating
• Stowage / transport of
materials / tools etc.
• Controlling passengers
• Positioning for embarking /
disembarking

• Discharge loads into receiving
areas
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Types of suitable rolling stock
Organisational requirements
Signalling / communicating
Travelling requirements
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Carrying capacities
Weight distribution
Visibility
Hazards
Loading sequences

• Discharge whilst moving
• Signalling / following
instructions

CPCS A51 Learning
01-02-2022

Multi Service Vehicle (MSV) – A51
Learning for CPCS

Syllabus (continued)
Learning outcome

Training content

• Maintain safe and tidy
working areas

• Driving cap cleanliness
• Tools / equipment storage
• Stowage of personal
possessions during work

• Control of spillage
• Fluids / lubricants storage
• Shunts, crossings and general
track

• Park an MSV

• Positioning
• Organisational requirements

• Parking directions
• Access / egress requirements

• Park a Multi service Vehicle MSV • Parking places
with rolling stock
• Organisational requirements

• Security of rolling stock after
uncoupling
• Lighting requirements

• Carry out shut down and
securing procedures for the
Multi Service Vehicle MSV
and relevant rolling stock

• Security
• Parking and positioning
• Lighting requirements

• Multi Service Vehicle MSV
cleanliness
• Shut down procedures
• Recharging / refueling

Note: The listed training content should not be considered exhaustive and subjects may be added to
reflect the individuals’ working environment.
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CPCS A51 Learning
01-02-2022

Tunnel Multi Service Vehicle MSV – A51
Learning for CPCS

Safety critical
Emphasis to be placed on the following topics:
Topic

Emphasis

• Skidding during braking

• Causes of skidding, prevention methods and damage caused by
skidding

• Deadman controls

• Knowledge of the different types, their function and reason for
not overriding them

• Clearances

• Ensuring that all loads are within given criteria and consequences
of transporting loads having excessive width

• Fire procedures

• Causes, consequences and specialist procedures for dealing with
tunnel fires

• Moving Multi service
Vehicle MSV

• Adherence to following given instruction before moving and
consequences of failing to do so

• Tunnel emergencies,
breakdowns, and
other work
interruption

• Following given procedures and instructions

• Safety equipment and
devices

• Ensuring that they are always serviceable and used properly

Duration / Ratios
To allow effective learning, these training times are recommended for this category. Candidates must be
profiled to establish learning needs. Durations should be of a length to ensure the learning outcomes
are met.
Experience

Accumulated hours

• Novice operators with no industry or machine experience

70

• Novice operators with industry experience but no machine experience

56

• Operators with unrelated machine experience

35

• Operators with similar (MSV) machine experience

7

All candidates must have received the equivalent to 7 hours of site safety and induction training
To allow effective learning, the listed candidate / machine / instructor ratio
is the maximum recommended for this category
2 candidates : 1 Multi service Vehicle MSV: 1 instructor
© NOCN Job Cards 2022
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CPCS A51 Learning
01-02-2022

Multi Service Vehicle (MSV) – A51
Learning for CPCS

Resources
Practical equipment

Theory equipment

• Suitable Multi Service Vehicle MSV
that meets current legislation
• Relevant MSV’s units relevant to the
endorsement
• Suitable training track with ramp, crossing
and shunt areas
• Signalling, communication and appropriate
safety devices

• PUWER 1998 Regulations

PLUS

PLUS

• Suitable PPE
• Risk assessment for all areas where training is
occurring

• Suitable room for theory training purposes
• Welfare and rest facilities during training

• Operator’s manual
• Specifications for types of tunnel locos
• BS 6164 : 2001 – Code of Practice for Safety in
Tunnelling in the Construction Industry

Category
Category description and types
CPCS defines a category as an item of plant or equipment used within the tunnel construction or
allied industries and worked in accordance with the manufacturer’s basic design. Although this
category can have varying uses within industry and used with some variations, for CPCS training and
assessment standards, the descriptions reflect basic core use. Endorsements are sub-categories that
reflect the variations for this category by load hauling / reversing and capacity type. This category
has two endorsements.
To identify a Multi Service Vehicle MSV within this category, a typical tunnel Multi Service Vehicle
MSV would normally have the listed features and be used within the described characteristics.
Category features

Category characteristics

• Multi-axle, fixed chassis with
mechanical/electrical hydraulic,
transmissions
• Diesel or electric power units
• Double ended cab versions
• Allows connection of rolling stock to form a Multi
service Vehicle MSV
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• Able to travel in forward and reverse
• Can travel in either direction from the
driving position
• Able to receive / deliver loads by means of
access & egress via a Tunnel portal
• Able to transport all loads up to the tunnel
face / or other relevant areas over long
distances
• Deposits the load(s) either at the tunnel
face / or into a designated loading area
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CPCS A51 Learning
01-02-2022

Multi Service Vehicle (MSV) – A51
Learning for CPCS

Endorsements
Endorsement characteristics
• Endorsement A: multi unit articulated
• Endorsement B: single unit non articulated
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CPCS A51 Learning
01-02-2022

Dump truck
articulated chassis A56
Learning for CPCS

Outcomes
Through a combination of targeted training and experience, an individual with a rear-tipping articulatedchassis dump truck will be able to:
Roles and

responsibilities

Preparing for
work

Travelling and
manoeuvring

Setting up for
work

Working tasks

Completing
work
Shutting down

Describe the nature of the sector of industry and their role and responsibilities as
a plant operator



Name and explain the purpose of principal components, the basic construction,
controls and terminology



Conform with manufacturer’s requirements as per the operator’s handbook,
other types of information source and relevant regulations and legislation



Undertake all pre-use checks



Configure and set for travel (site and highway)



Travel over rough, undulating ground, steep inclines and level surfaces – loaded
and unloaded



Manoeuvre in confined spaces whilst carrying loads



Ensure the suitability of the tipping and loading area



Explain actions required for hazards, underground and overhead services



Position to receive loads



Comply with loading procedures



Ensure load integrity and security



Transfer loads to different locations



Discharge loads into trenches and over edges



Maintain safe and tidy working areas



Carry out shut down and securing procedures



Explain the loading and unloading procedures for machine transporting

________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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CPCS A56 Learning
01-03-2019

Dump truck
articulated chassis A56
Learning for CPCS

Syllabus
Learning outcome

Training content

 Describe the nature of the
sector of industry and their
role and responsibilities as a
plant operator










Industry type
Customer / client needs
Sector contribution
Role
Reporting structures
Lifelong skills
Working practices
Social responsibilities

 Communication with
colleagues / management /
other trades
 Health and Safety at Work Act
 Environmental issues
 Other trades

 Name and explain the purpose
of principal components, the
basic construction, controls
and terminology








Differing types
Functions and applications
Power units
Hydraulic systems
Transmissions
Chassis / steering / tyres







Stability / ground pressure
Carrying capacities
Types of bodies
Attachments
ROPS / FOPS

 Conform with manufacturer’s
requirements as per the
operator’s handbook, other
types of information source
and relevant regulations and
legislation








Operator’s Manual
Machine decals
Health and Safety at Work Act
PPE
Codes of Practice
Site plans / drawings






Method statements
Load / tare sheets
Risk assessments / COSHH
Inspection and reporting
forms / procedures

 Undertake all pre-use checks

 Regular and non-scheduled
maintenance procedures

 Sequence of pre-use checks
 Defect reporting

 Configure and set for travel
(site and highway)






Driving controls
Attachments
Security
Driving position

 Visibility
 Body position
 Road Traffic Act

 Travel over rough, undulating
ground, steep inclines and
level surfaces – loaded and
unloaded







Driving controls
Ground conditions
Traction / aids
Starting / travelling on inclines
Hazards






 Manoeuvre in confined spaces
whilst carrying loads

 Visibility / aids
 Limitations of vision
 Articulating chassis
requirements
 Personnel

Working area
Site travel
Road travel
Environment protection /
minimise damage

 Protection of ground / tight
turns
 Environmental / noise / fumes
 Hazards

________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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CPCS A56 Learning
01-03-2019

Dump truck
articulated chassis A56
Learning for CPCS

Syllabus (continued)
Learning outcome

Training content

 Ensure the suitability of the
tipping and loading area

 Access / egress routes
 Ground type / condition
 Site markings

 Turning areas
 Hazards

 Explain actions required for
hazards, underground and
overhead services

 Warning / identification
systems
 Reporting procedures for
damage to services

 Types of typical services
 Minimum distances and
clearances

 Position to receive loads

 Types of loading vehicles /
machines
 Types of material
 Stability






Machine suitability
Machine capacity
Visibility
Environmental conditions

 Comply with loading
procedures

 Signalling / following
instructions
 Driver protection
 Stability
 Techniques







Regulations / legislation
Carrying capacity
Weight distribution
Visibility
Hazards

 Ensure load integrity and
security

 Load types
 Minimising excess

 Projecting loads

 Transfer loads to different
locations







Travel routes
Ground types
Haul route procedures
Materials / vehicle protection
Hazards

 Signalling / following
instructions
 Efficiency
 Visibility
 Speed limits
 Environmental conditions

 Discharge loads into trenches
and over edges

 Types of discharge areas
 Edge and machine protection
/ wheel stops / spotting logs
etc.
 Ground
 Stability (raised bodies)
 Material jams
 Discharging on inclines

 Discharging whilst moving
 Signalling / following
instructions
 Fully emptying bodies
 Visibility
 Hazards

 Maintain safe and tidy
working areas

 Spoil heap security

 Minimising spillage

________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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CPCS A56 Learning
01-03-2019

Dump truck
articulated chassis A56
Learning for CPCS

Syllabus (continued)
Learning outcome

Training content

 Carry out shut down and
securing procedures

 Body cleanliness
 Shut down procedures

 Security
 Parking and positioning

 Explain the loading and
unloading procedures for
machine transporting

 Compatibility
 Positioning

 Types of transporter
 Security

Note: The listed training content should not be considered exhaustive and subjects may be added to
reflect the individuals’ working environment.

________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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CPCS A56 Learning
01-03-2019

Dump truck
articulated chassis A56
Learning for CPCS

Safety critical
Emphasis to be placed on the following topics:
Topic

Emphasis

 Reversing procedures

 All reversing and safety aids to be fully functional – use of
signaller mandatory on most working areas

 Stability with raised bodies
or uneven ground

 Checking ground prior to tipping – tipping body slowly (weight
transfer) – procedure for tipping on inclines

Duration / Ratios
To allow effective learning, these training times are recommended for this category. Candidates must be
profiled to establish learning needs. Durations should be of a length to ensure the learning outcomes
are met.
Experience

Accumulated hours

 Novice operators with no industry or machine experience

35

 Novice operators with industry experience but no machine experience

28

 Operators with unrelated (dumper / dump truck) machine experience

14

 Operators with similar (dumper / dump truck) machine experience

7

All candidates must have received the equivalent to 7 hours of site safety and induction training
To allow effective learning, the listed candidate / machine / instructor ratio
is the maximum recommended for this category
4 candidates : 2 machines: 1 instructor

________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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CPCS A56 Learning
01-03-2019

Dump truck
articulated chassis A56
Learning for CPCS

Resources
Practical equipment

Theory equipment

 Suitable rear tipping articulated dump truck
that meets current legislation

 PUWER 1998 Regulations

 Operator’s manual for the machine(s)

 HSE GS6

 Loading machine

 Operator’s Manual

 Sufficient area of ground for driving /
manoeuvring

 Specifications for types of dump trucks

 Slopes and rough terrain

PLUS

 Tipping areas – trenches and edges

 Suitable room for theory training purposes

 Edge protection material

 Welfare and rest facilities during training

PLUS
 Suitable PPE
 Risk assessment for all areas where training is
occurring

Category
Category description and types
CPCS defines a category as an item of plant or equipment used within the construction or allied
industries and worked in accordance with the manufacturer’s basic design. Although this category
can have varying uses within industry and used with some variations, for CPCS training and
assessment standards, the descriptions reflect basic core use. Endorsements are sub-categories that
reflect the variations for this category by load carrying capacity type. This category has two
endorsements.
To identify a machine within this category, a typical articulated dump truck would normally have the
listed features and be used within the described characteristics.
Category features

Category characteristics

 Articulated two-piece chassis with the front
section containing the driving position; power,
hydraulic and electrical units, and rear section
containing the body
 Multi-axled chassis with mechanical / hydraulic
transmission
 Rear-tipping sided body to carry materials

 Able to travel in forward and reverse and
change direction during travel by
articulating the chassis
 Can travel and operate on uneven and loose
ground and slopes
 Receives loads by external means, and
transports up to long distances
 Deposits the load (in most cases) by raising
the body

________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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CPCS A56 Learning
01-03-2019

Dump truck
articulated chassis A56
Learning for CPCS

Endorsements
Endorsement characteristics
 Endorsement A: Up to 15 tonnes – can carry loads up to this weight
 Endorsement B: All sizes – can carry unlimited loads (current types can accommodate loads up to
50 tonnes)

________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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CPCS A56 Learning
01-03-2019

Dump truck rigid chassis - A57
Learning for CPCS

Outcomes
Through a combination of targeted training and experience, an individual with a rear-tipping rigid-chassis
dump truck will be able to:
Roles and

responsibilities

Preparing for
work

Travelling and
manoeuvring

Setting up for
work

Working tasks

Completing
work
Shutting down

Describe the nature of the sector of industry and their role and responsibilities as
a plant operator



Name and explain the purpose of principal components, the basic construction,
controls and terminology



Conform with manufacturer’s requirements as per the operator’s handbook,
other types of information source and relevant regulations and legislation



Undertake all pre-use checks



Configure and set for travel (site and highway)



Travel over rough, undulating ground, steep inclines and level surfaces - loaded
and unloaded



Manoeuvre in confined spaces whilst carrying loads



Ensure the suitability of the tipping and loading area



Explain actions required for hazards, underground and overhead services



Position to receive loads



Comply with loading procedures



Ensure load integrity and security



Transfer loads to different locations



Discharge loads into trenches and over edges



Maintain safe and tidy working areas



Carry out shut down and securing procedures



Explain the loading and unloading procedures for machine transporting

________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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CPCS A57 Learning
01-03-2019

Dump truck rigid chassis - A57
Learning for CPCS

Syllabus
Learning outcome

Training content

 Describe the nature of the
sector of industry and their
role and responsibilities as a
plant operator










Industry type
Customer / client needs
Sector contribution
Role
Reporting structures
Lifelong skills
Working practices
Social responsibilities

 Communication with
colleagues / management /
other trades
 Health and Safety at Work Act
 Environmental issues
 Other trades

 Name and explain the purpose
of principal components, the
basic construction, controls
and terminology








Differing types
Functions and applications
Power units
Hydraulic systems
Transmissions
Chassis / steering / tyres







Stability / ground pressure
Carrying capacities
Types of bodies
Attachments
ROPS / FOPS

 Conform with manufacturer’s
requirements as per the
operator’s handbook, other
types of information source
and relevant regulations and
legislation








Operator’s Manual
Machine decals
Health and Safety at Work Act
PPE
Codes of Practice
Site plans / drawings






Method statements
Load / tare sheets
Risk assessments / COSHH
Inspection and reporting
forms / procedures

 Undertake all pre-use checks

 Regular and non-scheduled
maintenance procedures

 Sequence of pre-use checks
 Defect reporting

 Configure and set for travel
(site and highway)






Driving controls
Attachments
Security
Driving position

 Visibility
 Body position
 Road Traffic Act

 Travel over rough, undulating
ground, steep inclines and
level surfaces – loaded and
unloaded







Driving controls
Ground conditions
Traction / aids
Starting / travelling on inclines
Hazards






 Manoeuvre in confined spaces
whilst carrying loads

 Visibility / aids
 Limitations of vision
 Protection of ground / tight
turns

Working area
Site travel
Road travel
Environment protection /
minimise damage

 Personnel
 Environmental / noise / fumes
 Hazards

________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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CPCS A57 Learning
01-03-2019

Dump truck rigid chassis - A57
Learning for CPCS

Syllabus (continued)
Learning outcome

Training content

 Ensure the suitability of the
tipping and loading area

 Access / egress routes
 Ground type / condition
 Site markings

 Turning areas
 Hazards

 Explain actions required for
hazards, underground and
overhead services

 Warning / identification
systems
 Reporting procedures for
damage to services

 Types of typical services
 Minimum distances and
clearances

 Position to receive loads

 Types of loading vehicles /
machines
 Types of material
 Stability






Machine suitability
Machine capacity
Visibility
Environmental conditions

 Comply with loading
procedures

 Signalling / following
instructions
 Driver protection
 Stability
 Techniques







Regulations / legislation
Carrying capacity
Weight distribution
Visibility
Hazards

 Ensure load integrity and
security

 Load types
 Minimising excess

 Projecting loads

 Transfer loads to different
locations







Travel routes
Ground types
Haul route procedures
Materials / vehicle protection
Hazards

 Signalling / following
instructions
 Efficiency
 Visibility
 Speed limits
 Environmental conditions

 Discharge loads into trenches
and over edges

 Types of discharge areas
 Edge and machine protection
/ wheel stops / spotting logs
etc.
 Ground
 Stability (raised bodies)
 Material jams
 Discharging on inclines

 Discharging whilst moving
 Signalling / following
instructions
 Fully emptying bodies
 Visibility
 Hazards

 Maintain safe and tidy
working areas

 Spoil heap security

 Minimising spillage

________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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CPCS A57 Learning
01-03-2019

Dump truck rigid chassis - A57
Learning for CPCS

Syllabus (continued)
Learning outcome

Training content

 Carry out shut down and
securing procedures

 Body cleanliness
 Shut down procedures

 Security
 Parking and positioning

 Explain the loading and
unloading procedures for
machine transporting

 Compatibility
 Positioning

 Types of transporter
 Security

Note: The listed training content should not be considered exhaustive and subjects may be added to
reflect the individuals’ working environment.

________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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CPCS A57 Learning
01-03-2019

Dump truck rigid chassis - A57
Learning for CPCS

Safety critical
Emphasis to be placed on the following topics:
Topic

Emphasis

 Reversing procedures

 All reversing and safety aids to be fully functional – use of
signaller mandatory on most working areas

 Stability with raised bodies
or uneven ground

 Checking ground prior to tipping – tipping body slowly (weight
transfer) – procedure for tipping on inclines

Duration / Ratios
To allow effective learning, these training times are recommended for this category. Candidates must be
profiled to establish learning needs. Durations should be of a length to ensure the learning outcomes
are met.
Experience

Accumulated hours

 Novice operators with no industry or machine experience

35

 Novice operators with industry experience but no machine experience

28

 Operators with unrelated (dumper / dump truck) machine experience

14

 Operators with similar (dumper / dump truck) machine experience

7

All candidates must have received the equivalent to 7 hours of site safety and induction training
To allow effective learning, the listed candidate / machine / instructor ratio
is the maximum recommended for this category
4 candidates : 2 machines: 1 instructor

________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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CPCS A57 Learning
01-03-2019

Dump truck rigid chassis - A57
Learning for CPCS

Resources
Practical equipment

Theory equipment

 Suitable rear tipping rigid chassis dump truck
that meets current legislation

 PUWER 1998 Regulations

 Operator’s manual for the machine(s)

 HSE GS6

 Loading machine

 Operator’s Manual

 Sufficient area of ground for driving /
manoeuvring

 Specifications for types of dump trucks

 Slopes and rough terrain

PLUS

 Tipping areas – trenches and edges

 Suitable room for theory training purposes

 Edge protection material

 Welfare and rest facilities during training

PLUS
 Suitable PPE
 Risk assessment for all areas where training is
occurring

Category
Category description and types
CPCS defines a category as an item of plant or equipment used within the construction or allied
industries and worked in accordance with the manufacturer’s basic design. Although this category
can have varying uses within industry and used with some variations, for CPCS training and
assessment standards, the descriptions reflect basic core use. Endorsements are sub-categories that
reflect the variations for this category by load carrying capacity type. This category has four
endorsements.
To identify a machine within this category, a typical rigid chassis dump truck would normally have
the listed features and be used within the described characteristics.
Category features

Category characteristics

 One-piece chassis containing a front mounted
central or sided mounted driving position; power,
hydraulic and electrical units
 Multi-axled or tracked chassis with mechanical /
hydraulic transmission
 Rear-tipping sided body to carry materials

 Able to travel in forward and reverse and
change direction during travel by steering
the axles with some units having all-wheel
steer. Tracked units steer via track speed
differential
 Can travel on uneven and loose ground and
slopes
 Receives loads by external means and
transports up to long distances
 Deposits the load (in most cases) by raising
the body

________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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CPCS A57 Learning
01-03-2019

Dump truck rigid chassis - A57
Learning for CPCS

Endorsements
Endorsement characteristics
 Endorsement A: Up to 15 tonnes – can carry loads up to this weight
 Endorsement B: Up to 50 tonnes – can carry loads up to this weight
 Endorsement C: All sizes (wheeled) – can carry unlimited loads
 Endorsement D: Tracked – can carry loads up to 20 tonnes

________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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CPCS A57 Learning
01-03-2019

Excavator 360º below 10 tonnes - A58
Learning for CPCS

Outcomes
Through a combination of targeted training and experience, an individual with 360º excavator will be able
to:
Roles and

responsibilities

Preparing for
work

Travelling and
manoeuvring
Setting up for
work

Working tasks

Shutting down

Describe the nature of the sector of industry and their role and responsibilities as
a plant operator



Name and explain the purpose of principal components, the basic construction,
controls and terminology



Conform with manufacturer’s requirements as per the operator’s manual, other
types of information source and relevant regulations and legislation



Undertake all pre-use checks



Configure and set for travel



Travel over rough, undulating ground, substantial inclines and level surfaces



Manoeuvre in confined spaces



Configure and set up for excavating duties



Explain actions required for hazards, underground and overhead services



Excavate differing types of excavations in various types of ground



Place materials into transporting vehicles and hoppers



Grade, spread and level ground and materials



Attach and remove buckets



Lift, move and place a variety of slung loads (Endorsement C)



Travel with slung loads* (Endorsement C)



Carry out shut down and securing procedures



Explain the loading and unloading procedures for machine transporting

* Applicable to units of 5 tonnes and above.

________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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CPCS A58 Learning
01-03-2019

Excavator 360º below 10 tonnes - A58
Learning for CPCS

Syllabus
Learning outcome

Training content

 Describe the nature of the
sector of industry and their
role and responsibilities as a
plant operator










Industry type
Customer / client needs
Sector contribution
Role
Reporting structures
Lifelong skills
Working practices
Social responsibilities

 Communication with
colleagues / management /
other trades
 Health and Safety at Work etc.
Act.
 Environmental issues
 Other trades

 Name and explain the purpose
of principal components, the
basic construction, controls
and terminology









Differing types
Functions and applications
Power units
Hydraulic systems
Undercarriage
Wheels / tracks
Dozing blades








 Conform with manufacturer’s
requirements as per the
operator’s handbook, other
types of information source
and relevant regulations and
legislation

 Operator’s manual
 Machine decals
 Health and Safety at Work etc.
Act
 PPE
 Codes of Practice
 Site plans / drawings

 Method statements
 Lifting requirements and
limitations
 Risk assessments / COSHH
 Inspection and reporting
forms / procedures

 Undertake all pre-use checks

 Regular and non-scheduled
maintenance procedures

 Sequence of pre-use checks
 Defect reporting

 Configure and set for travel

 Travel controls
 Attachments /accessories
 Travel position

 Site travel
 Visibility
 Road travel

 Travel over rough, undulating
ground, substantial inclines
and level surfaces












Travel routes
Slopes / inclines
Direction of travel
Traction / aids
Ground conditions

Stability / ground pressure
Booms / dipper / buckets
Slewing arrangements
Attachments
Safety systems
ROPS/FOPS

Hazards
Working area
Travel motors
Environment protection /
minimise damage

________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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CPCS A58 Learning
01-03-2019

Excavator 360º below 10 tonnes - A58
Learning for CPCS

Syllabus (continued)
Learning outcome

Training content

 Manoeuvre in confined spaces

 Visibility
 Limitations of vision
 Protection of ground / tight
turns

 Environmental / noise / fumes
 Height restrictions

 Configure and set up for
excavating duties

 Type of ground
 Required specification
 Equipment / bucket size /
type
 Machine positioning






 Explain actions required for
hazards, underground and
overhead services

 Types of typical services
 Warning/identification
systems
 Reporting procedures for
damage to services

 Minimum distances and
clearances
 Explain actions required for
hazards, underground and
overhead services

 Excavate differing types of
excavations in various types of
ground

 Non-complex and complex
trenches
 Disposal of spoil
 Machine positioning
 Segregation of spoil

 Environmental factors
 Productive cycles of operation
 Measuring levels and centres

 Place materials into
transporting vehicles and
hoppers

 Machine positioning
 Signals / communication
 Loading vehicle stability

 Minimum overspill
 Cleaning loading area

 Grade, spread and level
ground and materials

 Specification
 Attachments

 Dozing blade

 Attach and remove buckets






 Security
 Manufacturer’s procedures

 Lift, move and place a variety
of slung loads (Endorsement
C)







Preparation
Types of bucket
Quick-hitch systems
Manual handling

Legislation and regulations
Lift planning
Machine configuration.
Stability / ground conditions
Lifting accessories and slinging
requirements
 Hazards








Spoil placing
Site markings
Loading vehicles’ positioning
Spoil segregation

Trial lifts
Load stability / security
Signalling procedures
Visibility
Environmental conditions
Load swings

________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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CPCS A58 Learning
01-03-2019

Excavator 360º below 10 tonnes - A58
Learning for CPCS

Syllabus (continued)
Learning outcome

Training content

 Travel with slung loads
(Endorsement C)







 Carry out shut down and
securing procedures

 Shut down procedures
 Parking and positioning

 Security

 Explain the loading and
unloading procedures for
machine transporting

 Compatibility
 Positioning

 Security
 Types of transporter

Duties charts
Configuration
Stability
Route / ground condition
Load integrity / security






Load swing
Visibility
Hazards
Regulations / legislation

Note: The listed training content should not be considered exhaustive and subjects may be added to
reflect the individuals’ working environment.
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CPCS A58 Learning
01-03-2019

Excavator 360º below 10 tonnes - A58
Learning for CPCS

Safety critical
Emphasis to be placed on the following topics:
Topic
 Quick-hitch bucket
systems

Emphasis
 Manufacturer’s procedures must be strictly adhered to. Security of
bucket to be fully checked (physically) prior to use.
 Guidance issued by the Health and Safety Executive (HSE), The
Construction Plant-hire Association (CPA) and the Off-highway and
Plant Equipment Research Centre (OPERC) should be followed and
recommended to candidates.

 Manoeuvring

 Facing the direction of travel and no reversing unless authorised by a
nominated vehicle marshaller.

 Machine isolation

 When exiting the cab, attachment must be grounded and machine
switched off with the key removed before exiting the cab at any time.

 Working / danger /
hazard zone.

 Ensuring that all personnel are out of the machine’s working radius
whilst hydraulically active (unless hydraulic-operated restrictors are
fitted and active). Controls must be isolated when loads are being
attached / detached.

Duration / Ratios
To allow effective learning, these training times are recommended for this category. Candidates must be
profiled to establish learning needs. Durations should be of a length to ensure the learning outcomes
are met.
Experience

Accumulated hours

 Novice operators with no industry or machine experience

70

 Novice operators with industry experience but no machine experience

62

 Operators with unrelated (earthmoving) machine experience

42

 Operators with similar (earthmoving) machine experience

28

 Endorsement C Lifting Operations additional learning duration

7

All candidates must have received the equivalent to 7 hours of site safety and induction training
To allow effective learning, the listed candidate / machine / instructor ratio
is the maximum recommended for this category
4 candidates : 2 machines: 1 instructor

________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Excavator 360º below 10 tonnes - A58
Learning for CPCS

Resources
Practical equipment

Theory equipment

 Excavator 360 that meets current legislation

 PUWER 1998 Regulations

 Operator’s manual for the machine(s)

 LOLER 1998 Regulations

 Replacement buckets for changing purposes

 HSE GS6

 Measuring equipment to ensure levels and
centres

 Operator’s manual

 Sufficient area of ground suitable for
excavating

 Specifications for types of 360 excavators

 Slopes/stockpiles of materials

PLUS

 Tipping vehicle or trailer for loading into

 Suitable room for theory training purposes

 Loads and lifting accessories

 Welfare and rest facilities during training

PLUS

 Guidance for lifting operations using excavators
is downloadable from www.cpa.uk.net

 Suitable PPE

 Note: ISO 7130 – 1981 / BS 6264: 1982 –. ‘Earth
Moving Machines – Guide to Procedure for
Operator Training’ provides sound advice on
training and assessment matters for 360
excavators

 Risk assessment for all areas where training is
occurring
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Excavator 360º below 10 tonnes - A58
Learning for CPCS

Category
Category description and types
CPCS defines a category as an item of plant or equipment used within the construction or allied
industries and worked in accordance with the manufacturer’s basic design. Although this category
can have varying uses within industry and used with many attachments, for CPCS training and
assessment standards, the descriptions reflect basic core use. Endorsements are sub-categories that
reflect the variations for this category by chassis type. This category has three endorsements.
To identify a machine within this category, a typical 360 excavator would normally have the listed
features and be used within the described characteristics.
Category features

Category characteristics

 Tracks or wheeled-mounted chassis
 360 degree rotating upper structure containing a
side-mounted operating position; power,
hydraulic and electrical units, and excavating
components
 Boom (one or two-piece) with attached dipper
arm and bucket, all hydraulically operated
 Chassis-mounted dozing blade
 Machine operating weight of 10 tonnes or less

 Able to travel in forward and reverse and
change direction during travel
 Can travel and operate on uneven and loose
ground and slopes
 Carry out excavation and extraction duties
in a linear motion using a bucket within the
confines of the operating radius, depth and
height
 Can lift and place materials using a
combination of slew and linear motions
within the confines of the operating radius,
depth and height

Endorsements
Endorsement characteristics
 Endorsement A: Tracked – Chassis has reversible crawler hydraulically-driven tracks for mobility
 Endorsement B: Wheeled – Chassis has multi (usually twin) driven axles with rubberised tyres, and
hydraulically-driven for mobility
 Endorsement C: Lifting operations – Able to lift, move, travel and place a variety of slung loads
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Excavator 360º above 10 tonnes - A59
Learning for CPCS

Outcomes
Through a combination of targeted training and experience, an individual with the 360º excavator will be
able to:

Roles and
responsibilities

Preparing for
work

Travelling and
manoeuvring
Setting up for
work

Working tasks

Shutting down

Describe the nature of the sector of industry and their role and responsibilities as
a plant operator



Name and explain the purpose of principal components, the basic construction,
controls and terminology



Conform with manufacturer’s requirements as per the operator’s manual, other
types of information source and relevant regulations and legislation



Undertake all pre-use checks



Configure and set for travel (site and highway – where applicable)



Travel over rough, undulating ground, substantial inclines and level surfaces



Manoeuvre in confined spaces



Configure and set for excavating duties



Explain actions required for hazards, underground and overhead services



Excavate differing types of excavations in various types of ground



Place materials into transporting vehicles and hoppers



Grade, spread and level ground and materials



Attach and remove buckets



Lift, move and place a variety of slung loads (Endorsement C)



Travel with slung loads (Endorsement C)



Carry out shut down and securing procedures



Explain the loading and unloading procedures for machine transporting
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Excavator 360º above 10 tonnes - A59
Learning for CPCS

Syllabus
Learning outcome

Training content

 Describe the nature of the
sector of industry and their
role and responsibilities as a
plant operator









Industry type
Customer / client needs
Sector contribution
Role
Reporting structures
Social responsibilities
Lifelong skills

 Health and Safety at Work etc.
Act
 Environmental issues
 Other trades
 Working practices
 Communication with
colleagues / management /
other trades

 Name and explain the purpose
of principal components, the
basic construction, controls
and terminology








Differing types
Function / applications
Power units
Hydraulic systems
Undercarriage
Wheels/tracks








 Conform with manufacturer’s
requirements as per the
operator’s manual, other
types of information source
and relevant regulations and
legislation

 Operator’s manual
 Machine decals
 Health and Safety at Work etc.
Act
 PPE
 Codes of Practice
 Site plans/drawings

 Method statements
 Lifting requirements and
limitations
 Risk assessments / COSHH
 Inspection and reporting
forms / procedures

 Undertake all pre-use checks

 Regular and non-scheduled
maintenance procedures

 Sequence of pre-use checks
 Defect reporting

 Configure and ready for travel






Travel controls
Attachments / accessories
Travel position
Site travel

 Visibility
 Road travel
 Road Traffic Act

 Travel over rough, undulating
ground, substantial inclines
and level surfaces







Travel routes
Slopes / inclines
Direction of travel
Traction / aids
Ground conditions






 Manoeuvre in confined spaces

 Visibility
 Limitations of vision
 Protection of ground / tight
turns

Stability / ground pressure
Booms / dipper / buckets
Slewing arrangements
Attachments
Safety systems
ROPS / FOPS

Hazards
Working area
Travel motors
Environment
protection/minimise damage

 Environmental / noise / fumes
 Height restrictions
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Excavator 360º above 10 tonnes - A59
Learning for CPCS

Syllabus (continued)
Learning outcome

Training content

 Configure and set for
excavating duties

 Type of ground
 Required specification
 Machine positioning

 Spoil placing
 Loading vehicles’ positioning
 Spoil segregation

 Explain actions required for
hazards, underground and
overhead services

 Types of typical services
 Warning / identification
systems

 Reporting procedures for
damage to services
 Minimum distances and
clearances

 Excavate differing types of
excavations in various types of
ground

 Non-complex and complex
trenches
 Disposal of spoil
 Machine positioning
 Segregation of spoil

 Environmental factors
 Productive cycles of operation
 Measuring levels and centres

 Place materials into
transporting vehicles and
hoppers

 Machine positioning
 Signals / communication
 Loading vehicle stability

 Minimum overspill
 Cleaning loading area

 Grade, spread and level
ground and materials

 Specification

 Attachments

 Remove and re-attach buckets






 Codes of practice / Industry
best practice
 Manufacturers’ procedures
 Manual handling
 Lifting regulations

 Lift, move and place a variety
of slung loads







Preparation
Types of bucket
Security
Quick-hitch systems, including
semi and fully automatic
versions

Legislation and regulations
Lift planning
Machine configuration
Stability / ground conditions
Lifting accessories and slinging
requirements
 Hazards









Trial lifts
Load stability / security
Signalling procedures
Visibility
Environmental conditions
Load swings
Working danger zones
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Excavator 360º above 10 tonnes - A59
Learning for CPCS

Syllabus (continued)
Learning outcome

Training content

 Travel with slung loads







 Carry out shut down and
securing procedures

 Shut down procedures
 Parking and positioning

 Security

 Explain the loading and
unloading procedures for
machine transporting

 Compatibility
 Positioning

 Security
 Types of transporter

Duties charts
Configuration
Stability
Route / ground condition
Load integrity / security






Load swing
Visibility
Hazards
Legislation and regulations

Note: The listed training content should not be considered exhaustive and subjects may be added to
reflect the individuals’ working environment.
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Learning for CPCS

Safety critical
Emphasis to be placed on the following topics:
Topic
 Quick-hitch bucket systems

Emphasis
 Manufacturer’s procedures must be strictly adhered to
 Security of bucket to be fully checked (physically) prior to use
 Guidance issued by the Health and Safety Executive (HSE), The
Construction Plant-hire Association (CPA) and the Off-highway and
Plant Equipment Research Centre (OPERC) should be followed and
recommended to candidates

 Manoeuvring

 Facing the direction of travel and no reversing unless authorised
by a nominated vehicle marshaller

 Machine isolation

 When exiting the cab, attachment must be grounded and machine
switched off with the key removed before exiting the cab at any
time

 Working/ danger/hazard
zone

 Ensuring that all personnel are out of the machine’s working
radius whilst hydraulically active (unless hydraulic-operated
restrictors are fitted and active)
 Controls must be isolated when loads are being
attached/detached

Duration / Ratios
To allow effective learning, these training times are recommended for this category. Candidates must be
profiled to establish learning needs. Durations should be of a length to ensure the learning outcomes
are met.
Experience

Accumulated hours

 Novice operators with no industry or machine experience

70

 Novice operators with industry experience but no machine experience

62

 Operators with unrelated (earthmoving) machine experience

42

 Operators with similar (earthmoving) machine experience

28

 Endorsement C Lifting operations additional learning duration

7

All candidates must have received the equivalent to 7 hours of site safety and induction training
To allow effective learning, the listed candidate / machine / instructor ratio
is the maximum recommended for this category
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Excavator 360º above 10 tonnes - A59
Learning for CPCS
4 candidates : 2 machines: 1 instructor

Resources
Practical equipment

Theory equipment






Excavator 360 that meets current legislation
Operator’s manual for the machine(s)
Replacement buckets for changing purposes
Measuring equipment to ensure levels and
centres
 Sufficient area of ground suitable for
excavating
 Slopes/stockpiles of materials






 Tipping vehicle or trailer for loading into
 Loads and lifting accessories (for
Endorsement C)

 Suitable room for theory training purposes
 Welfare and rest facilities during training

PLUS

 Suitable PPE
 Risk assessment for all areas where training is

PUWER 1998 Regulations
LOLER 1998 Regulations
HSE GS6
Operator’s manual

 Specifications for types of 360 excavators
PLUS

 Note: ISO 7130 – 1981 / BS 6264: 1982 – ‘Earth
Moving Machines – Guide to Procedure for
Operator Training’ provides sound advice on
training and assessment matters for 360
excavators

occurring
 Guidance for lifting operations using excavators
is downloadable from www.cpa.uk.net
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Learning for CPCS

Category
Category description and types
CPCS defines a category as an item of plant or equipment used within the construction or allied
industries and worked in accordance with the manufacturer’s basic design. Although this category
can have varying uses within industry and used with many attachments, for CPCS training and
assessment standards, the descriptions reflect basic core use. Endorsements are sub-categories that
reflect the variations for this category by chassis type. This category has three endorsements.
To identify a machine within this category, a typical 360 excavator would normally have the listed
features and be used within the described characteristics.
Category features

Category characteristics

 Tracks or wheel-mounted chassis
 360 degree rotating upper structure containing
the operating position; power, hydraulic and
electrical units and excavating components
 Boom (one or two-piece) with attached dipper
arm and bucket, all hydraulically operated
 Machine operating weight of 10 tonnes or above

 Able to travel in forward and reverse and
change direction during travel
 Can travel and operate on uneven and loose
ground and slopes
 Carry out excavation and extraction duties
in a linear motion using a bucket within the
confines of the operating radius, depth and
height
 Can lift and place materials using a
combination of slew and linear motions
within the confines of the operating radius,
depth and height

Endorsements
Endorsement characteristics
 Endorsement A: Tracked – Chassis has reversible crawler hydraulically-driven tracks for mobility
 Endorsement B: Wheeled – Chassis has multi (usually twin) driven axles with rubberised tyres, and
hydraulically-driven for mobility
 Endorsement C: Lifting operations – Able to lift, move, travel and place a variety of slung loads
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Learning for CPCS

Outcomes
Through a combination of targeted training and experience, an individual with the mobile crane will be able
to:

Roles and
responsibilities

Describe the nature of the sector of industry and their role and responsibilities as
a plant operator



Name and explain the purpose of principal components, the basic construction,
controls and terminology



Conform with manufacturer’s requirements as per the operator’s handbook,
other types of information source and relevant regulations and legislation



Explain all relevant documentation



Undertake all pre-use checks



Configure and set for travel (site and highway)



Travel the crane to an area of work



Manoeuvre in confined spaces



Configure the crane for lifting duties



Deploy outriggers to specification (where applicable)



Explain action required for hazards, underground and overhead services



Programme / set-up Rated Capacity Indicators for lifting duties



Lift various loads using the full radius and slewing capabilities of a crane



Accurately place loads



Change falls of rope on a hook block



Minimise the swinging of loads



Move loads through machine travel (where applicable)



Maintain safe working situations



Comply with signals and instructions



Explain rigging and de-rigging procedures when fitting fly jibs or boom extensions

Completing
work



Dismantle the crane in preparation of movement

Shutting down



Carry out shut down and securing procedures

Preparing for
work

Travelling and
manoeuvring

Setting up for
work

Working tasks
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Learning for CPCS

Syllabus
Learning outcome

Training content

 Describe the nature of the
sector of industry and their
role and responsibilities as a
plant operator










Industry type
Customer / client needs
Sector contribution
Role
Reporting structures
Lifelong skills
Working practices
Social responsibilities

 Communication with
colleagues / management /
other trades
 Health and Safety at Work Act
 Environmental issues
 Other trades

 Name and explain the purpose
of principal components, the
basic construction, controls
and terminology








Differing types
Functions and applications
Power units
Hydraulic systems
Counterweights
Chassis / steering / tyres








 Conform with manufacturer’s
requirements as per the
operator’s handbook, other
types of information source
and relevant regulations and
legislation










Operator’s Manual
Duties charts
Ground loading charts
Machine decals
Health and Safety at Work Act
PPE
Codes of Practice
Site plans / drawings

 Lifting requirements and
limitations
 Method statements
 Risk assessments / COSHH
 Inspection and reporting
forms / procedures
 Lift plans

 Explain all relevant
documentation

 Test certificates

 Thorough examination
certificates

 Undertake all pre-use checks

 Regular and non-scheduled
maintenance procedures

 Sequence of pre-use checks
 Defect reporting

 Configure and set for travel
(site and highway)

 Driving controls
 Attachments
 Security

 Driving position
 Visibility
 Road Traffic Act

 Travel the crane to an area of
work







 Working area
 Site route
 Environment protection /
minimise damage
 Road travel

Driving controls
Ground conditions
Traction
Axle loadings
Hazards

Stability
Booms / jibs
Hoisting gear / ropes
Safety systems
Slewing arrangements
Attachments
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Mobile crane- A60
Learning for CPCS

Syllabus (continued)
Learning outcome

Training content

 Manoeuvre in confined spaces






 Configure the crane for lifting
duties

 Crane positioning
 Required configuration (lift
plan)
 Crane controls
 Environmental conditions







 Deploy outriggers to
specification (where
applicable)

 Types of outriggers
 Support conditions
 Packing / load spreading

 Bearing pressure
 Footprint
 Inclines / uneven ground

 Explain action required for
hazards, underground and
overhead services

 Types of typical services
 Warning / identification
systems

 Reporting procedures for
damage to services
 Minimum distances and
clearances

 Programme / set-up Rated
Capacity Indicators for lifting
duties







 Function and application of
common types
 Testing, setting /
programming for different
duties

 Lift various loads using the full
radius and slewing capabilities
of a crane

 Duties charts
 Lifting accessories and slinging
requirements
 Lift plans
 Lifting controls
 Boom deflection
 Signalling procedures
 Hazards









Stability
Trial lifts
Load stability / security
Visibility
Environmental conditions
Load swings
Falls of rope

 Accurately place loads

 Ground conditions / hazards
 Visibility
 Signalling / following
instructions






Stability
Load swings
Out-of-sight lifts
Protection of lifting
accessories

Visibility
Limitations of vision
Height restrictions
Hazards

Types of RCI
Regulations / legislation
Principles of operation
Lifting duties
Number of falls

 Protection of ground / tight
turns
 Environmental / noise / fumes
Hazards
Counterweights
Levelling / inclines
Site markings
Falls of rope
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Mobile crane- A60
Learning for CPCS

Syllabus (continued)
Learning outcome

Training content

 Change falls of rope on a hook
block

 Falls of rope
 Security
 Stability factor

 Procedures
 Types of hook block
 Duties / RCI set-up

 Minimise the swinging of
loads

 Rope length
 Techniques
 Slew speeds

 Observation / anticipation
 Stability

 Move loads through machine
travel (where applicable)












 Maintain safe working
situations

 Methods and types of signals
 Methods of verbal instruction
 Multiple signalling

 Electronic communication /
setting-up
 Codes of Practice
 Radio protocol

 Comply with signals and
instructions

 Stability
 Load swings

 Load security
 Hazards

 Explain rigging and de-rigging
procedures when fitting fly
jibs or boom extensions






 Storage / stowage
 Testing / certification
 Duties RCI set up

 Dismantle the crane in
preparation of movement

 Stowage of materials /
accessories

 Travel configuration

 Carry out shut down and
securing procedures

 Shut down procedures
 Parking and positioning

 Security

Duties charts
Configuration
Stability
Route / ground condition
Load integrity / security

Types of extensions / jibs
Procedures
Hazards
Supporting methods

Load swing
Visibility
Hazards
Regulations / legislation

Note: The listed training content should not be considered exhaustive and subjects may be added to
reflect the individuals’ working environment.
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Learning for CPCS

Safety critical
Emphasis to be placed on the following topics:
Topic

Emphasis

 Lift plans / method
statements

 Lift plan types and requirements and the need for lift planning.

 Fitting and removing fly
jibs and jib extensions

 Specific training and strong adherence to the specific
manufacturer’s procedures

 Adherence to the lift plan as constructed by a competent person

Duration / Ratios
To allow effective learning, these training times are recommended for this category. Candidates must be
profiled to establish learning needs. Durations should be of a length to ensure the learning outcomes
are met.
Experience

Accumulated hours

 Novice operators with no industry or machine experience

70

 Novice operators with industry experience but no machine experience

62

 Operators with unrelated (lifting) machine experience

42

 Operators with similar (lifting) machine experience

28

All candidates must have received the equivalent to 7 hours of site safety and induction training
To allow effective learning, the listed candidate / machine / instructor ratio
is the maximum recommended for this category
4 candidates : 2 machines: 1 instructor
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Learning for CPCS

Resources
Practical equipment






Theory equipment

Mobile crane that meets current legislation
Operator’s manual for the machine(s)
Different types of loads
Lifting accessories
Sufficient area of ground suitable for placing
loads at various heights and radius







PUWER 1998 Regulations
LOLER 1998 Regulations
HSE GS6
BS 7121 (parts 1, 2 and 3)
Operator’s Manual

 Specifications for types of mobile crane

PLUS
 Suitable PPE

PLUS

 Risk assessment for all areas where training is
occurring

 Suitable room for theory training purposes
 Welfare and rest facilities during training

Category
Category description and types
CPCS defines a category as an item of plant or equipment used within the construction or allied
industries and worked in accordance with the manufacturer’s basic design. Although this category
can have varying uses within industry, for CPCS training and assessment standards, the descriptions
reflect basic core use. Endorsements are sub-categories that reflect the variations for this category
by duties. This category has three endorsements.
To identify a machine within this category, a typical mobile crane would normally have the listed
features and be used within the described characteristics.
Category features

Category characteristics

 Multi-axled chassis containing (in most cases)
power, hydraulic and electrical units
 360 degree rotating upper structure containing
the operating position and multi-sectioned boom,
all hydraulically operated
 Winch operated lifting metal-stranded hoist rope
mounted on pulleys
 Hook block suspended by hoist ropes and pulleys
and the end of the boom

 Able to travel in forward and reverse and
change direction during travel by steering
the axles
 All-axle steering
 Travels on hard surfaces with some types
having off-road capability
 Lift loads by vertically raising the hook block
 Moves and places loads by using a
combination of slew and linear motions
within the confines of the operating radius,
depth and height
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Mobile crane- A60
Learning for CPCS

Endorsements
Endorsement characteristics
 Endorsement A: Blocked duties only – minimum of four outriggers extended to carry out lifting
 Endorsement B: Pick-and-carry duties only – able to travel with a suspended load using forward to
reverse direction
 Endorsement C: All duties – able to perform both duties of blocked and pick-and-carry
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Learning for CPCS
Appointed Person - A61
Lifting operations

Outcomes
Through a combination of targeted training and experience, an appointed person will be able to:
 State basic requirements of legislation, regulations, codes of practice, guidance
and good practice documentation that relate to all types of lifting duties

Legislative and
regulative

 Explain the duties and responsibilities of those involved in a lifting operation
including: an appointed person, a lifting operations supervisor, a lift co-ordinator,
a machine operator, a slinger, a signaller, a lifting equipment installer/erector and
maintenance personnel
 Identify the requirements for basic, standard and complex lifts
 Describe the lighting requirements for in and out of service conditions for lifting
equipment
 State requirements to be followed when planning the lifting of persons
 Identify different types of lifting equipment, and explain capabilities and
limitations of each for given lifting operations
 Outline pre-use checks requirements for lifting equipment and accessories
 Explain maintenance inspection, thorough examination and testing requirements
for lifting equipment and accessories
 Describe setting up, erection, levelling and dismantling requirements for different
types of lifting equipment and lifting operations
 Calculate lifting equipment point loadings/outrigger loadings, spreader mat types
and sizes from given information

Lifting
equipment

 Identify ground pressure and support loadings from given information
 Explain the function and use of, and use information provided by, RCIs and safety
devices applicable to a range of lifting equipment
 Select the correct lifting equipment for specified lifts
 Extract information from manufacturer’s technical specifications, duties charts,
range diagrams and other information sources
 Specify lifting equipment configurations for specific types of lifting operations
 Identify attachments and ancillaries to lifting equipment.
 Describe out of service procedures for lifting equipment including locations,
configurations, and markings
 List different types of lifting accessories and explain typical applications
 Identify and explain relevant information relating to different types of lifting
accessories e.g. markings, certificates and thorough examination reports

Lifting
accessories

 Calculate sling capacities, lengths and angles
 Explain slinging techniques for given loads including balanced, unbalanced and
loose
 Specify appropriate lifting accessories for given types of loads
 Identify weights and centres of gravity for different types of loads
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Learning for CPCS
Appointed Person - A61
Lifting operations

Outcomes (Continued)
 Describe and specify different types of communication methods for lifting
purposes
Communication  Explain factors that determine types of communication methods, the limitations
of each and the effects of poor communication
 State the need to complete a reflective report following a typical lifting operation
 Identify potential proximity and underground hazards from given plans and
drawings
 Identify and plan an area, with exclusion zones for different, given lifting
operations incorporating safe access/egress routes for before, during and after
the lift
 State requirements that allow safe site access and egress for typical lifting
equipment
 Specify the security requirements for specific lifting operations
 Construct a safe system of work by producing risk assessments, method
statements and lift plans, including drawings, using given information
 Explain additional requirements for pick and carry duties
 Communicate lift plan information to others involved in a lifting operation i.e.
lifting supervisor, machine operator, slinger etc.
Planning

 Specify positioning of lifting equipment, loads in relation to fixed objects and
other limiting factors
 Explain the definition, requirements and factors for temporary works
management and the effects on typical lifting operations
 Identify how the effects of fatigue on the lifting team can affect a lifting
operation and how it should be managed
 Evaluate and explain how the weather, other environmental factors, and the
surrounding area external to the lift zone - can affect the planned lifting
operation
 Explain how wind loadings and sail-affect areas are calculated
 Describe notification, liaising and reporting procedures to statutory, authority,
and utility bodies when affected by the lifting operation, i.e. works, railways,
highways, airfields, etc.
 Explain the requirements to be followed when lifting loads from height
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Learning for CPCS
Appointed Person - A61
Lifting operations

Syllabus

Lifting equipment
(cranes)

Legislative and regulative

Learning outcome

Training content

 State basic requirements of legislation, regulations, codes of practice and good
guidance practice that relate to all types of lifting duties

An overview of: Health & Safety at Work Act 74, The Management of H & S
Regs 99 , ACOPs, BS 7121 Parts 1 to 5, LOLER 98, PUWER 98, Work at Height
Regulations Aug 2005, Technical Improvement Notices (CPA), SFPSG guidance

 Explain the duties and responsibilities of those involved in a lifting operation
including: an appointed person, a lifting operations supervisor, a lift co-ordinator, a
machine operator, a slinger, a signaller, a lifting equipment installer/erector and
maintenance personnel

Contents of relevant sections of BS 7121 Parts 1 to 5, LOLER 98 & PUWER 98,
and how they apply to each of the designated persons and their duties.

 Identify the requirements for basic, standard and complex lifts

Requirements of the various types of lifts as defined in BS 7121 Part 3
(overview of complex only). How to compile risk assessments and method
statements based on specific lift requirements.

 Describe the lighting requirements for in and out of service conditions for lifting
equipment

Requirements for adequate lighting of lifting equipment that identifies it’s
proportions and location from a variety of vantage points including ground
and at height

 State requirements to be followed when planning the lifting of persons

Extracts from LOLER, PUWER, BS 8460, BS7121 Parts 1 to 5 relating to the
lifting of persons, Work at Height Regs Aug 2005 relating to the use of fall
arrest equipment as defined by BS EN 363.

 Identify different types of lifting equipment, and explain capabilities and
limitations of each for given lifting operations

Differing model options for selecting the right crane for particular lifts Identify
types of lifting equipment comprising: mobile (Inc. rough terrain, truck type,
truck mounted, all purpose, all terrain etc.) plus crawlers, fixed base, tower
(Inc. self-erect), yard, low headroom, gantry, lorry loader/knuckle boom,
forklifts, telescopic handlers, MEWPS, excavators (used as cranes), hoists.
(using the list of equipment on page 9)

 Outline pre-use checks requirements for lifting equipment and accessories

Level and types of checks for a range of lifting equipment and accessories for
configuring and carrying out suspended loads lifting operations
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Appointed Person - A61
Lifting operations

Syllabus (Continued)

Lifting equipment (cranes) (Continued)

Learning outcome

Training content

 Explain maintenance inspection, thorough examination and testing requirements
for lifting equipment and accessories

Relevant sections of LOLER 98 and BS 7121 Part 2. Manufacturer’s
requirements and, Various examination reports and test certificates – both in
date and out of date. Areas of importance when checking certificates as an
AP. High frequency use and the need for more frequent checks/examinations

 Describe setting up, erection, levelling and dismantling requirements for different
types of lifting equipment and lifting operations

Requirements of BS 7121 Parts 1 to 5, BS 8460, BS 7212, LOLER 98, PUWER 98
for erecting/dismantling, and the importance of FLS (Firm Level Standing).
Overview of the Work at Height Regulations Aug 2005.

 Calculate lifting equipment point loadings/outrigger loadings, spreader mat types
and sizes from given information

Appreciate the importance of outrigger/base foundation/ground bearing
pressures and relevant formulae. Apply formulae to ascertain relevant
information required to calculate outrigger and base loadings using various
crane manufacturer’s outrigger loading charts. Calculate the required size of
spreader mat to achieve acceptable limits as required by a main contractor.
Awareness of a range of software programmes for ground loadings.

 Identify ground pressure and support loadings from given information

Appreciate the types of ground support loading based on differing types of
strata and factors that can affect ground support.

 Explain the function and use off, and use information provided by, RCIs and safety
devices applicable to a range of lifting equipment

Check settings of an RCI unit in various codes extracted from a given load
chart including e.g. FOWs, blocked, swingaway/stinger, main jib extensions,
fly and luffing fly jibs etc. Types of other warning devices and anti-collision
systems i.e. SMIEs

 Select the correct lifting equipment for specified lifts

Identify and select a suitable lifting type machine that can effectively,
efficiently and safely undertake given lifting duties, taking into account
frequency and repetitiveness of use, types of loads and typical weights, shock
loadings, fatigue, and whether applicable to the environment etc.
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Learning for CPCS
Appointed Person - A61
Lifting operations

Syllabus (Continued)

Lifting accessories

 Lifting equipment (cranes) (Continued)

Learning outcome

Training content

 Extract information from manufacturer’s technical specifications, duties charts,
range diagrams

Extract and use information from various lifting equipment load charts to
determine basic to complex lifts. Extract and use information from examples
of loads to be lifted in order to ascertain a) if the lift is possible? b) is there
adequate FOS/down-rating? c) is there sufficient height? d) are environmental
factors addressed?

 Specify lifting equipment configurations for specific types of lifting operations

Identify how the chosen lifting equipment will be set up and configured in a
given environment for a range of lifts and includes ground conditions and
support factors.

 Identify attachments and ancillaries to lifting equipment

Examine and evaluate where and how ancillary equipment and accessories
can be used within a lifting operation and the advantages and disadvantages
of common types across a range of lifting equipment.

 Describe out of service procedures for lifting equipment including locations,
configurations and markings

Identify how a range of lifting equipment needs to be configured, de-rigged
etc. following a lifting operation or where lifting equipment remains rigged or
partially rigged for work for the following day and includes procedures for
placing the lifting equipment into the out-of-service modes.

 List different types of lifting accessories and explain typical applications

Differing types of lifting accessories and uses. Limitations of use and derating due to application as applicable. Other types of lifting frames and
specialist equipment as required. Limitations of an AP’s knowledge and forms
of guidance.

 Identify and explain relevant information relating to different types of lifting
accessories i.e. markings, certificates and thorough examination reports, etc.

Inspecting lifting accessories. Extraction of relevant information from the
equipment information tags. Differences between SWL/WLL/rated capacity.
Extract relevant information using test certificates & thorough examination
reports.

 Calculate sling capacities, lengths and angles

Calculation of sling capacities, lengths and angles (of at least 30, 60, 90 and
120 Degrees) and implications of wide angles,, and various computations of
slings as required for load size i.e. long loads etc.
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Appointed Person - A61
Lifting operations

Syllabus (Continued)

(Continued)

Planning

Communication

Lifting accessories

Learning outcome

Training content

 Explain slinging techniques for given loads including balanced, unbalanced and
loose

Correct and incorrect slinging techniques – with the use of multi-legged types,
shortening clutches, SWR, web and nylon slings etc., for loads with varying
centres of gravity.

 Specify appropriate lifting accessories for given types of loads

Define types of lifting accessories from various given lift scenarios Options to
type/types of accessories that may be selected to carry out lifts.

 Identify weights and centres of gravity for different types of loads

Methods of calculating weights and centres of gravity using known formulae.

 Describe and specify different types of communication methods for lifting
purposes

Signals from BS 7121 (manual & radio)/safety signs and signals, radio use and
protocol, other options of relaying standard signals. Advantages and
limitations of different communication types.

 Explain factors that determine types of communication methods, the limitations of
each and the effects of poor communication

Analysing and specifying a range of communication methods for different
types of lifting equipment. Methods of communicating lift plan information to
the members of the lifting team and how communication can be
compromised.

 State the need to complete a reflective report following a typical lifting operation

The need and how to compile a report on a given lift scenario highlighting the
positive and negative aspects of the lift. Ways to improve lift procedures i.e.
revised risk assessment/method statement etc.

 Identify potential proximity and underground hazards from given plans and
drawings

Identify the proximity hazards from examples of lifts using existing
drawings/plans. Highlight hazards and risks including multi-lift use – with
possible solutions (if any) to the lift.

 Identify and plan an area, with exclusion zones for different, given lifting
operations incorporating safe access/egress routes for before, during and after the
lift

Plan a specific lift from given scenarios – including identifying and dealing with
exclusion zones, access/egress points etc. Devise a lift plan from given
scenarios, highlighting all proximity hazards, and parts of the lift that will
require monitoring.
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Learning for CPCS
Appointed Person - A61
Lifting operations

Syllabus (Continued)

Planning (continued)

Learning outcome

Training content

 State requirements that allow safe site access and egress for typical lifting
equipment

Examine typical lifting equipment widths, sizes, weights, transportation
methods and turning circles – with known site plans, with particular reference
to confined areas and delivery vehicles for lifting equipment components.
Marshalling procedures and hierarchy.

 Specify the security requirements required for specified lifting operations

Factors that can affect security within the lifting area and of restriction
requirements to prevent unauthorised access.

 Construct a safe system of work by constructing risk assessments, method
statements, including drawings and lift plans using given information

Devise a lift plan and rigging studies, which includes a risk
assessment/method statement, using the details of a successfully completed
standard lift.

 Explain additional requirements for pick and carry duties

Identify additional requirements including manufacturer’s instructions,
ground type and conditions, configuration, proximity hazards, route planning.

 Communicate lift plan information to others involved in a lifting operation i.e.
lifting supervisor, machine operator, slinger

Designate the sections applicable to all individuals involved in the lift plan.
Role play of lift supervisor, co-ordinator and operator etc. high risk areas of
the operation clearly communicated.

 Specify positioning of lifting equipment, loads in relation to fixed objects and other
limiting factors

Planning requirements including; proximity hazards, lifting equipment
configuration which includes boom length, radii, boom deflection, how it is
rigged, lift and lay down area, how specific codes are selected, what the
outrigger loadings are and the resultant support required for outrigger pads
to meet the stated ground pressure, environmental conditions etc. value of
‘dummy’ run/weight and radius check

 Explain the definition, requirements and factors for temporary works management
and the effects on typical lifting operations

Legislative requirements, CDM requirements, definitions and scope,
characteristics, responsibilities, hazards arising from temporary works, good
practices, management of, roles and responsibilities, briefing of temporary
works, communication with others.
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Lifting operations

Syllabus (Continued)

Planning (Continued)

Learning outcome

Training content

 Identify how the effects of fatigue on the lifting team can affect a lifting operation
and how it should be managed

Identification of human factors such as fatigue, employer’s legal duties,
factors that affect fatigue Inc. working hours, rest breaks, shift patterns, night
working, environmental etc. Effects of fatigue on a range of lifting operations.
Effect of fatigue on the lifting team.

 Evaluate and explain how the weather, other environmental factors and the
surrounding area, external to the lift zone, can affect the planned lifting operation

Role-play in explaining the restrictions imposed on the actual lift plan by being
near (a) a railway (b) an airport (c) a hospital (d) city centre location (e)
dockside location (f) residential.

 Explain how wind loadings and sail-affect areas for given types of loads are
calculated

Identification of wind speed factors for different types of lifting equipment
and loads and methods of calculation and extraction of information relating
to readings of wind speeds etc.

 Describe notification, liaising and reporting procedures to statutory, authority, and
utility bodies when affected by the lifting operation, i.e. works, railways, highways,
airfields, etc.

Required notification procedures for authorities etc. to include a) airport
authorities and The Air Navigation Order, CAP 168 – Licensing of Aerodromes,
BS 7121 Part 1 para 9.3.3 etc., b) Environment Agency, c) Highways Agency d)
local and district councils e) Network Rail/London Underground etc.

 Explain the additional requirements to be followed when lifting loads from height

Extracts from BS 7121 for requirements of lifting from height – specifically
dismantling operations, with appropriate dangers and implications to Crane
safety. Below ground level lifting including derating requirements and rope
lengths. Estimation of loads to be lifted/sufficient FOS and unknown weights

1. Note: The listed training content should not be considered exhaustive and subjects may be added to reflect the individuals’ working
environment.
2. The definition of lifting equipment in this document includes:
Access equipment

Crawler cranes

Drilling rigs

Excavator/crane

Floating lifting equipment

Hoists

Knuckle-boom crane

Lorry loaders

Masted forklifts

Mobile cranes

Overhead cranes

Pedestal cranes

Piling rigs

Telescopic handlers

Tower Cranes

Specialist lifting equipment
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Learning for CPCS
Appointed Person - A61
Lifting operations

Syllabus (Continued)
Additional items to be covered within training programme:
CIRIA recommendations and calculations to be included as detailed in C703 – Crane stability on site
Version 2 and C654 – Tower crane stability.
Lifting equipment types within training: Where all candidates on a course have sound knowledge of the
variety of lifting equipment types, the need to have appropriate machines during the course may be
optional. However, where candidates have limited knowledge of lifting equipment types, access to an
appropriate machines must be made available during the course, so that candidates can observe and
evaluate certification requirements, maintenance and setting up procedures etc.
Reference and other material: The items listed are not exhaustive and should be considered the
minimum. Instructors must provide all relevant resources and material to ensure effective dissemination
of information.
Current recommended references and other material
Air Navigation Order (as dictated by the required utility)
Avoiding Danger from Overhead Power Lines (GS6)
BS 7121 Parts 1 to 5
BS 7212
BS 8460
CIRIA C654 Tower crane stability
CIRIA C703 Crane stability on site
CPA Best and Good Practice guides
CPA Technical Information Notes
Lifting equipment operator’s manual
Drawings / plans from actual, successfully completed or simulated lifts
HASWA 74
LEEA Code of Practice
LEEA Inspection manual
LEEA Slinging/Lifting manual
Lift plans and lift accessories certification
Lifting equipment and accessories
Load charts and applicable codes for different rigging applications / outrigger loadings
LOLER 98
Management of Health & Safety Regulations 1999
Managing Health and Safety on Construction Sites (L144)
Manufacturer’s specifications / outrigger loadings
Materials/data on why / how accidents happen
Method statements
Personal Protective Equipment Regulations 2002
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Learning for CPCS
Appointed Person - A61
Lifting operations

Syllabus (Continued)
Current recommended references and other material
PUWER 98
Range diagrams
Risk assessment
Safe use of Lifting Equipment (L113)
Safe use of Work Equipment (L22)
Safe use of Vehicles on Construction Sites (HSG144)
Selection of applicable lifting accessories (with the exceptions of lifting frames or other specialised equipment)
Selection of certificates for lifting equipment
Selection of loads including balanced, unbalanced and bundled/loose
Strategic Forum for Construction Plant Safety Group Publications Inc. ground conditions, fitness for work, tele
handlers etc.
Videos of lifting equipment accidents
Work at Height Regulations 2005

Duration / Ratios
To allow effective learning, at least 40 hours of training must have been completed for this category.
Candidates must be profiled to establish learning needs. Course durations should be of a length to
ensure the learning outcomes are met.
To allow effective learning, the listed candidate / instructor ratio
is the maximum recommended for this category
8 candidates : 1 instructor

Training attributes
*To help candidates in learning the necessary skills for each category, it would be ideal if they possess one or
more of the following:

 Lifting operations experience

 Verbally communicate data

 Able to calculate and interpret arithmetical
data

 Write reports, risk assessments and method
statements

 Able to record details in a logical and clear
format

 Use IT

*Note: Lack of any of these attributes does not prevent anyone from being trained for this category.
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Learning for CPCS
Appointed Person - A61
Lifting operations

Category
Category description and types
CPCS defines a category as an item of plant or equipment used within the construction or allied
industries and worked in accordance with the manufacturer’s basic design or legislative guidance or
a role or duty in support of plant operations This category is defined as a role or duty of an individual
planning lifting operations.
Duties
The Appointed Person is responsible for ensuring that a lifting operation is properly planned,
appropriately supervised and carried out in a safe manner. A full description of the duties and
responsibilities of an appointed person can be found in the Approved Code of Practice for the Lifting
Operations and Lifting equipment Regulations 2014 (L113) and BS 7121 Part 1:2016.
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Crane / Lifting operations
supervisor - A62
Learning for CPCS

Outcomes
Through a combination of targeted training and experience, an appointed person will be able to:

Legislative and
regulative

Lifting
equipment
(cranes)

Lifting
accessories



Explain the duties and responsibilities of: an Appointed Person, a Crane
Supervisor, a Crane Operator, a Slinger, a Signaller, a crane erector, and
maintenance personnel



State basic requirements of legislation, regulations, and Codes of Practice that
relate to all types of lifting duties



Explain maintenance, inspection, thorough examination and testing
requirements for lifting equipment and accessories



State requirements that allow safe site access and egress for typical lifting
equipment



Explain additional requirements for loads to be lifted from height



Explain the function and use off, and use information provided by, RCIs and
anti-collision systems



Describe setting up, erection, levelling and dismantling requirements for
different types of lifting equipment and lifts



List different types of lifting accessories and explain typical applications



Identify and explain relevant information relating to different types of lifting
accessories i.e. markings, certificates and thorough examination reports, etc.



Verify sling sizes and angles



Explain slinging techniques for given loads including balanced, unbalanced and
loose



Verify appropriate lifting accessories for given types of loads in accordance with
a given method statement



Confirm weights and centres of gravity for difference types of loads in
accordance with a given method statement



Describe and demonstrate different types of communication methods for lifting
purposes

Communication 


Communicate the lift plan information to others involved in a lifting operation
Report and explain positive and negative aspects of a typical lift following the
operation to the Appointed Person

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Learning for CPCS

Outcomes (continued)

Supervising



Identify potential hazards and unsafe lifting practices using given lifting scenarios



Evaluate and explain how environmental factors and the surrounding area
external to the lift zone can affect the planned lifting operation



Prepare an area, with exclusion zones, from given lifting plans, ensuring safe
access / egress routes for before, during and after the lift



Mark the position of lifting equipment according to a given plan



Verify potential proximity and underground hazards from given plans and
drawings



Confirm personnel requirements to meet the lift plan



Mark the position of lifting accessories and prepare load spreading systems as
required



Confirm lifting equipment configurations from given plans



Control a lifting operation using a given lifting plan

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Syllabus
Learning outcome

Course content
E – Explain D = Demonstrate A = Activity

 Explain the duties, responsibilities and limitations of: an Appointed Person, a Crane
Supervisor, a Crane Co-ordinator, a Crane Operator, a Slinger, a Signaller, a crane
erector, and maintenance personnel

 Contents of relevant sections of BS 7121 Parts 1 to 5, LOLER 98 &
PUWER 98, and how they apply to each of the designated
persons and their duties

E

 State requirements of legislation, regulations, and Codes of Practice that relate to
all types of lifting duties

 An overview of: Health & Safety at Work Act 74;The
Management of H & S Regs 99; ACOPs; BS 7121 Parts 1 to 5;
LOLER 98;PUWER 98; BS 7212; BS 8460

E

 Explain maintenance, inspection, thorough examination and testing requirements
for lifting equipment and accessories

 Relevant sections of LOLER 98 & BS 7121 Part 2
 Various Examination Reports & Test Certificates, both in date and
out of date. D Areas of importance when checking certificates as
a CLOS

E
D
E

 State requirements that allow safe site access and egress for typical lifting
equipment

 Examine typical crane widths, sizes, weights, transportation
methods and turning circles, with known site plans, with
particular reference to confined areas

 Explain additional requirements for loads to be lifted from height

 Extracts from BS 7121 requirements for lifting from height – with
appropriate dangers and implications to crane safety

E

 Describe setting up, erection, levelling and dismantling requirements for different
types of lifting equipment and lifts (see Note 1)

 Requirements of BS 7121 Parts 1 to 5, LOLER 98 & PUWER 98 for
erecting/dismantling a crane and the importance of Firm Level
Standing for: mobile (Inc. rough terrain, truck type, truck
mounted, all purpose, all terrain etc.) plus crawlers, fixed base,
tower, yard, low headroom, lorry/loader/knuckle boom, forklifts,
MEWPS, excavators (used as cranes) Hoists
 Overview of the Work at Height Regulations Aug 2005

E

Note 1: Instructors must ensure that all crane/lifting equipment types listed (and those that candidates may deal with) are thoroughly covered.
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Syllabus (continued)
Learning outcome

Course content
E – Explain D = Demonstrate A = Activity

 List different types of lifting accessories and explain typical applications

 Differing types of lifting accessories and uses
 Limitations of use and de-rating due to application as applicable
 Other types of lifting frames as required

D
E
D

 Identify and explain relevant information relating to different types of lifting
accessories i.e. markings, certificates and thorough examination reports, etc.

 Inspecting lifting accessories
 Extraction of relevant information from the equipment
information tags
 Differences between SWL/WLL/rated capacity
 Extract relevant information using test certificates and thorough
examination reports






 Verify sling sizes and angles

 Identification of sling sizes, with angles & various computations
of slings as required for load size i.e. long loads etc.

 Explain slinging techniques for given loads including balanced, unbalanced and loose  Attaching and detaching different lifting accessories to loads,
(see Note 2)
correct and incorrect slinging techniques and the use of brothers
& shortening clutches for loads with varying centres of gravity
 Verify appropriate lifting accessories for given types of loads in accordance with a
given method statement

 Select lifting accessories for a given range of loads. Extract &
confirm lifting accessories in accordance with typical method
statements

A
A
E
A

A

A

A

Note 2: Each candidate must attach and detach all listed types of loads using a variety of lifting accessories. A lifting device must be used which has a hook that can
be raised and lowered, allowing each load to freely suspend

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Syllabus (continued)
Learning outcome

Course content
E – Explain D = Demonstrate A = Activity

 Confirm weights and centres of gravity for different types of loads in accordance
with a given method statement

 Calculate weights and centres of gravity using known formulae
 Extract & confirm net weight, gross weight and centre of gravity
from typical method statements

A

 Describe and demonstrate different types of communication methods for lifting
purposes

 Signals from BS 7121 (manual & radio). Radio use and protocol.
Other options of relaying standard signals
 Advantages and limitations of different communication types

D
E

 Communicate the lift plan information to others involved in a lifting operation

 Role play in explaining the lift plan to others involved in the lift
i.e. any proximity hazards, boom length, Radii, boom deflection,
how the crane is rigged, lift and lay down area, why the specific
code was selected and crane set up according to manufacturer’s
instructions, environmental conditions etc.

A

 Report and explain positive and negative aspects of a typical lift following the
operation to the Appointed Person

 Compile a report on lift undertaken highlighting positive &
negative aspects of the lift (role play). Ways to improve the lift
procedures i.e. revised risk assessment/method statement etc.
Procedures to amend lift plan

A

 Identify potential hazards and unsafe lifting practices using given lifting scenarios

 Identify the proximity hazards from examples of lifts using
existing drawings/plans. Highlight hazards with possible solutions
(if any) to the lift

A

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Crane / Lifting operations supervisor – A62
Learning for CPCS

Syllabus (continued)
Learning outcome

Course content
E – Explain D = Demonstrate A = Activity

 Evaluate and explain how environmental factors and the surrounding area external
to the lift zone can affect the planned lifting operation

 Explain restrictions imposed on the actual lift plan by being near
(a) a railway
(b) an airport
(c) a hospital
(d) city centre location
(e) dockside location

A

 Prepare an area, with exclusion zones, from given lifting plans, ensuring safe access
/ egress routes for before, during and after the lift

 Identify and deal with exclusion zones, access/egress points etc.
from given lifting plans

A

 Mark the position of lifting equipment according to a given plan

 Extract and use information from a given lift plan and ascertain a)
if the lift is possible b) if there is adequate FOS/down-rating c) if
there is sufficient height d) how the crane will be set up for the
lift
 Procedures if lift plan needs to be amended by contacting AP (CS
prohibited from amending plan)

 Verify potential proximity and underground hazards from given plans and drawings

 Identify the proximity hazards from examples of lifts using
existing drawings/plans. Highlight hazards with possible solutions
(if any) to the lift

 Confirm personnel requirements to meet the lift plan

 Extract and use information from given lift plans. Identify
number and type of personnel, PPE, certification, permits of
work etc.

A
E

A

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Crane / Lifting operations supervisor – A62
Learning for CPCS

Syllabus (continued)
Learning outcome

Course content
E – Explain D = Demonstrate A = Activity

 Mark the position of lifting accessories and prepare load spreading systems as
required

 Apply information from a given lift plan and ascertain correct
lifting accessories for load

 Confirm lifting equipment configurations from given plans

 Apply information from a given lift plan and ascertain correct
configuration for load from given plan

 Control a lifting operation using a given lifting plan

 Apply information from a given lift scenario

Note: The listed training content should not be considered exhaustive and subjects may be added to reflect the individuals’ working environment.

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Crane / Lifting operations
supervisor - A62
Learning for CPCS

Syllabus (continued)
Additional items to be covered within the syllabus:
CIRIA recommendations as detailed in C703 – Crane Stability on Site Version 2 and C654 – Tower Crane
stability.
Crane requirement: A mobile crane, or access to a mobile crane must be made available during the
course, so that candidates can observe and evaluate certification requirements, maintenance and
setting up procedures etc.
References and other material: Items listed are not exhaustive and should be considered the minimum.
Instructors must provide all relevant resources and material to ensure effective dissemination of
information.

Current recommended references and other material
ACOP Safe use of Cranes
BS 7121 Parts 1 to 5
CPA Best Practice guide
Drawings/plans from actual or simulated lifts
HASWA 74
LEEA Inspection manual
LEEA Slinging/Lifting manual
Lift plans and lift accessories certification
Lifting equipment and accessories
Load charts and applicable codes for different rigging applications
LOLER 98
Manufacturer’s specifications
Materials on why /how accidents happen
Method statements
PPE Regulations
PUWER 98
Selection of applicable lifting accessories (with the exceptions of lifting frames or other specialised
equipment)
Selection of certificates for cranes
Selection of loads including balanced, unbalanced and bundled/loose
The Management of Health & Safety Regulations 92
Videos of crane accidents
Working at Height Directive Aug 2005
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Crane / Lifting operations
supervisor - A62
Learning for CPCS

Duration / Ratios
To allow effective learning, at least 27 hours of training must have been completed for this category.
Candidates must be profiled to establish learning needs. Course durations should be of a length to
ensure the learning outcomes are met.
To allow effective learning, the listed candidate / machine / instructor ratio
is the maximum recommended for this category
6 candidates : 1 instructor

Category
Category description and types
CPCS defines a category as an item of plant or equipment used within the construction or allied
industries and worked in accordance with the manufacturer’s basic design or legislative guidance.
This category is defined as a duty of an individual supervising lifting operations.
Duties
The Crane/Lifting Operations Supervisor is responsible for ensuring that a lifting operation is
properly supervised and carried out in a safe manner in accordance with a method statement. A full
description of the duties and responsibilities of a Crane/Lifting Operations Supervisor can be found
in the Approved Code of Practice for the Lifting Operations and Lifting Equipment Regulations 2014
(L113) and BS 7121 Part 1:2016.

________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Learning for CPCS
Overhead travelling crane - A64

Outcomes
Through a combination of targeted training and experience, an individual with an overhead travelling crane
will be able to:
Roles and
 Describe the nature of the sector of industry and their role and
responsibilities
responsibilities as a plant operator

Preparing for
work

Travelling and
manoeuvring
Setting up for
work

Working tasks

Completing
work
Shutting down



Name and explain the purpose of the principal components, the basic
construction, controls and terminology including warning systems, limits of
operation and motion types



Conform with all requirements as per the operator’s handbook, other types
of information source and relevant regulations and legislation



Explain all relevant documentation



Use correct access and egress procedures



Explain emergency egress procedures - cab types



Undertake all pre-use checks and put the crane into service



Check all relevant warning systems, emergency stop function, motion
limiters and prepare the crane for work



Travel using the full working range of the beam and trolley (with and
without loads)



Configure and set for lifting and transferring duties



Outline how weights and centres of gravity are identified



Explain actions required for relevant proximity hazards



Maintain safe working situations



Lift and control the movement of various loads using the full lateral and
longitudinal travel of the crane at varying heights



Recognise & respond to given signals and instructions



Place loads safely and accurately



Control load swings



Explain slinging techniques applicable to overhead travelling cranes



Place loads out of sight of the operator



Maintain safe and tidy working areas



Place the crane in an out-of-service condition



Explain environmental factors relating to working and out-of-service
procedures

________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Overhead travelling crane - A64

Syllabus
Learning outcome
 Describe the nature of the
sector of industry and their
role and responsibilities as a
plant operator











Name and explain the purpose
of principal components, the
basic construction, controls
and terminology including
warning systems, limits and
motions

Conform with manufacturer’s
requirements as per the
operator’s handbook, other
types of information source
and relevant regulations and
legislation















Training content
Industry type
 Reporting structures
Customer / client needs
 Social responsibilities
Sector contribution
 Lifelong skills
Role
 Health and Safety at Work Act
Communication with
 Environmental issues
colleagues / management /
 Other trades
other trades
 Working practices
Differing types
Function and applications
Power/drive units/methods of
propulsion
Electrical systems
Supports, beams and trolley
functions



Operator’s Manual
Machine decals
Health and Safety at Work Act
PPE
Markings/lifting capacities
Codes of Practice
Site plans / drawings









Method statements
 Lifting requirements and
limitations
 Risk assessments / COSHH
 Inspection and reporting
forms / procedures



Explain all relevant
documentation



Certification
 Inspections and examinations





Use correct access and egress
procedures



Cab types/platforms
 Access to height
 Types of access/egress
 Methods of access/points of
access





Explain emergency egress
procedures



Emergency planning
 Evacuation procedures
 Temporary/emergency
arrangements





Undertake all pre-use checks
and put the crane into service





Regular and non-scheduled
maintenance procedures
 Types and content of checks
and inspections

Hoisting gear/ropes/hook
blocks
Attachments
Control types
Remote operation
Use of radio-controlled units
Safe Working Loads/Working
Load Limits

Lifting attachments

Working at height
 Harnessing/restraining
 Accessing/egressing
equipment
Methods of communication
 Working at height

Integrity of the travel rails and
clear of debris (where
relevant)
 Sequence of pre-use checks
 Defect reporting

________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Learning for CPCS
Overhead travelling crane - A64

Syllabus (continued)
Learning outcome

Training content



Check all relevant warning
systems, emergency stop
function, motion limiters and
prepare the crane for work



Types of warning systems and
motion limiters
 Function of warning systems
and motion limiters
 Function of emergency stop
systems
 Types and sequences of
checks





Travel using the full working
range of the beam and trolley
(with and without loads)



Use of controls
 Working range of hook block
 Proximity hazards
 Clear accessing for travelling





Configure and set for lifting
and transferring duties



Required configuration
Use of controls (for lifting
purposes)
Safe Working Loads/Working
Load Limits
Maximum lifting capacity
Load de-rating
Load characteristics and sizes
Establishing exclusion zone for
working area, signage etc.
Requirements for lifting of
persons















Information provided by
warning systems and actions
to be taken
 Maintenance requirements of
motion limiters and warning
systems

Warning/communication to
nearby personnel prior to
travelling
 Operator positioning/visibility
of working range
 Slips, trips and falls







Outline how weights and
centres of gravity are
identified



Types of loads
Load sizes, areas and volumes
 Material densities
 Long loads
 Moisture content







Explain actions required for
relevant proximity hazards





Pre-work planning
 Types of hazards and risks
 Warnings/identification of
hazards
 Reporting procedures for
damages to
services/structures etc.

Suitability of hook and
accessories for required load
lifting and movement
Sufficient hoist rope length for
below-ground level operations
Slinging procedures
Load lifting points
Load and lifting accessory
protection
Crane underhook height

Unbalanced loads
Uniform/non-uniform load
shapes
 Load characteristics e.g. fluid
loads
 Load/tare sheets
Lift planning
 Control methods for nearby
hazards
 Minimum
distances/clearances
 Plant within working area Inc.
mobile
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Learning for CPCS
Overhead travelling crane - A64

Syllabus (continued)
Learning outcome




Maintain safe working
situations

Lift and control the movement
of various loads using the full
lateral and longitudinal travel
of the crane at varying heights

Training content


Maintaining stability/integrity
 Excessive load swings
 Overlifting/exceeding SWL

















Recognise & respond to given
signals & instructions





Operational function of
controls (levers, switches etc.)
Stability/overloading
Vertical lifting
Load integrity/security
Load route pre-checks
Establishing placing point
Slips and trips
Factors for working inside and
outside
Code of signals and
communication
Competencies of additional
signalers
Radio selection and checks



















Place loads safely and
accurately

Control load swings



Environmental
factors/housekeeping of
working area
 Visibility
 Signalling/following
instructions
 Stacking of loads Inc.
organizational requirements












Explain slinging techniques
applicable to overhead
travelling cranes







Hoist rope length
Travelling speeds
Load weight
Lifting accessories
Types of accessory and
limitations of each
SWL/WLL
Suitability and use of
accessories to typical loads
Checks and inspection
requirements
Sling angles









Large surface area loads
Load security and integrity
Lifting/travelling loads above
personnel
Minimising load swings
Trial lifts
Environmental factors
Travel speeds/changing
direction
Visibility of path of
load/signaling
Proximity hazards
Load travelling heights
Radio use protocol
Visibility with signallers (one
or more)
Emergency procedures and
signals
Signalling codes of practice
Out-of-sight load placing
Below ground level load lifting
and placing
Load swings
Load/ground protection and
support
Security of loads after placing
Accessory retrieval
Changes of direction
Effects of wind
Load clearances against other
objects/structures



De-rating of accessories
Methods of securing typical
loads
 Protection of accessories and
loads
 Retrieval of accessories after
load placing
 Storage requirements of
accessories
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Learning for CPCS
Overhead travelling crane - A64

Syllabus (continued)
Learning outcome


Place loads out of sight of the
operator

Training content





Maintain safe and tidy
working areas








Place the crane in an out-ofservice condition







Explain environmental factors 
relating to working and out-of- 
service procedures

Communication and signaling
procedures
Below ground level load lifting
and placing
Load placing
Load stacking/security
Clear walkways for
operator/others
Suitable ground conditions
Shut down procedures
Cab/beam/trolley positioning
Security of control units/cab
access
Excessive winds
Accessing and working at
height



Proximity hazards
 Lift planning



Minimizing trip hazards
Maintaining exclusion
zones/signage etc.
 Procedures for inclement
weather




Hook positioning and
condition
 Egress cab/working area
 Isolation requirements
 Effects of inclement weather

Note: The listed training content should not be considered exhaustive and subjects may be added to
reflect the individuals’ working environment.
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Overhead travelling crane - A64

Safety critical
Emphasis to be placed on the following topics:
Topic

Emphasis



Tidiness of the work area/good
housekeeping

Implementing of procedures for effective communication
when lifting or placing loads in confined areas, areas out-ofsight of the machine operator such as below ground level
load lifting and placing



Access and egress within the
working area

The working area has clear defined walkways within the
working area to allow the operator and/or slinger to safely
follow a load during transit



Footprint of the working area

That an exclusion zone within the working range of the
crane is both set up and maintained throughout operations



Load swings

How a suspended load and swinging attachments can affect
the crane and load



Lifting of persons

The legislative requirements for the carrying of persons in
overhead travelling cranes



Below ground level load lifting
placing

Implementing of procedures for effective communication
when lifting or placing loads in confined areas below ground
level

Duration / Ratios
To allow effective learning, these training times are recommended for this category. Candidates must be
profiled to establish learning needs. Durations should be of a length to ensure the learning outcomes
are met.
Experience

Accumulated hours

 Novice operators with no industry or machine operating experience

21

 Novice operators with industry experience but no machine
operating experience

14

 Operators with unrelated lifting equipment experience

7

All candidates must have received the equivalent to 7 hours of site safety and induction training
To allow effective learning, the listed candidate / machine / instructor ratio
is the maximum recommended for this category
3 candidates : 1 machine: 1 instructor
A period of 7 hours of training should be planned where the additional endorsement may be
required.
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Overhead travelling crane - A64

Resources
Practical equipment






Suitable overhead travelling crane
Selection of loads having various
characteristics
Suitable lifting accessories for the
relevant loads
Work area clear of hazards

Theory equipment




PUWER 1998 Regulations
LOLER 1988 Regulations



Operator’s Manual



Specifications of various types of
overhead travelling cranes

PLUS

PLUS



Suitable PPE





Risk assessment for all areas where
training is occurring



Suitable room for theory training
purposes
Welfare and rest facilities during training.

Training attributes
*To help candidates in learning the necessary skills for this category, it would be ideal if they possess one or
more of the following:



Construction or related experience







Able to calculate basic formula
Able to record basic details
Understand basic written words






Comfortable with working at height
(cab-controlled types)

Have received site safety and induction
training
Possess good eye and hand co-ordination
Have mechanical appreciation

*Note: Lack of any of these attributes does not prevent anyone from being trained for this category
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Category
Category description and types
CPCS defines a category as an item of plant or equipment used within the construction or allied
industries and worked in accordance with the manufacturer’s basic design. This category is
predominately used in the construction and allied sector, and for CPCS training and assessment
standards, the descriptions reflect basic core use. Endorsements are sub-categories that reflect the
variations for this category by operating method type. This category has two endorsements.
To identify a machine within this category, an overhead travelling crane would normally have the
listed features and be used within the described characteristics.
Category features

Category characteristics

 Travelling single or double beam
mounted on a running track

 Lifts and transfers loads within the
operating area which is defined by the
length of the track and the width of the
beam.

 Two parallel rails forming the running
track of which may be ground fixed,
supported by a structure, or a
combination of both

 Depending on the configuration, OTCs
are described as travelling beam crane,
bridge crane, underhung crane, gantry
crane or portal crane

 Travelling trolley mounted on the beam
(usually underslung) containing the
winching system and hook block

 The working height of the crane is
dependent on the ground to height
dimension of the beam
 The beam may be wider than the
supporting structure allowing loads to be
placed beyond the track area (cantilever)

Endorsement characteristics
Endorsement A - Fixed Cab Controls: operated from a platform or cab at height which may be fixed
to the bridge (only travelling in one plane) or fixed to the trolley (travelling in both planes)
Endorsement B - Remote Operated Control: operated at ground level by the operator who may
either need to follow the load on foot (pendant control) or can remain in a fixed position (radiocontrolled remote)
Note: This role does not include the physical attaching and detaching (slinging) of loads.
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Compact crane – A66
Learning for CPCS

Outcomes
Through a combination of targeted training and experience, an individual with the compact crane will be
able to:

Roles and
responsibilities

Preparing for
work

Travelling and
manoeuvring

Setting up for
work

Working tasks

Shutting down

Describe the nature of the sector of industry and their role and responsibilities as
a plant operator



Name and explain the purpose of principal components, the basic construction,
controls and terminology



Conform with manufacturer’s requirements as per the operator’s handbook,
other types of information source and relevant regulations and legislation



Explain all relevant documentation



Undertake all pre-use checks



Configure and set for travel



Travel the crane to the work area



Manoeuvre in confined spaces



Configure the crane for lifting duties



Programme / set-up Rated Capacity Indicators or Load Moment Indicators for
lifting duties



Identify weights and centres of gravity of loads



Deploy outriggers to specification (where applicable)



Explain the function use and limitations of jib extensions



Explain action required for hazards, underground and overhead services



Lift various loads using the full radius and slewing or steering capabilities of the
crane



Accurately place loads



Minimise the swinging of loads



Comply with signals and instructions



Move loads through machine travel (relevant endorsements only)



List different types of lifting accessories compatible with compact crane use, and
explain the limitations of slinging with compact cranes



Carry out shut down and securing procedures



Explain loading and unloading procedures for machine transporting, procedures
for lifting and/or towing
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Learning for CPCS

Syllabus
Learning outcome

Training content

 Describe the nature of the
sector of industry and their
role and responsibilities as a
plant operator










Industry type
Customer / client needs
Sector contribution
Role
Reporting structures
Lifelong skills
Working practices
Social responsibilities

 Communication with
colleagues / management /
other trades
 Health and Safety at Work Act
 Environmental issues
 Other trades

 Name and explain the purpose
of principal components, the
basic construction, controls
and terminology








Differing types
Functions and applications
Power units
Hydraulic systems
Counterweights
Chassis / steering / tyres









 Conform with manufacturer’s
requirements as per the
operator’s handbook, other
types of information source
and relevant regulations and
legislation










Operator’s Manual
Duties charts
Ground loading charts
Machine decals
Health and Safety at Work Act
PPE
Codes of Practice
Site plans / drawings

 Lifting requirements and
limitations
 Method statements
 Risk assessments / COSHH
 Inspection and reporting
forms / procedures
 Lift plans

 Explain all relevant
documentation

 Test certificates

 Thorough examination
certificates

 Undertake all pre-use checks

 Regular and non-scheduled
maintenance procedures

 Sequence of pre-use checks
 Defect reporting

 Configure and set for travel






Driving controls
Attachments
Security
Driving position

 Visibility
 Boom / jib positioning
 Stowage of accessories

 Travel the crane to the work
area







Travel routes
Slopes / inclines / steps
Direction of travel
Ground types
Hazards

 Working area
 Site route
 Environment protection /
minimise damage

Stability
Booms / jibs
Hoisting gear / ropes
Safety systems
Slewing arrangements
Attachments
ROPS / FOPS
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Compact crane – A66
Learning for CPCS

Syllabus (continued)
Learning outcome

Training content

 Manoeuvre in confined spaces

 Visibility
 Limitations of vision
 Protection of surface / tight
turns

 Environmental / noise / fumes
 Hazards

 Configure the crane for lifting
duties

 Crane positioning
 Required configuration (lift
plan)
 Crane controls
 Environmental conditions
 Hazards







 Programme / set-up Rated
Capacity Indicators or Load
Moment Indicators for lifting
duties






Types of RCI / LMI
Regulations / legislation
Principles of operation
Function and application of
common types

 Lifting duties
 Testing, setting /
programming for different
duties
 No. of falls

 Identify weights and centres
of gravity of loads






Load types
Centre of gravity
Load integrity
Load density and shapes

 Calculations
 Moisture contents
 Information sheets / load
markings

 Deploy outriggers to
specification (where
applicable)

 Types of outriggers
 Support conditions
 Bearing pressure

 Packing / load spreading
 Footprint
 Inclines / uneven ground

 Explain the function use and
limitations of jib extensions












 Explain action required for
hazards, underground and
overhead services

 Warning / identification
systems
 Reporting procedures for
damage to services

Types of extensions
Functions
Limitations
Procedures for fitting
Hazards

Counterweights
Levelling / inclines
Site markings
Stability / ground pressure
Falls of rope

Supporting methods
Storage
Testing / certification
Duties / RCI set-up

 Types of typical services
 Minimum distances and
clearance
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Compact crane – A66
Learning for CPCS

Syllabus (continued)
Learning outcome

Training content

 Lift various loads using the full
radius and slewing or steering
capabilities of the crane

 Duties charts
 Lifting accessories and slinging
requirements
 Lift plans
 Lifting controls
 Boom deflection
 Signalling procedures
 Visibility









Hazards
Stability
Environmental conditions
Trial lifts
Load stability / security
Load swings
Falls of rope

 Accurately place loads

 Ground conditions / hazards
 Visibility
 Signalling / following
instructions






Stability
Load swings
Out-of-sight lifts
Protecting lifting accessories

 Minimise the swinging of
loads

 Rope length
 Techniques
 Slew speeds

 Observation / anticipation
 Stability

 Comply with signals and
instructions

 Methods and types of signals
 Methods of verbal instruction
 Multiple signalling

 Electronic communication /
setting-up
 Codes of Practice
 Radio protocol

 Move loads through machine
travel (relevant endorsements
only)












 List different types of lifting
accessories compatible with
compact crane use, and
explain the limitations of
slinging with compact cranes

 Types of accessories
 Uses
 Limitation of different types

 Certification
 Pre-use checks
 Slinging training

 Carry out shut down and
securing procedures

 Shut down procedures
 Parking and positioning
 Security

 Carry out shut down and
securing procedures

Duties charts
Configuration
Stability
Route / ground condition
Load swing

Load integrity / security
Visibility
Hazards
Regulations / legislation
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Compact crane – A66
Learning for CPCS

Syllabus (continued)
Learning outcome
 Explain loading and unloading
procedures for machine
transporting, procedures for
lifting and/or towing

Training content





Compatibility
Positioning
Security
Appropriate lifting accessories







Lifting points
Types of transporter
Road Traffic Act
Towing requirements
Reversing procedures

Note: The listed training content should not be considered exhaustive and subjects may be added to
reflect the individuals’ working environment.
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Compact crane – A66
Learning for CPCS

Safety critical
Emphasis to be placed on the following topics:
Topic

Emphasis

 Lift plans / Method
statements

 Lift plan types and requirements and the need for lift planning.
Adherence to the lift plan as constructed by a competent person

 Limitations of slinging
using compact cranes

 Operators to be made aware of the need for defined slinger
training if slinging loads in lieu of an approved slinger

Duration / Ratios
To allow effective learning, these training times are recommended for this category. Candidates must be
profiled to establish learning needs. Durations should be of a length to ensure the learning outcomes
are met.
Experience

Accumulated hours

 Novice operators with no industry or machine experience

35

 Novice operators with industry experience but no machine experience

21

 Operators with unrelated (lifting) machine experience

14

 Operators with similar (lifting) machine experience

7

All candidates must have received the equivalent to 7 hours of site safety and induction training
To allow effective learning, the listed candidate / machine / instructor ratio
is the maximum recommended for this category
3 candidates : 1 machine: 1 instructor
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Learning for CPCS

Resources
Practical equipment

Theory equipment







Compact crane that meets current legislation
Operator’s manual for the crane
Different types of loads
Lifting accessories
Sufficient area of ground suitable for placing
loads at various heights and radius
 Rough terrain and inclines







PLUS

PLUS

 Suitable PPE
 Risk assessment for all areas where training is
occurring

 Suitable room for theory training purposes
 Welfare and rest facilities during training

PUWER 1998 Regulations
LOLER 1998 Regulations
HSE GS6
BS 7121 (parts 1, 2 and 3)
Operator’s Manual

 Specifications for types of compact cranes

Category
Category description and types
CPCS defines a category as an item of plant or equipment used within the construction or allied
industries and worked in accordance with the manufacturer’s basic design. Although this category
can have varying uses within industry, for CPCS training and assessment standards, the descriptions
reflect basic core use. Endorsements are sub-categories that reflect the variations for this category
by duties. This category has four endorsements.
To identify a machine within this category, a typical compact crane would normally have the listed
features and be used within the described characteristics.
Category features

Category characteristics

 Towed or self-propelled wheeled or tracked
chassis containing (in most cases) power,
hydraulic and electrical units
 Multi-sectioned extending boom, all hydraulically
operated
 Up to 10 tonne lifting capacity

 Compact in size
 Able to travel in forward and reverse and
change direction during travel by steering
the axles, tracks or towed by prime mover
 Lift loads by raising the hook
 Moves and places loads using various
means as per the endorsement type
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Compact crane – A66
Learning for CPCS

Endorsements
Endorsement characteristics
 Endorsement A: Static-stabilisers – minimum of four outriggers extended, with a winch-operated
metal-stranded hoist rope mounted on pulleys. Hook block suspended by hoist ropes and pulleys
at the end of the boom. Places loads by using a combination of slew and linear motions within the
confines of the operating radius, depth and height
 Endorsement B: Mobile industrial– non-slewing, able to travel with a suspended load using
forward to reverse direction, travels on hard surfaces with some types having off-road capability.
Places loads by travelling
 Endorsement C: Luffing static-– trailer-mounted telescopic boom with luffing unit, hydraulically
operated
 Endorsement D: 360 Pick and carry – Winch-operated metal-stranded hoist rope mounted on
pulleys. Hook block suspended by hoist ropes and pulleys at the end of the boom. Places loads by
using a combination of 360 slew and linear motions within the confines of the operating radius,
depth and height. Able to travel with a suspended load using forward to reverse direction.
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Tunnel locomotive – A67
Learning for CPCS

Outcomes
Through a combination of targeted training and experience, an individual with a tunnel locomotive will be
able to:

Roles and
responsibilities

Preparing for
work

Travelling and
manoeuvring

Working tasks

Completing
work

Shutting down

Describe the nature of the sector of industry and their role and responsibilities as
a tunnel locomotive operator



Name and explain the purpose of principal components, the basic construction,
controls and terminology



Conform with manufacturer’s requirements as per the operator’s handbook,
other types of information source and relevant regulations and legislation



Adhere with tunnel specific rules and procedures



Undertake all pre-use checks



Couple various types of relevant rolling stock



Uncouple rolling stock



Configure and set for travel



Travel whilst pulling and pushing loaded and unloaded rolling stock



Carry out shunting operations



Negotiate changes in tracks and gradients



Follow instructions, signalling procedures and moving procedures



Operate safety devices



Explain ways of effectively communicating and interacting with others



Position trains to receive loads



Comply with loading procedures



Ensure load integrity and security



Transport loads to different locations



Discharge loads into receiving areas



Explain how to deal with emergencies and unplanned situations



Transport people



Maintain safe and tidy working areas



Park a loco



Park a train



Carry out shut down and securing procedures for the loco and relevant rolling
stock
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Tunnel locomotive – A67
Learning for CPCS

Syllabus
Learning outcome

Training content

 Describe the nature of the
sector of industry and their
role and responsibilities as a
tunnel loco operator











 Name and explain the purpose
of principal components, the
basic construction, controls
and terminology






Differing loco types
Functions and applications
Power units
Hydraulic / compressed air
and electrical systems
 Transmission / drives
 Track checks

 Chassis / wheels / bogeys /
etc.
 Stability / ground pressure
 Braking systems
 Carrying capacities
 ROPS / FOPS
 Battery changing

 Conform with manufacturer’s
requirements as per the
operator’s handbook, other
types of information source
and relevant regulations and
legislation













 Adhere with tunnel specific
rules and procedures

 Employer requirements
 Emergency procedure

 Tunneling environment
 Procedural requirements

 Undertake all pre-use checks

 Regular and non-scheduled
maintenance procedure
 Fire fighting equipment
 Safety critical checks






Sequence of pre-use checks
Charge / fuel levels
Defect reporting
Braking systems

 Couple various types of rolling
stock

 Types of rolling stock
 Coupling systems
 Loco positioning






Train lengths
Visibility
Passenger cards
Heavy / awkward loads

Industry type
Customer / client needs
Sector contribution
Role
Reporting structures
Lifelong skills
Working practices
Social responsibilities
Safety versus production

Operator’s manual
Machine decals
PPE
Codes of Practice
Working area plans / drawings
Signals, communication and
visual issues

 Communication with
colleagues / management /
other trades
 Health and Safety at Work etc.
Act
 Environmental issues
(atmosphere, noise, fumes
etc.)
 Other trades

Method statements
Load / tare sheets
Risk assessment / COSHH
Inspection and reporting
forms / procedures
 Other relevant legislation
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Learning for CPCS

Syllabus (continued)
Learning outcome

Training content

 Uncoupling rolling stock






Uncoupling procedures
Safety issues with uncoupling
Trapping areas / issues
Operator positioning

 Security of rolling stock after
uncoupling
 Lighting requirements of
uncouple rolling stock

 Configure and set for travel







Driving / moving controls
Attachments
Security of loads
Operating position
Pumping of track brakes

 Visibility
 Tipping body position
(rolling stock)
 Directional lighting
 Warning lighting / markers

 Travel whilst pulling and
pushing loaded and unloaded
rolling stock







Driving / moving controls
Track conditions
Traction
Starting / stopping
Hazards

 Working area
 Visibility
 Control of passengers

 Carry out shunting operations







Visibility aids
Limitations of vision
Personnel
Positioning
Sufficient work area lighting

 Hazards
 Track crossover / shunt areas
 Signalling

 Negotiate changes in tracks
and gradients

 Traction
 Speeds
 Types of points / crossovers

 Signals
 Setting points

 Follow instructions, signaling
procedures and moving
procedures

 Signaling methods
 Procedures for starting,
travelling and stopping

 Signalling protocol
 Sources and types of
instructions

 Operator safety devices

 Types of safety devices

 Applicable checks
 Operating restrictions

 Explain ways of effectively
communicating and
interacting with others






 Appropriate type of
communication for situation /
environment
 Working relationships

Types of communication
Communication protocols
Hand signals
Hierarchy of responsibilities
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Tunnel locomotive – A67
Learning for CPCS

Syllabus (continued)
Learning outcome

Training content

 Position trains to receive loads

 Loading conditions
 Visibility

 Hazards

 Comply with loading
procedures

 Signalling / following
instruction from guards
 Driver protection
 Material types and
compositions







 Ensure load integrity and
security

 Overloading
 Overspills

 Projecting loads
 Load security

 Transport loads to different
locations

 Travel routes
 Loaded rout procedures /
protocols
 Materials / train protection
 Hazards
 Other trains

 Signalling / following
instructions
 Efficiency
 Visibility
 Speed limits
 Environment conditions

 Discharge loads into receiving
areas






 Discharge whilst moving
 Signalling / following
instructions

 Explain how to deal with
emergencies and unplanned
situations

 Risk assessment
 Organisational requirements
 Travel and towing procedures
for defective locos
 Communication procedures
 Transporting rules

 Applying / releasing braking
and auxiliary systems
 Legal / organisational
requirements
 Incident reporting
 Derailment and re-railment
procedures

 Transport people






 Access / egress issues
 Seating
 Stowage / transport of
materials / tools etc.
 Controlling passengers
 Positioning for embarking /
disembarking

Types of discharge areas
Stability (tipping skips)
Material jams
Fully emptying skips

Types of suitable rolling stock
Organisational requirements
Signalling / communicating
Travelling requirements

Carrying capacities
Weight distribution
Visibility
Hazards
Loading sequences
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Learning for CPCS

Syllabus (continued)
Learning outcome

Training content

 Maintain safe and tidy
working areas

 Driving cap cleanliness
 Tools / equipment storage
 Stowage of personal
possessions during work

 Control of spillage
 Fluids / lubricants storage
 Shunts, crossings and general
track

 Park a loco

 Positioning
 Organisational requirements

 Parking directions
 Access / egress requirements

 Park a train

 Parking places
 Organisational requirements

 Security of rolling stock after
uncoupling
 Lighting requirements

 Carry out shut down and
securing procedures for the
loco and relevant rolling stock

 Loco cleanliness
 Shut down procedures
 Recharging / refueling

 Security
 Parking and positioning
 Lighting requirements

Note: The listed training content should not be considered exhaustive and subjects may be added to
reflect the individuals’ working environment.
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Learning for CPCS

Safety critical
Emphasis to be placed on the following topics:
Topic

Emphasis

 Deadman controls

 Knowledge of the different types, their function and reason for not
overriding them

 Skidding during braking

 Causes of skidding, prevention methods and damage caused by
skidding

 Clearances

 Ensuring that all loads are within given criteria and consequences
of transporting loads having excessive width

 Fire procedures

 Causes, consequences and specialist procedures for dealing with
tunnel fires

 Moving trains

 Adherence to following given instruction before moving and
consequences of failing to do so

 Tunnel emergencies,
breakdowns and other
work interruption

 Following given procedures and instructions

 Safety equipment and
devices

 Ensuring that they are always serviceable and used properly

Duration / Ratios
To allow effective learning, these training times are recommended for this category. Candidates must be
profiled to establish learning needs. Durations should be of a length to ensure the learning outcomes
are met.
Experience

Accumulated hours

 Novice operators with no industry or machine experience

70

 Novice operators with industry experience but no machine experience

56

 Operators with unrelated machine experience

35

 Operators with similar (loco) machine experience

7

All candidates must have received the equivalent to 7 hours of site safety and induction training
To allow effective learning, the listed candidate / machine / instructor ratio
is the maximum recommended for this category
2 candidates : 1 loco: 1 instructor
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Learning for CPCS

Resources
Practical equipment

Theory equipment

 Suitable tunnel locomotive that meets
current legislation
 Relevant rolling stock with various types of
couplings
 Suitable training track with ramp, crossing
and shunt areas
 Signalling, communication and appropriate
safety devices

 PUWER 1998 Regulations

PLUS

PLUS

 Suitable PPE
 Risk assessment for all areas where training is
occurring

 Suitable room for theory training purposes
 Welfare and rest facilities during training

 Operator’s manual
 Specifications for types of tunnel locos
 BS 6164 : 2001 – Code of Practice for Safety in
Tunnelling in the Construction Industry

Category
Category description and types
CPCS defines a category as an item of plant or equipment used within the tunnel construction or
allied industries and worked in accordance with the manufacturer’s basic design. Although this
category can have varying uses within industry and used with some variations, for CPCS training and
assessment standards, the descriptions reflect basic core use. Endorsements are sub-categories that
reflect the variations for this category by load pulling / propelling and capacity type. This category
has five endorsements.
To identify of locomotive within this category, a typical tunnel locomotive would normally have the
listed features and be used within the described characteristics.
Category features

Category characteristics

 Multi-axle, fixed chassis with mechanical,
hydraulic, electrical or compressed air
transmissions
 Double ended cab versions
 Allows connection of rolling stock to form a train

 Able to travel in forward and reverse and
can only travel and operate on fixed
railways lines
 Can travel in either direction from the
driving position
 Able to receive / deliver loads by means of
an access shaft or other locomotives
 Able to transport all loads up to the tunnel
face / pit bottom over long distances
 Deposits the load(s) either at the tunnel
face / pit bottom or into a designated
shunting ares
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Tunnel locomotive – A67
Learning for CPCS

Endorsements
Endorsement characteristics
 Endorsement A: Electric – up to 10 tonnes
 Endorsement B: Electric – all sizes
 Endorsement C: Diesel – up to 10 tonnes
 Endorsement D: Diesel – all sizes
 Endorsement E: Tandem
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Plant driving – A68
Learning for CPCS

Outcomes
Through a combination of targeted training and experience, an individual with the relevant item of plant
will be able to:

Roles and
responsibilities

Preparing for
work

Travelling and
manoeuvring

Setting up for
loading and
unloading
(optional)

Loading and
unloading
(optional)

Shutting down

Describe the nature of the sector of industry and their role and responsibilities as
a plant user



Name and explain the purpose of principal components, the basic construction,
controls and terminology



Conform with manufacturer’s requirements as per the operator’s manual, other
types of information source and relevant regulations and legislation



Undertake all pre-use checks



Configure and ready for travel



Travel the machine over a variety of relevant surfaces and gradients (where
applicable)



Travel and manoeuvre in confined spaces



Identify and explain actions required for hazards, underground and overhead
services



Ensure the area and transporter are prepared for loading and unloading
operations



Configure the machine for manoeuvring onto and off a relevant transporter



Explain the requirements that determine the suitability of the transporter to the
machine



Explain how environmental issues can affect the loading and unloading
procedure



Explain issues relating to the loading and unloading of plant on or near to the
public highway



Manoeuvre a relevant machine onto and from a given transporter following given
signals



Configure the machine for transport following given instructions



Egress and access the operating position/cab whilst on the transporter



Select suitable parking places



Carry out shut down and securing procedures
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Plant driving – A68
Learning for CPCS

Syllabus
Learning outcome

Training content

 Describe the nature of the
sector of industry and their
role and responsibilities as a
plant operator









Industry type
Customer / client needs
Sector contribution
Role
Reporting structures
Social responsibilities
Environmental issues

 Communication with
colleagues / management /
other trades
 Lifelong skills
 Health and Safety at Work etc.
Act
 Other trades
 Working practices

 Name and explain the purpose
of principal components, the
basic construction, controls
and terminology









Differing types
Sizes and weights
Function / applications
Power units
Hydraulic systems
Counterweights
Chassis / steering / tyres /
tracks

 Stability
 Booms / jibs / buckets /
blades
 Safety systems
 Slewing arrangements
 Attachments

 Conform with manufacturer’s
requirements as per the
operator’s manual, other
types of information source
and relevant regulations and
legislation






Operator’s manual
Machine decals
PPE
Inspection and reporting
forms/procedures







 Undertake all pre-use checks

 Types of checks
 Sequence of pre-use checks

 Defect reporting

 Configure and ready for travel






Driving controls
Attachments
Security
Driving position

 Visibility
 Boom / jib / blade / bucket
positioning
 Stowage of accessories

 Travel the machine over a
variety of relevant surfaces
and gradients (where
applicable)






Travel routes
Slopes / inclines
Direction of travel
Hazards

 Traction
 Site routes
 Environment protection /
minimise damage

Codes of Practice
Site plans / drawings
Method statements
Risk assessments / COSHH
Health and Safety at Work etc.
Act
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Plant driving – A68
Learning for CPCS

Syllabus (continued)
Learning outcome

Training content

 Travel and manoeuvre in
confined spaces

 Visibility
 Protection of ground / tight
turns
 Hazards

 Limitations of vision
 Environmental / noise / fumes
 Chassis overhangs

 Identify and explain actions
required for hazards,
underground and overhead
services

 Types of typical services
 Warning / identification
systems
 Typical hazard relevant to
travelling and loading
activities

 Reporting procedures for
damage to services
 Minimum distances and
clearances
 Procedures for dealing with
non-identified hazards

 Ensure the area and
transporter are prepared for
loading and unloading duties








 Access / egress for machine
types
 Access / egress to / from
transporter bed for machine
driver
 Access / egress for other
traffic / pedestrians
 Hazards

 Configure the machine for
manoeuvring onto and off a
relevant transporter

 Attachments / accessories
 Security / stowage of
component / equipment

 Machine cleanliness / excess
spoil
 Direction of travel for loading

 Explain the requirements that
determine the suitability of
the transporter to machine
type











 Explain how environmental
issues can affect the loading
and unloading procedure

 Wet / slippery surfaces
 Cold, frost and ice
 Limited visibility others
nearby

 Visibility – sun glare
 Local restrictions to loading /
unloading

 Explain issues relating to the
loading and unloading of plant
on or near to the public
highway

 Positioning of transporter
 Signing / lighting / warning
equipment
 Visibility for other road users

 Roads and Street Works Act
requirements
 Area preparation
 Driving licence requirements

Type of ground
Loading area seclusion
Signage
Transporter positioning
Proximity hazards
Transporter ramps and angles

Transporter type
Transporter size / weight
Machine type
Machine weight / size /
complexity

Overhang of machine
Traction
Ramps / angles
Chassis / structure clearances
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Plant driving – A68
Learning for CPCS

Syllabus (continued)
Learning outcome

Training content

 Manoeuvre a relevant
machine onto and from a
given transporter following
given signals

 Access to and from machine
driving position
 Machine(s) positioning
 Boom / blade / bucket
positioning
 Signals / communication
 Visibility
 Loading accessories
 Transporter stability









 Configure the machine for
transport following given
instructions

 Positioning of equipment
(booms, buckets, blades etc.)
 Chocks, supporting
components, securing
components (using machine
movement)
 Chassis brakes, articulation
locks, slew locks etc.

 Machine shut down
procedures
 Cab / doors / windows /
access panel security
 Egress from driving position
(working at height)
 Egress from transporter bed

 Egress from and access the
operating position/cab whilst
on the transporter

 Safe systems of work
 Working at height
requirements

 Access / egress planning
 Restraining / fall arrest
systems

 Select suitable parking places

 Access / egress for the driver
 Access / egress for
surrounding areas

 Ground type
 Proximity hazards

 Carry out shut down and
securing procedures

 Shut down procedures
 Security

 Boom / blade / bucket
positioning

Traction and traction aids
Machine driving skills
Speeds
Axle loadings
Height restrictions
Machine configuration
Transporter tramp position,
angles and clearances

Note: The listed training content should not be considered exhaustive and subjects may be added to
reflect the individuals’ working environment.
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Plant driving – A68
Learning for CPCS

Safety critical
Emphasis to be placed on the following topics:
Topic

Emphasis

 Access and egressing the
driving position when on
the transporter

 Methods to reduce/minimise the risk of falling when leaving the
driving position on the transporter and accessing the transporter
bed and machine driving positioning for unloading

 Manoeuvring

 Facing the direction of travel and no reversing unless authorised
by a nominated vehicle marshaller

Duration / Ratios
To allow effective learning, these training times are recommended for this category. Candidates must be
profiled to establish learning needs. Durations should be of a length to ensure the learning outcomes
are met.
Experience

Accumulated hours

 Novice operators with machine driving experience

14

 Operators with unrelated chassis type experience

4

 Operators with similar chassis type experience

2

Learning durations for loading and unloading should require an additional three hours.
To allow effective learning, the listed candidate / machine / instructor ratio
is the maximum recommended for this category
3 candidates : 1 machine: 1 instructor
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Plant driving – A68
Learning for CPCS

Resources
Practical equipment

Theory equipment

 Relevant transporter and/or trailer

 PUWER 1998 Regulations*

 Relevant tracked and/or wheeled type plant

 Road Traffic Act

 Operator’s manual for the type of plant

 Construction and Use Regulations

 Sufficient area of ground suitable for
manoeuvring and (where relevant) loading /
unloading

 HSE GS6

 Equipment for area segregation

 DfT Code of Practice – Safety of Loads on
Vehicles*

PLUS

 DVLA INF52 – Driving Large Vehicles*

 Suitable PPE

 CPS/HSE Guidance on Working at Height Loading
and Unloading Transport*

 Risk assessment for driving and
loading/unloading (where relevant)

 Operator’s Manual(s)
 Specifications for types of transporters and
common type of relevant construction plant
PLUS
 Suitable room for theory training purposes
 Welfare and rest facilities during training
* These documents are downloadable free of
charge from the relevant organisations website.

Category
Category description and types
CPCS defines a category as an item of plant or equipment used within the construction or allied
industries and worked in accordance with the manufacturer’s basic design. This category is defined
as a duty of an individual involved with the movement of plant and equipment.
Endorsements are sub-categories that reflect the variations for this category by chassis type and
weight. This category has 20 endorsements divided by chassis groups and activity requirements.
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Plant driving – A68
Learning for CPCS
Duties
To prepare, start, drive and manoeuvre, park and stop a machine type from within an endorsement
group (listed below). Additionally there is the option to prepare the machine for loading or
unloading, load the item of plant onto and off the trailer and configure the machine for transport.
The individual is expected to have some understanding of the legislative and regulative requirements
for transporting loads on the public highway.

Endorsements
Groups and endorsement descriptions
 Groups:
o

Chassis – grouped by chassis type to reflect common driving skills for a range of plant
within each group.

o

Non-operational only - restricted to starting, manoeuvring, stopping and parking a relevant
machine within the endorsement group.

o

Loading and unloading - able to drive, position and configure for transport a relevant
machine from the endorsement group onto and off a transporter vehicle

 Endorsements:
Code
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M
N
O
P
Q
R
S
T

Description on Card
Tracked boom equipped up to 10 t Non-operational
Tracked boom equipped up to 10 t Load/unloading
Tracked boom equipped up to 50 t Non-operational
Tracked boom equipped up to 50 t Load/unloading
Tracked boom equipped all sizes Non-operational
Tracked boom equipped all sizes Load/unloading
Tracked blade/shovel up to 20 t Non-operational
Tracked blade/shovel up to 20 t Load/unloading
Tracked blade/shovel all sizes Non-operational
Tracked blade/shovel all sizes Load/unloading
Wheeled articulated chassis up to 15 t Non-operational
Wheeled articulated chassis up to 15 t Load/unloading
Wheeled articulated chassis all sizes Non-operational
Wheeled articulated chassis all sizes Load/unloading
Wheeled rigid chassis up to 15 t Non-operational
Wheeled rigid chassis up to 15 t Load/unloading
Wheeled rigid chassis all sizes Non-operational
Wheeled rigid chassis all sizes Load/unloading
Ride-on Roller Non-operational
Ride-on Roller Load/unloading
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Soil stabiliser – A71
Learning for CPCS

Outcomes
Through a combination of targeted training and experience, an individual with the soil stabiliser will be able
to:

Roles and
responsibilities

Preparing for
work

Travelling and
manoeuvring

Setting up for
work

Working tasks

Completing
work
Shutting down

Describe the nature of the sector of industry and their role and responsibilities as
a plant operator



Name and explain the purpose of principal components, the basic construction,
controls and terminology



Conform with manufacturer’s requirements as per the operator’s handbook,
other types of information source and relevant regulations and legislation



Undertake all pre-use checks



Configure and set for site travel



Travel over rough, undulating ground, substantial inclines and level surfaces



Manoeuvre in confined spaces



Configure and set for soil stabilising or spreading duties (Endorsement C only)



Explain actions required for hazards, underground and overhead services



Explain differing methods of loading hoppers



Spread and/or incorporate a range of given materials to given specifications



Ensure total incorporation and/or spread over a given area



Explain the principles of soil stabilisation and the requirements and techniques
for differing types of soil



Clear the mixing chamber/area and/or spreading box clear of loose material



Carry out post-operation maintenance procedures



Carry out shut down and securing procedures



Explain the loading and unloading procedures for machine transporting
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Soil stabiliser – A71
Learning for CPCS

Syllabus
Learning outcome

Training content

 Describe the nature of the
sector of industry and their
role and responsibilities as a
plant operator










Industry type
Customer / client needs
Sector contribution
Role
Reporting structures
Lifelong skills
Working practices
Social responsibilities

 Communication with
colleagues / management /
other trades
 Health and Safety at Work etc.
Act
 Environmental issues
 Other trades

 Name and explain the purpose
of principal components, the
basic construction, controls
and terminology








Differing types
Functions and applications
Power units
Hydraulic systems
Transmissions
Chassis / steering systems and
modes









 Conform with manufacturer’s
requirements as per the
operator’s handbook, other
types of information source
and relevant regulations and
legislation








Operator’s Manual
Machine decals
Health and Safety at Work Act
PPE
Codes of Practice
Site plans/drawings

 COSHH
 Specialist requirements
 Risk assessments / Method
statements
 Inspection and reporting
forms / procedures

 Undertake all pre-use checks

 Regular and non-scheduled
maintenance procedures

 Sequence of pre-use checks
 Defect reporting

 Configure and set for site
travel

 Steering controls
 Attachments / accessories

 Travel position
 Site travel
 Visibility

 Travel over rough, undulating
ground, substantial inclines
and level surfaces







 Hazards
 Working area
 Environment protection /
minimise damage

 Manoeuvre in confined spaces

 Visibility
 Limitations of vision
 Protection of ground / tight
turns

Travel routes
Slopes / inclines
Direction of travel
Traction
Ground / surface conditions

Stability / ground pressure
Mixing chambers
Rotors and tips
Machine protection
Safety systems
Attachments
ROPS / FOPS

 Environmental / noise / fumes
 Height restrictions
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Soil stabiliser – A71
Learning for CPCS

Syllabus (continued)
Learning outcome

Training content

 Configure and set for soil
stabilising or spreading duties

 Type, nature and amount of
materials
 Required specification
 Rotor size / type / tips
 Mixing chamber settings







 Explain actions required for
hazards, underground and
overhead services

 Types of typical hazards
 Reporting procedures for
damage to services

 Minimum distances and
clearances
 Warning / identification
systems

 Explain differing methods of
loading hoppers

 Loading types and methods of
loading
 Hopper types
 PPE / Safety equipment
 Pressurised systems

 Loading procedures
 Loading issues
 Loading ancillary equipment

 Spread and/or incorporate a
range of given materials to
given specifications








 Working directions
 Environmental factors
 Angles of repose / working
near edges
 Productive cycles of operation
 Machine protection

 Ensure total incorporation or
spread over a given area


 Compaction
 Over banding / traversing
previous pass
 Controlling depth

 Straight passes
 Commencing and finishing
passes
 Radii, inclines and restricted
areas

 Explain the principles of soil
stabilisation and the
requirements and techniques
for differing types of soil

 Processes and applications
 Incorporation
 Soil improvement and
consolidation
 Compaction / soil bearing
capacity






 Clear the mixing chamber /
area or spreading box clear of
loose material

 Procedures for cleaning
 Techniques
 Cleaning working area

 Environmental factors
 Safe working procedures

Techniques
Working on inclines
Communication
Machine positioning
Travel speeds
Spread rates

Rotor / working depths
Rotor speeds and direction
Site markings
Machine positioning

Nature of different soils
Binding agents
Other additives
Environmental issues
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Soil stabiliser – A71
Learning for CPCS

Syllabus (continued)
Learning outcome

Training content

 Carry out post-operation
maintenance procedures

 Purpose for post operational
maintenance
 Type of procedures
 Typical defects

 Typical checks and
adjustments
 Safety issues
 Defect reporting

 Carry out shut down and
securing procedures

 Shut down procedures
 Security

 Parking and positioning

 Explain the loading and
unloading procedures for
machine transporting

 Compatibility
 Positioning

 Security
 Types of transporter

Note: The listed training content should not be considered exhaustive and subjects may be added to
reflect the individuals’ working environment.
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Soil stabiliser – A71
Learning for CPCS

Safety critical
Emphasis to be placed on the following topics:
Topic

Emphasis

 Visibility prior to and
during reversing

 Constant and full visibility before and during manoeuvring; types
of visibility aids and their limitations and weaknesses

 Materials

 Dealing with binders including powders, limes and cements, slags
and ashes etc.

 Loading hoppers

 Dealing with pressurised vessels and equipment

 Spreading in high winds

 Effects on other when spreading materials in high winds

Note:
1.

Although not covered within the training syllabus and assessment process as it is recognised as an
ancillary duty, it is recommended that formal specific training in use of silos and the loading of
hoppers of at least four hours duration is undertaken accordingly for those involved in such
operations.

2.

To ensure clear segregation from the CPCS agricultural tractor category, towed stabilisers using an
agricultural-based tractor are regarding as specialist pre-configured units designed for carrying out a
specified activity. The training syllabus and testing process does not include the connection and
disconnection of the rotor unit to the tractor.

Duration / Ratios
To allow effective learning, these training times are recommended for this category. Candidates must be
profiled to establish learning needs. Durations should be of a length to ensure the learning outcomes
are met.
Experience

Accumulated hours

 Novice operators with no industry or machine experience

56 (21*)

 Novice operators with industry experience but no machine experience

35 (14*)

 Operators with unrelated machine experience

21 (7*)

 Operators with similar machine experience

14 (7*)

All candidates must have received the equivalent to 7 hours of site safety and induction training
To allow effective learning, the listed candidate / machine / instructor ratio
is the maximum recommended for this category
4 candidates : 2 machines: 1 instructors
* relates to Endorsement C
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Soil stabiliser – A71
Learning for CPCS

Resources
Practical equipment

Theory equipment

 Soil stabiliser or spreader that meets current
legislation
 Operator’s manual for the machine(s)
 Sufficient area of ground suitable for
incorporating or spreading materials
 Slopes and uneven ground
 Materials for incorporation or spreading

 PUWER 1998 Regulations

PLUS

PLUS

 Suitable PPE
 Risk assessment for all areas where training is
occurring

 Suitable room for theory training purposes
 Welfare and rest facilities during training

 HSE GS6
 COSHH Data Sheets
 Operator’s Manual
 Specifications for types of stabilisers and
spreaders

Category
Category description and types
CPCS defines a category as an item of plant or equipment used within the construction or allied
industries and worked in accordance with the manufacturer’s basic design. Although this category
can have varying uses within industry and used with many attachments, for CPCS training and
assessment standards, the descriptions reflect basic core use.
To identify a machine within this category, a typical soil stabiliser would normally have the listed
features and be used within the described characteristics.
Category features

Category characteristics

 Purpose-built ride-on units - Multi-wheeled rigid
chassis containing a centrally mounted operating
position, and power, transmission, hydraulic and
electrical units
 Underslung rotor unit fitting within a mixing
chamber, driven and able to be raised and
lowered hydraulically
 Agricultural-based tractor drawn units – towed
unit containing a rotor unit fitting within a mixing
chamber, driven hydraulically and/or using the
tractor PTO system and able to be raised and
lowered

 Able to travel in forward and reverse and
change direction during travel by, in most
cases, using a range of steering modes
 Can travel and operate on uneven and loose
ground and slopes
 Can carry out soil incorporation and in-situ
regeneration duties in a range of soils to
various depths
 Levels mixed materials to specification
 Spreads a range of materials in preparation
of incorporation activities
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Soil stabiliser – A71
Learning for CPCS

Endorsements
Endorsement characteristics
 Endorsement A: Self Propelled – purpose-built ride-on units that mixes, or mixes and spreads
materials with soils
 Endorsement B: Towed – towed unit (using agricultural tractor-base) that mixes, or spread and
mixes materials with soils
 Endorsement C: Spreader Self Propelled – purpose-built for spreading materials for mixing units
Note:
1. To ensure clear segregation from the CPCS Agricultural Tractor category (A33), towed stabilisers
using an agricultural-based tractor (Endorsement B) are regarded as specialist pre-configured
units designed for carrying out a specified activity.
2. There are no concessions to those holding certification for the CPCS category of Agricultural
Tractor (A33).
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Stationary concrete
placing boom - A72
Learning for CPCS

Outcomes
Through a combination of targeted training and experience, an individual with the placing boom will be
able to:

Roles and
responsibilities

Describe the nature of the sector of industry and their role and responsibilities as
a plant operator



Name and explain the purpose of principal components, the basic construction,
controls and terminology



Conform with manufacturer’s requirements as per the operator’s handbook,
other types of information source and relevant regulations and legislation



Explain all relevant documentation



Undertake all pre-use checks for the unit and associated pipe work



Ensure unit stability and support



Configure the placing boom for pumping duties



Arrange and secure all pipes and lines



Arrange, use and comply with communication procedures with the pump
operator and at the pour point



Explain actions required for proximity hazards, structures, and overhead services



Control and place materials accurately to the desired pour location



Explain how blockages occur and give solution methods



Maintain safe working situations

Completing
work



Complete end-of use cleaning procedures

Shutting down



Carry out shut down and securing procedures

Preparing for
work

Setting up for
work

Working tasks
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Stationary concrete
placing boom - A72
Learning for CPCS

Syllabus
Learning outcome

Training content

 Describe the nature of the
sector of industry and their
role and responsibilities as a
plant operator







Industry type
Customer / client needs
Sector contribution
Role
Communication with
colleagues / management /
other trades

 Lifelong skills
 Health and Safety at Work etc.
Act
 Environmental issues
 Other trades
 Working practices
 Social responsibilities
 Reporting structures

 Name and explain the purpose
of principal components, the
basic construction, controls
and terminology







Differing types
Function and applications
Power / hydraulic systems
Stability
Working ranges







Booms configurations
Safety systems
Slewing arrangements
Attachments
Remote control units

 Conform with manufacturer’s
requirements as per the
operator’s handbook, other
types of information source
and relevant regulations and
legislation

 Operator’s Manual
 Machine decals
 Health and Safety at Work etc.
Act
 PPE
 Codes of Practice
 Working at height






Site plans/drawings
Method statements
Risk assessments / COSHH
Inspection and reporting
forms / procedures

 Explain all relevant
documentation

 Test certificates

 Operator certification

 Undertake all pre-use checks
for the unit and associated
pipe work

 Regular and non-scheduled
maintenance procedures

 Sequence of pre-use checks
 Defect reporting

 Ensure unit stability and
support






Floor frame wedges
Ballast weights
Bolt torques/tightness
Back props

 Anchor bolts
 Clips
 Locking / securing methods

 Configure the placing boom
for pumping duties







Stability
Boom configurations
Hazards
Striking distance
Placing hose






Boom controls
Site markings
Environmental considerations
Pump-able mixtures
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Stationary concrete
placing boom - A72
Learning for CPCS

Syllabus (continued)
Learning outcome

Training content

 Arrange and secure all pipes
and lines

 Supporting piping / hoses /
boom
 Creating pipelines

 Securing types and methods
 Hazards and defects

 Arrange, use and comply with
communication procedures
with the pump operator and
pour team

 Methods and types of signals
 Methods of instruction
 Radio protocol

 Electronic communication /
setting-up procedures
 Codes of Practice

 Explain actions required for
proximity hazards, structures,
and overhead services

 Types of proximity services
 Types of proximity hazards
 Warning / identification
systems

 Reporting procedures for
damage to services
 Minimum distances and
clearances

 Control and place materials
accurately to the desired pour
location

 Flow rates
 Signalling / communication
procedures
 Visibility
 Operator positioning
 Working platforms






 Explain how blockages occur
and give solution methods

 Type of blockages
 Communication of blockages
 Shut-down and re-starting
methods
 Cleaning procedures

 Cleaning methods
 Components subject to
blockages
 Hazards
 Environmental considerations

 Maintain safe working
situations

 Stability
 Visibility

 Pipe / hose security
 Hazards

 Complete end-of use cleaning
procedures






 Hazards
 Environmental considerations
/ waste disposal
 Communication

 Carry out shut down and
securing procedures

 Shut down procedures
 Security

Components
Cleaning equipment
Cleaning area
Methods and procedures

Flow controls
Working efficiently
Hazards
Environmental considerations

 Folded positions
 Storing
 Isolation

Note: The listed training content should not be considered exhaustive and subjects may be added to
reflect the individuals’ working environment.
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Stationary concrete
placing boom - A72
Learning for CPCS

Safety critical
Emphasis to be placed on the following topics:
Topic

Emphasis

 Cleaning procedures

 Planned and controlled use of cleaning balls and the very high risks
of using compressed air

 Cleaning methods

 Compressed air not to be used unless fully trained and supervised
by a competent person following a specific risk assessment

 Blockages

 Pressure releasing procedures and the dangers of excessive
pressure

 Working at height

 Procedures for accessing working areas

Duration / Ratios
To allow effective learning, these training times are recommended for this category. Candidates must be
profiled to establish learning needs. Durations should be of a length to ensure the learning outcomes
are met.
Experience

Accumulated hours

 Novice operators with no industry or machine or boom experience

35

 Novice operators with industry experience but no boom experience

21

 Operators with pumping machine experience

14

 Operators with boom pumping experience

7

All candidates must have received the equivalent to 7 hours of site safety and induction training
To allow effective learning, the listed candidate / machine / instructor ratio
is the maximum recommended for this category
2 candidates : 1 boom: 1 instructor
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Stationary concrete
placing boom - A72
Learning for CPCS

Resources
Practical equipment

Theory equipment

 Placing boom that meets current legislation

 PUWER 1998 Regulations

 Operator’s manual for the unit

 LOLER 1998 Regulations

 Concrete pump

 HSE GS6

 Relevant pipelines

 Operator’s Manual

 Materials able to be pumped

 Specifications for types of concrete pumps and
placing booms

PLUS

 CPA Best Practice Guide for the Safe Use of
Concrete Pumps

 Suitable PPE

PLUS

 Risk assessment for all areas where training is
occurring

 Suitable room for theory training purposes
 Welfare and rest facilities during training

Category
Category description and types
CPCS defines a category as an item of plant or equipment used within the construction or allied
industries and worked in accordance with the manufacturer’s basic design. Although this category
can have varying uses within industry, for CPCS training and assessment standards, the descriptions
reflect basic core use.
To identify a machine within this category, a typical placing boom would normally have the listed
features and be used within the described characteristics. This category has two endorsements.
Category features

Category characteristics

 Multi-knuckled foldable boom with attached pipe
work able to slew through 360 degrees
 Hydraulically operated through electrically-driven
motor
 Supported on a variety of platforms or coupled to
a structure

 Delivers pumped materials to given pour
locations from minimum to maximum
radius
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placing boom - A72
Learning for CPCS

Endorsements
Endorsement characteristics
 Endorsement A: Up to 13 metres
 Endorsement B: All sizes
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Plant and vehicle marshaller – A73
Learning for CPCS

Outcomes
Through a combination of targeted training and experience, a plant and vehicle marshaller will be able to:

Roles and
responsibilities

Types of plant
and vehicles

Work area
layout
requirements



Explain their duties, role, responsibilities and any limitations, including the
procedures when capabilities are exceeded, of those marshalling or guiding the
movement of plant and vehicles in a variety of situations or locations



Outline the hierarchy of control measures for plant and vehicle movement, and
the requirements of a work management traffic plan



Outline organisational and operational procedures for plant and vehicle
accessing or egressing the public highway, and the effects on other road users



Explain types, attributes, limitations, hazards and stability factors on a range of
typical plant and work-related vehicles relevant to the occupational area or
sector



Explain the requirements of and types, functionality, advantages and limitations
of a range of driver visibility aids for a range of occupationally relevant plant and
vehicles



Explain how ground conditions and features, proximity hazards and weight limits
can affect the operations of plant and vehicles for different access points and
work areas



Explain the importance and locations of positions of safety for a marshaller and
other personnel



Describe and use different types of communication methods for receiving and
communicating vehicle and plant movements



Communicate vehicle and plant movement information to drivers/operators and
others involved with related operations, including when plant or vehicles must
stop



Explain the procedures to be followed if given information is insufficient and/or
there is deviation from the given safe system of work



Assess and confirm that the area for plant and vehicles movement remains
suitable for manoeuvring activities, exclusion zones are maintained and contains
suitable locations to undertake marshalling duties



Select appropriate sector-specific PPE and resources suitable for marshalling
duties



Guide and assist the movement of and position at given exact locations, a range
of typical plant and vehicles using the approved code of signals



Guide and assist plant and vehicles into and from restricted areas using forward
and reverse motions using the approved code of signals



Guide and assist the movement of plant to support the duties being carried out
by a plant operator



Ensure that the manoeuvring area is kept and left safe during operations, and
following the departure of plant and vehicles

Communication

Preparing for
the movement
of plant and
vehicles

Guiding plant
and vehicle
movements
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Plant and vehicle marshaller – A73
Learning for CPCS

Syllabus
Learning outcome

Training content

 Explain the duties, roles,
responsibilities and
limitations, including
procedures when capabilities
are exceeded, of those
marshalling or guiding the
movement of plant and
vehicles in a variety of
situations or locations







Role and hierarchy of role
Reporting structure
Authorisation
Site / work zone requirements
Training / competency
requirements
 Customer / client
requirements

 Lifelong skills
 Health and Safety at Work Act
(general)
 Environmental issues
 Communication with
colleagues / management /
other trades (general)

 Outline the hierarchy of
control measures for plant
and vehicle movement and
the requirements of a work
management traffic plan

 Policy and objectives
 Training and information
 Risk assessments, method
statements and safe systems
of works
 Following information from
risk assessments / method
statements etc.
 Amendments to method
statements

 Hierarchy of control measures
Employer / employee
requirements
 Types of plant / vehicles
 Pedestrians / public access
 Limitations of personal
capabilities and resulting
actions

 Outline organisational and
operational procedures for
plant and vehicle accessing or
egressing the public highway,
and the effects on other road
users

 Road Traffic Act and Highway
code
 Authorities / Police
notification
 Traffic signage types and
locations
 ‘Stop / go’ boarding
 Road classification
 Full / partial and temporary
road closures
 Local (traffic) issues and
impacts Traffic marshaller
identification
 Lighting requirements

 Control measures when
accessing and egressing the
public highway
 Requirements when crossing
the public highway
 Road contamination / tyre
wash requirements
 Site / work area location
signage (visiting drivers)
 Pedestrian segregation /
demarcation
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Plant and vehicle marshaller – A73
Learning for CPCS

Syllabus (continued)
Learning outcome

Training content

 Explain types, attributes,
limitations, hazards and
stability factors on a range of
typical plant and work-related
vehicles relevant to the
occupational area or sector

 Types of vehicles (for a given
sector)
 Types of plant (for a given
sector)
 Functions and application
 Methods of drive / chassis
types (tracked / wheeled etc.)
 Methods of steering /
manoeuvring
 Traction aids

 Factors / limitations to tight /
extreme turning
 Turning circles
 Stability fundamentals
 Wheelbase / track base
 Centres of gravity
 Working radius and danger
areas
 Road-compliant vehicle
requirements

 Explain the requirements of
and types, functionality,
advantages and limitations of
a range of driver visibility aids
for a range of occupationally
relevant plant and vehicles

 Operator / driver positioning
e.g. offset, at height,
 Operator / driver restricted
visual view – forwards / side /
rear forward / side / rear view
requirements and limitations
 Mirror types and positioning
 Signalling (stop / go) lights
 Sensing devices / radar

 Blind spots / zones
 FOPS / FOGS
 Windscreen clear view factors
e.g. cleanliness, condition,
wiper sweep etc.
 Hand-held visual devises
(flags, light-sticks)
 CCTV / Cameras (forward /
rear view)
 Digital aids (GPS/sat-nav)

 Explain how ground conditions
and features, proximity
hazards and weight limits can
affect the operations of plant
and vehicles for different
access points and work areas

 Chassis types
 Ground type(s) and
construction / formation
 Plant / vehicle weights / mass
 Ground pressure
 Track / wheelbase
 Overhead obstructions
 Buildings / structures /
foundations
 Slopes / inclines / banks
 Uneven ground and rough
terrain
 Impact of inclement wet
weather, dusty conditions and
extreme cold

 Types of loads
 Plant / vehicle widths /
heights / configuration
 Designated vehicle routes
(primary / secondary)
 Work area access / egress
 Designated pedestrian routes
 One-way systems Impact of
inclement wet weather, dusty
conditions and extreme cold
 One-way systems
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Plant and vehicle marshaller – A73
Learning for CPCS

Syllabus (continued)
Learning outcome

Training content

 Explain the importance and
locations of positions of safety
for a marshaller and other
personnel

 Work area layout
 Types of vehicle / plant in
work area
 Clearances and crush zones

 Pedestrian segregation /
demarcation
 Refuges
 Actions for poor light /
darkness

 Describe and use different
types of communication
methods for receiving and
communicating vehicle and
plant movements

 Hand signals (approved)
 Verbal communication
protocol
 Radio-use protocol

 Visibility / eye-contact
 Positioning
 Hand held aids (light sticks,
flags etc.)

 Communicate vehicle and
plant movement information
to drivers/operators and
others involved with related
operations, including when
plant or vehicles must stop

 Work methods, risks present
and control measures
 Methods of communication
for sector-specific situations
 Traffic plan and listed / noted
hazards
 Verbal instructions protocol
and confirmation
requirements by operator /
driver
 Eye contact requirements

 Emergency stopping protocols
 Emergency evacuation
procedures / refuges
 Methods of informing
pedestrians
 Functional check on driver
aids
 Driver / operator position
during loading / unloading
operations, if exiting cab /
operating station and when
receiving instructions

 Explain procedures to be
followed if given information
is insufficient and/or there is
deviation from the given safe
system of work

 Format of information
 Content
 Requests for additional
information
 Communication formats and
types of communication
 Organisational procedures for
communication

 Confirmation of sufficiency of
information
 Typical sector-specific issues
 Deviation from method
statement
 Relaying concerns and
shortcoming to supervisory
staff
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Plant and vehicle marshaller – A73
Learning for CPCS

Syllabus (continued)
Learning outcome

Training content

 Assess and confirm that the
area for plant and vehicles
movement remains suitable
for manoeuvring activities,
exclusion zones are
maintained and contains
suitable locations to
undertake marshalling duties

 Traffic management plan/risk
assessment
 Proximity hazards
 Access / egress routes
 Ground conditions
 Traffic plan requirements
 Marshalling locations
 Signage / barriers, pedestrian
walkways and other moving
plant / vehicles






 Select appropriate PPE and
resources suitable for
marshalling duties

 Relevant PPE and safety
equipment e.g. RPE, eye
protection, footwear etc.

 Personal visibility equipment
 Poor light / visibility/night
marshalling
 Inclement weather

 Guide and assist the
movement of and position at
given exact locations, a given
range of typical plant and
vehicles using the approved
code of signals

 Giving instructions (visual /
verbal)
 Safe marshaller positioning
 Safe positioning of other
plant, vehicles and
pedestrians
 Plant / vehicle speeds
 Concerns of reversing
limitations of typical plant

 Other plant / vehicles in
vicinity (static / moving)
 Vehicle / plant over-run
prevention (stop blocks,
berms etc.)
 Traffic flows

 Guide and assist plant and
vehicles into and from
restricted areas using forward
and reverse motions using the
approved code of signals

 Safe marshaller positioning
 Sufficient clearances/crush
zones
 Vehicle / plant positioning
prior to movement
 Vehicle / plant speeds
 Vehicle / plant size and weight
 Vehicle / plant
manoeuvrability

 Limitations of steering
systems
 Hand signals, radios and visual
lights
 Maintaining line of sight with
vehicle operator

Emergency procedures
Crush zones
Type of plant / vehicles
Vehicle / plant size and
manoeuvrability relative to
the work area
 Reversing distances /
minimising reversing
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Plant and vehicle marshaller – A73
Learning for CPCS

Syllabus (continued)
Learning outcome

Training content

 Guide and assist the
movement of plant to support
the duties being carried out by
a plant operator

 Safe marshaller positioning
 Sufficient clearances/crush
zones
 Configuring and re configuring
during work
 Machine attachments and
equipment

 Minimum distances from
excavations and other areas of
danger
 Removing / re-instating
barriers /exclusion zones
material s
 Overhead and other proximity
hazards
 Ground conditions

 Ensure the manoeuvring area
is kept and left safe during
operations and following the
departure of plant and
vehicles

 Maintaining exclusion zones
 Constant observation of
activities
 Visual check following
activities
 Emergency stopping / shutdown procedures /
requirements

 Subsequent ground conditions
following previous departure
 Communicating marshalling
issues to line / supervisory
staff
 Changing environmental
factors / weather

Note: The listed training content should not be considered exhaustive and subjects may be added to
reflect the individuals’ working environment.
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Plant and vehicle marshaller – A73
Learning for CPCS

Safety critical
Emphasis to be placed on the following topics:
Topic

Emphasis

 Vehicle movement
hierarchy

 The hierarchy of vehicle movement planning which establishes
that a marshaller is the last line of defence in developing a safe
logistics plan for the movement of vehicles

 Communication between
marshaller and
driver/operator

 Establishing communication methods and the procedures for
access, egress movement and delivery, and instructions to
immediately halt the vehicle if communication of field of vision is
lost with the marshaller

 Prior movement
requirements

 Ensuring the manoeuvring area or track is clear of other machinery
and personnel before movements commence

 Positioning of the
marshaller during
manoeuvring operations

 Establishing the path of the manoeuvring plant and vehicle and
safe/protected areas, and position themselves in a place of safety
whilst maintaining an appropriate field of vision with the
driver/operator

 Reversing of plant and
vehicles

 Planning of movements and work area to eliminate or reduce
reversing of plant and vehicles

 Minimum clearances
within restricted areas

 Establishing the minimum clearance required when guiding and
assisting plant and vehicles into restricted areas and
control/elimination of pedestrians particularly where crush zones
are involved

 Isolation requirements for
the approaching of plant
and vehicles

 Ensuring that safety critical operator/driver requirements are
followed before the machine is approached e.g. use of safety
levers, engine and vehicle immobilised etc. (preparing for
movement/communicating)

 Communicating with a
plant operator

 Giving directions when the vision of a clear line of sight is lost by
the plant or vehicle operator during manoeuvring, configuring or
setting-up operations
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Plant and vehicle marshaller – A73
Learning for CPCS

Duration / Ratios
To allow effective learning, these training times are recommended for this category. Candidates must be
profiled to establish learning needs. Durations should be of a length to ensure the learning outcomes
are met.
Experience

Accumulated hours

 Novice operators with no industry and or plant/vehicle manoeuvring
experience

14

 Novice operators with industry experience but with little or no
plant/vehicle manoeuvring experience

7

All candidates must have received the equivalent to 7 hours of site safety and induction training
To allow effective learning, the listed candidate / machine / instructor ratio
is the maximum recommended for this category
6 candidates : a range of vehicle / plant types: 1 instructor

Resources
Practical equipment

Theory equipment

 Area with restricted spaces, rough terrain and
slopes suitable for vehicle and plant
manoeuvring activities
 Structures for reversing plant and vehicles up
against
 Radios
 Barriers cones etc. to establish safe and
restricted areas

 LOLER 1998 Regulations
 HSE GS6
 Specifications books for a range of plant and
vehicle types suitable for the sector
 HSE guidance such as: HSG 136/INDG 199
(Workplace Transport Safety)
 L64 Health and Safety (signs and signal
regulations 1996)

PLUS

 HSG 144 Safe Use of Vehicles on Construction
Works

 Suitable PPE
 Risk assessment, method statements and
logistics sketches for all areas where training
is occurring

 DSA publication - The Highway Code
 CPA Guidance SG 008 (Visibility Aids on Mobile
Plant)
PLUS
 Suitable room for theory training purposes
 Welfare and rest facilities during training
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Plant and vehicle marshaller – A73
Learning for CPCS

Category
Category description and types
The plant and vehicle marshaller will within given areas guide plant and vehicles into and from the
working area and into working positions, and maintains an exclusion zone during working activities.
The duty includes guiding and assisting the operational movement of plant for non-working
purposes whilst statically positioned.
Duties
To liaise with, communicate, define, provide instructions and guide plant and machinery whilst
allowing the safe movement of pedestrians, plant and vehicles.
IMPORTANT: this duty does not involve:

a)

the attaching and disconnection of slung loads to lifting equipment such as a crane, or
the providing signals for the movement of loads.

b) the giving of working instructions (except in emergencies).
c)

assisting in the connection/removal of components and equipment during a machine’s
work activities.

d) rail-connected operations under the scope of machine controller.
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Learning for CPCS
Piling rig attendant - A74

Outcomes
Through a combination of targeted training and experience, an individual working as a piling rig attendant
will be able to:
Roles and
 Describe the nature of the sector of industry and their role and responsibilities as
a piling rig attendant
responsibilities
 Name and explain the purpose of principal components of relevant piling rig plant
and equipment, the basic construction, and piling sector terminology
 Conform with manufacturer’s requirements equipment and components, industry
and company standards e.g. pile schedules, layout drawings etc. and other types
of information sources
Preparing for
work

 Undertake all pre-use checks of associated/ancillary equipment (where necessary)
following manufacturer’s guidance
 Explain the purpose and requirements of working platform certificates
 Outline their role in setting up and rigging piling rigs and ancillary equipment in
readiness for work
 Set a communication system, and provide and receive signals and instructions
to/from the operator and others
 Explain how piling rigs are configured for travel

Travelling and
manoeuvring

 Explain the procedures and precautions to be taken when guiding rigs to and from
the worksite
 Explain requirements if rigs are being manoeuvred in areas of limited or restricted
space
 Guide a piling rig to a given location including through areas of limited or
restricted space
 Position a rig at the designated location

Setting up for
work

 Assist in configuring the rig for work and provide instructions for the setting of a
mast
 Explain actions required for piling hazards and for underground and overhead
services
 Explain the need for an exclusion zone
 Ensure piles are accurately installed to specification

Working tasks

 Comply with and provide signals and instructions
 Maintain safe working situations including exclusion zones
 Explain requirements and limitations of lifting operations with piling rig
 Carry out shut down and securing procedures

Shutting down

 Outline their role for de-rigging procedures following completion of operations
 Explain the loading and unloading procedures for machine transporting
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Learning for CPCS
Piling rig attendant - A74

Syllabus
Learning outcome
 Describe the nature of the
sector of industry and their
role and responsibilities as a
piling rig attendant








Training content
Industry type
 Communication with
colleagues / management /
Customer / client needs
other trades
Sector contribution
 Health and Safety at Work Act
Role
 Environmental issues
Reporting structures
 Other trades
Lifelong skills



Working practices
 Social responsibilities


Name and explain the purpose
of principal components, the
basic construction and piling
sector terminology












Conform with manufacturer’s
requirements, industry and
company standards e.g. pile
schedules, layout drawings
and other, types of
information sources











Differing types
Function / applications
Power units
Hydraulic systems
Undercarriage
Counterweights
Tracks
Stability / ground pressure



Operator's Manual
Work Instructions
Health and Safety at Work Act
PPE
Duties charts
Codes of Practice
Piling specifications
Pile Schedules
Layout drawings



Regular and non-scheduled
maintenance procedures

















Undertake all pre-use checks
of equipment (where
necessary) following
manufacturer’s guidance





Explain the requirements of
working platform certificates



Design of platform
 Installation
 Authorisation procedures





Outline their role in setting up
plant in readiness for work





Handling and storing ancillary
equipment specific to the
operation
 Pumps, hoses, pipelines
configured for work

Boring equipment / augers
Slewing arrangements
Booms / masts (leaders)
Attachments
Pile types / methods
RCls / RLls / safety systems
ROPS / FOPS
Site plans/drawings
Method statements
Lifting requirements and
limitations
Risk assessments / COSHH
lnspection and reporting
forms/procedures

Sequence of pre-use checks
 Defect reporting

Regular inspections
 Alterations and repairs
 Dissemination of information
Assists with rigging and derigging
 Drive or digging tool assembly
 Delivery and handling of
materials
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Learning for CPCS
Piling rig attendant - A74

Syllabus (continued)
Learning outcome

Training content



Set a communication system,
and provide and receive
signals and instructions
to/from the operator and
others



Types of signals
 Codes of signals
 Communication / radio
protocol





Identify how piling rigs are set
for travel



Travel controls
Attachments / accessories
 Travel position







Explain the procedures and
precautions to be taken when
guiding rigs to and from the
worksite



Travel routes
Slopes / inclines
 Direction of travel
 Traction / aids
 Ground conditions









Explain requirements if rigs
are being manoeuvred in
areas of limited or restricted
space



Visibility
 Limitations of vision
 Protection of ground/tight
turns
 Overhead height restrictions
e.g. cables / bridges / lintels





Guide a piling rig to a given
location including through
areas of limited or restricted
space



Configuration for travelling
 Positioning
 Proximity hazards
 Operator visibility





Position a rig at the
designated position



Rig positioning
Maintains exclusion zone
Environmental conditions
Proximity Hazards
Pile details requirements



Required configuration /
attachments
Mast angles
Pile type
Depths of work
Types of communication












Assist in configuring the rig for
work and provide instructions
for the setting of a mast







Suitability of communication
system
 Back-up / alternative systems

Site travel
Visibility
 Boom / jib positioning
 Road Traffic Act
Hazards
Working area
 Environment protection
 Minimise impacts
 Traffic management
Proximity to adjacent
structures and excavations
 Slew radius/restrictions

Slew/radius restrictions
 Travel speeds
 Ground support and
conditions
 Other moving plant
Counterweight swing
 Levelling / inclines
 Pile position markers
 Ground pressure
Spoil / environmental
requirement
 Guarding of moving parts
 Hazards
 Movement of supporting
plant
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Learning for CPCS
Piling rig attendant - A74

Syllabus (continued)
Learning outcome

Training content



Explain actions required for
piling hazards, and
underground and overhead
services



Warning / identification
systems
 Reporting procedures for
damage to services
 Unexploded ordinance





Explain the need for an
exclusion zone



Plant and vehicle movements
 Non-authorised personnel





Ensure piles are accurately
installed to specification



Types of piles
 Ground / soil types
specification
 Measuring dimension and
positioning
 Environmental factors





Comply with signals and
instructions



Methods and types of signals
 Methods of verbal instruction
 Multiple signalling





Maintain safe working
situations including exclusion
zones



Stability
Visibility
Maintain communication
throughout
Underfoot conditions
Guarding of moving parts
Exclusion zones
Working platform condition



Legislation / regulations and
industry guidance
Lift plans
Load slinging and lifting
Load handling and securing
Recognising the limitations of
the piling rig
Lifting and load-rating charts












Explain lifting requirements
and limitations using a piling
rig








Types of typical services
 Minimum distances and
clearances (GS6)
 Permit to dig
 Evacuation planning

Barriers/signage
 Alternative routes

Maintaining of positioning
 Productive cycles of operation
 Maintaining correct angle of
pile

Electronic communication /
setting-up
 Codes of Practice
 Radio protocol
Lighting levels
 Plant, people segregation,
control of vehicle movements
e.g. Ready-mix, precast pile
deliveries

Safe working load of
equipment and accessories
 Accessing delivery vehicles
 Selecting appropriate storage
areas
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Learning for CPCS
Piling rig attendant - A74

Syllabus (continued)
Learning outcome

Training content



Carry out shut down and
securing procedures



Shut down procedures
 Security
 Platform condition
 Positioning for parking





Outline their role for derigging procedures following
completion of operations



Methods of
work/manufacturer’s
instructions
 Component removal
techniques
 Under supervision of qualified
person





Explain the loading and
unloading procedures for
machine transporting










Angle of ramps, access
Design/material of ramps
Dimensions and SWL of trailer
Sufficient working space
Firm level ground

Access and egress
 Wet ground
 Minimising obstructions
De-rigging sequences
 Components storage and
transportation requirements
 Sufficient ground/space

Overhead obstructions
 Traffic Management
 Loading procedure
 Preparing rigs for transport

Note: The listed training content should not be considered exhaustive and subjects may be added to
reflect the individuals’ working environment.
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Piling rig attendant - A74

Safety critical
Emphasis to be placed on the following topics:
Topic


Position of safety during
manoeuvring activities

Emphasis
Positioning of attendant relative to proximity hazards, moving
machinery and component etc. position of trapping and the planning
of emergency egress routes



Ensuring stability of
machine during travelling
activities

Responsibility of ensuring that the route to work area is able to
support the weight of the rig and is clear of possible voids and
underground hazards etc



Position of safety during
work activities

Being clear of possible falling debris and materials, and
rotating/active parts during piling activities

Duration / Ratios
To allow effective learning, these training times are recommended for this category. Candidates must be
profiled to establish learning needs. Durations should be of a length to ensure the learning outcomes
are met.
Experience

Accumulated hours



Novice attendants with no industry or machine experience

70



Novice attendants with some piling experience but no rig
experience

62



Attendants with similar but non-piling rig experience e.g.
slinging/signalling etc.

42



Attendants with piling rig experience

28

All candidates must have received the equivalent to 7 hours of site safety and induction training
To allow effective learning, the listed candidate / machine / instructor ratio
is the maximum recommended for this category
2 candidates : 1 rig: 1 instructor
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Piling rig attendant - A74

Resources
Practical equipment







Piling rig (driven) that meets current
legislation
Suitable attachments and ancillary
equipment for piling
Selection of piles
Sufficient area of ground suitable for
placing piles to various depths
Working platform plans

Theory equipment



PUWER 1998 Regulations



LOLER 1998 Regulations




BS 7121 (parts 1, 2 and 3)
HSE GS6



Specifications for types of piling rigs

PLUS

PLUS



Suitable PPE





Risk assessment for all areas where
training is occurring



Suitable room for theory training
purposes
Welfare and rest facilities during training

Training attributes
*To help candidates in learning the necessary skills for this category, it would be ideal if they
possess one or more of the following:






Piling, construction or related
experience
Able to calculate basic formula
Able to record basic details
Understand basic written words






Have received site safety and induction
training
Possess good eye and hand co-ordination
Have mechanical appreciations
Medically able for the role (including
eyesight)

*Note: Lack of any of these attributes does not prevent anyone from being trained for this category
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Learning for CPCS
Piling rig attendant - A74

Category
Category description and types
CPCS defines a category as an item of plant or equipment used within the construction or allied
industries and worked in accordance with the manufacturer’s basic design or legislative guidance;
Or
A role, duty or occupation which supports the operation of plant and equipment. This category is
defined as a duty of an individual who provides direct support to the piling rig for the installation of
piles.
Duties
The pilling rig attendant works directly with a given rig and directly supports the piling process by
helping prepare the rig for work, guide the rig onto the work platform and into position, maintains
an exclusion zone, guides supporting vehicles in to and from the working area, attaches accessories
and equipment under the direction of the rig operator, align piles according to given specifications
and provides assistance in guiding rigs on to and from transporters
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Conveying pump - A75

Outcomes
Through a combination of targeted training and experience, an individual with the Conveying Pump will be
able to:
Roles and
responsibilities



Describe the nature of the sector of industry and their role and
responsibilities as a plant operator



Name and explain the purpose of principal components, the basic
construction, controls and terminology



Conform with manufacturer’s requirements as per the operator’s
handbook, relevant regulations and legislation and other relevant sources
of information



Confirm the position of the machine for pumping duties



Identify hazards - proximity, underground and overhead



Undertake all pre-use checks



Deploy the stabilisers to specification (where applicable)



Arrange, connect and secure all material hoses and discharge tripod
(where needed)



Arrange and comply with communication procedures



Receive, store and prepare raw mix materials



Assess that the given mix is suitable for application and pump



Mix, pump and control materials accurately to the desired location



Identify how blockages may occur and explain working practices for
clearing blockages



Maintain safe system of work at all times



Explain the procedure for the disposal of excess material



Complete end-of-use cleaning procedures



Carry out shut down and securing procedures

Preparing for
work

Setting up for
work

Working tasks

Completing
work
Shutting down
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Learning for CPCS
Conveying pump - A75

Syllabus
Learning outcome












Training content


Communication with
colleagues / management/
other trades



Health and Safety at Work Act



Environmental / social
responsibilities and issues



Other trades

Pump types



Safety systems



Applications



Attachments



Power units



Remote control units



Chassis / trailer types



Footprint



Functions and controls

Conform with manufacturer’s
requirements as per the
operator’s handbook, relevant
regulations and legislation and
other relevant sources of
information



Operator’s Manual



Method statements



Machine decals



Risk assessments / COSHH



PUWER





PPE

Inspection and reporting
forms / procedures

Confirm the position and of
the machine for pumping
duties



Positioning



Site markings



Stability



Hazards



Delivery hose routes





Operating controls

Environmental considerations
/ conditions



Access to pumps components



Access by delivery vehicles



Warning / identification
systems



Types of typical services



Minimum distances and
clearances



Defect reporting

Describe the nature of the
sector of industry and their
role and responsibilities as a
plant operator

Name and explain the purpose
of principal components, the
basic construction, controls
and terminology

Identify hazards - proximity,
underground and overhead

Undertake all pre-use checks



Industry type



Customer / client needs



Sector contribution



Reporting structures /
Procedures



Lifelong skills



Working practices



Social responsibilities





Reporting procedures for
damage to services



Sequence of pre-use checks



Regular maintenance
procedures
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Learning for CPCS
Conveying pump - A75

Syllabus (continued)
Learning outcome


















Training content

Deploy the stabilisers to
specification (where
applicable)



Types of stabilisers



Packing / load spreading



Support conditions



Inclines / uneven ground

Arrange, connect and secure
all material hoses and
discharge tripod (where
needed)



Material hoses specification
and condition



Supporting material hoses



Hazards and defects



Coupling specifications and
condition



Discharge tripod
specifications and condition



Methods and types of
communication



Electronic communication /



Setting-up



Communication with
marshaller



Radio protocol



Relay signalling



Receiving areas



Access / egress routes



Ground conditions



Hazards/obstructions



Storage conditions

Assess that the given mix is
suitable for application and
pump



Principles



Uses/applications



Different types of mixes



Time factors



Specifications



Hazards

Mix, pump and control
materials accurately to the
desired location



Pumping rates



Working efficiently



Signalling / communication



Environmental considerations



Visibility

Identify how blockages may
occur and explain working
practices for clearing
blockages



Risks



Blockage removal procedures



Reason for blockages





Components subject to
blockages

Shut-down and re-starting
methods



Environmental considerations

Arrange and comply with
communication procedures

Receive, store and prepare
raw mix materials

Maintain safe system of work
at all times

Explain the procedure for the
disposal of excess material



Alert procedure for blockages



Stability



Communication



Material hose and discharge
tripod security



Visibility



Exclusion zones

Environmental
considerations/waste disposal



COSHH



Designated wash out /



disposal area
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Syllabus (continued)
Learning outcome




Complete end-of-use cleaning
procedures

Carry out shut down and
securing procedures

Training content


Risk



Methods and procedures



Components



Cleaning equipment



Cleaning area



Shut down procedures



Parking and positioning



Security



Prepare for onward transit

Note: The listed training content should not be considered exhaustive and subjects may be added to
reflect the individuals’ working environment.
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Safety critical
Emphasis to be placed on the following topics:
Topic

Emphasis



Location of pump



Ensuring that pump location allows all-round access and
that the pump is stable and located on firm and flat
ground



Material hoses and couplings



Checking and ensuring that all safety features including
whip checks are fitted, secure and clear of defects



Cleaning procedures / blockages



The need for thorough planning of the cleaning process
which ensures controlled use of cleaning balls using
compressed



Vessel / hopper safety grill



That is it is fitted and functioning correctly



Compressed Air (A)



Working with compressed air has inherent dangers
which can cause injury and death



Vessel release valve (A)



Correct functioning and are kept clean



Securing lever for vessel lid (A)



Ensuring that this is fitted and is functioning correctly

Duration / Ratios
To allow effective learning, these training times are recommended for this category. Candidates must be
profiled to establish learning needs. Durations should be of a length to ensure the learning outcomes
are met.
Experience

Accumulated hours

 Novice operators with no industry or machine experience

28

 Novice operators with industry experience but no machine
experience

21

 Operators with unrelated machine experience

17

 Operators with similar machine experience

7

All candidates must have received the equivalent to 7 hours of site safety and induction training
To allow effective learning, the listed candidate / machine / instructor ratio
is the maximum recommended for this category
3 candidates : 1 machine: 1 instructor
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Resources
Practical equipment






Theory equipment

Conveying pump (pneumatic, worm,
small piston) that meets current
legislation
Operator’s manual for the pump
Structure and works to pump material




PUWER 1998 Regulations
HSE GS6




BS 8476
BS EN 12001 : 2003 + A1 : 2009
‘Conveying, spraying and placing machine
for concrete and mortar’ – Safety
requirements
Operator’s Manual

PLUS



Suitable PPE
Risk assessment for all areas where
training is occurring



PLUS




Suitable room for theory training
purposes
Welfare and rest facilities during training.

Training attributes
*To help candidates in learning the necessary skills for this category, it would be ideal if they possess one or
more of the following:



Construction or related experience







Able to calculate basic formula
Able to record basic details
Understand basic written words





Have received site safety and induction
training
Possess good eye and hand co-ordination
Have mechanical appreciation
Medically able to operator machinery
(including eyesight)

*Note: Lack of any of these attributes does not prevent anyone from being trained for this category
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Category
Category description and types
CPCS defines a category as an item of plant or equipment used within the construction or allied
industries and worked in accordance with the manufacturer’s basic design. Although this category
can have varying uses within industry, for CPCS training and assessment standards, the descriptions
reflect basic core use.
To identify a machine within this category, a typical conveying pump would normally have the listed
features and be used within the described characteristics. This category has three endorsements
Category features

Category characteristics

 Pneumatic - Axled chassis containing a

 Mixes raw materials which are loaded into a

compressor with a separate pressure vessel
for mixing and pumping

pressure vessel

 Pumps mixed materials through the material
hoses to the desired location

 Worm/piston – Trailer/trolley mounted
chassis with mixer

 Mixes raw materials and discharged
into the pumping chamber
 Pumps mixed materials through the
material hoses to the desired location

Endorsement characteristics
Endorsement A - Pneumatic - All types of air conveying pumps
Endorsement B - Worm / Piston Pump (up to 50mm outlet) without mixer
Endorsement C - Worm / Piston Pump (up to 50mm outlet) with mixer
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Outcomes
Through a combination of targeted training and experience, an individual with the 360 degree slewing
telescopic handler will be able to:
Roles and

responsibilities

Preparing for
work

Travelling and
manoeuvring

Setting up for
work

Describe the nature of the sector of industry and their role and
responsibilities as a plant operator



Name and explain the purpose of principal components, the basic
construction, controls and terminology



Conform with manufacturer’s requirements as per the operator’s handbook,
other types of information source and relevant regulations and legislation



Undertake and record all pre-use checks



Explain the need and function of appropriate documentation



Configure and ready for travel (site and highway)



Travel over level surfaces with and without loads and, on rough, undulating
ground and inclines



Manoeuvre in a limited space area with and without loads



Arrange and follow given signals and instructions when travelling and
manoeuvring with and without loads



Configure and set for all lifting, loading and transferring duties in accordance
with a given Risk Assessment and Method Statement (RAMS)



Attach and remove various attachments



Attach and remove hoist-rope attachments for the movement of suspended
loads



Explain actions required for proximity hazards Inc. underground and
overhead services



Explain the basic principles of the slinging of loads, types of lifting accessories
that can be used and the correct and incorrect methods for attaching
suspended loads to the machine



Explain the requirements for ensuring adequate ground support and stability



Explain the causes of instability during blocked, free-on-wheel and pick-and
carry duties
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Outcomes (Continued)

Working tasks

Completing
work



Lift and place various suspended and fork-mounted loads from a variety of
locations including a vehicle



Lift and place suspended and fork-mounted loads under blocked, free-onwheels and pick-and-carry duties



Lift, transfer and place fixed-hook suspended loads up to maximum
extension, at full working height and using the full slewing capability of the
machine



Lift, transfer and place hoist-rope suspended loads up to maximum
extension, at full of working height and using the full slewing capability of the
machine (Blocked duties)



Lift, transfer and place fork-mounted loads up to maximum extension, at full
working height and using the full slewing capability of the machine (Free-onwheels)



Minimise the swinging of suspended loads during travel



Explain how stability is affected by travelling with a raised/extended boom
and/or rotated upper structure with suspended loads and fork-mounted
loads (both regular and irregular)



Explain visibility issues and restrictions with suspended and fork-mounted
loads



Place suspended loads out of sight of the operator



Maintain safe working situations



Maintain safe and tidy working areas



Carry out shut down and securing procedures



Explain the loading and unloading procedures for machine transporting

Shutting down

Note: Due to a level of incidents involving telescopic handlers, particularly with the movement of
suspended loads, the Strategic Forum for Construction Plant Safety Group have produced a document
titled ‘Good Practice Guide to the Safe Use of Telehandlers in Construction’ and a supplementary ‘Good
Practice Guide for the Lifting and Travelling with Suspended Loads using Telehandlers.
It is essential that those both planning and conducting training and assessment activities are conversant
with the content of each document and that training activities reflect all good practices contained
therein.
Both documents are free to download from www.cpa.uk.net/sfpsg/
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Syllabus
Learning outcome
 Describe the nature of the
sector of industry and their
role and responsibilities as a
plant operator

 Name and explain the purpose
of principal components, the
basic construction, controls
and terminology

 Conform with manufacturer’s
requirements as per the
operator’s handbook, other
types of information sources
and relevant regulations and
legislation

 Undertake and record all preuse checks

Training content














Industry type
Customer / client needs
Sector contribution
Role
Reporting structures
Lifelong skills
Working practices
Differing types
Functions and applications
Power units
Hydraulic systems
ROPS / FOPS
Chassis / steering / tyres Inc.
pressures / ply rating and
importance of replacement
with same













Operator’s Manual
Machine decals
Health and Safety at Work Act
PUWER/LOLER
PPE
Rating plates
Codes of Practice
Site plans / drawings
Duty charts/Load charts
Familiarisation
Regular and non-scheduled
maintenance procedures
 Checklists

 Explain the need and function
of appropriate documentation

 Certification (CE for machine
& attachments)
 Thorough examination
(machine and accessories)

 Configure and ready for travel
(site and highway)






Driving controls
Attachments
Driving position
Type and security of
attachments

 Communication with
colleagues / management /
other trades
 Health and Safety at Work Act
 Environmental issues
 Other trades
 Social responsibilities














Stability
Booms
Forks
Safety / stability systems
Counterbalancing
Attachments and accessories
Hoist ropes / hook blocks
Access systems
Safe load indicator equipment
Remote control units
Method statements
Lift plans
Lifting requirements and
limitations
 Risk assessments / COSHH
 Inspection and reporting
requirements, daily weekly
thorough examination, both
for equipment and accessories
 Sequence of pre-use checks
 Defect reporting
 Company policy
 Relevant site-related
documentation
 Pre- use checks/inspections
 Operator’s handbook
 Visibility
 Road Traffic Act (attachments
etc.)
 Site (towing)
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Syllabus (continued)
Learning outcome

Training content

 Travel over level surfaces and
on rough, undulating ground
and inclines, with and without
loads









 Manoeuvre in areas with
limited space, with and
without loads














 Arrange and follow given
signals and instructions when
travelling and manoeuvring
with and without loads

 Configure and set for all
lifting, loading and
transferring duties

 Attach and remove various
attachments

Driving controls
Ground conditions
Traction / aids
Inclines and techniques
Hazards
Travel speeds
Load swing and impact on
equipment
Visibility
Limitations of vision
Steering options
Proximity hazards
Code of signals (hand)
Signaller location
Visibility
Signalling methods
Types of hand signals
Hand signal compatibility
Verbal instructions
Codes of practice

 Best method for safe load
movement
 Lift plan
 RAMS
 Positioning / planning
 Required configuration
 Lifting controls
 Machine capacity
 De-rating
 Load Moment Indicators
 Load charts
 Attachments
 Attachment types and
function
 Preparation procedures
 Attaching and removal
procedures
 Storage requirements
 Machine configuration and
positioning

 Working area / routes
 Site and road travel
 Environment protection /
minimise damage
 Load protection
 Stability/centres of gravity
 Locking axles
 Protection of ground / tight
turns
 Environmental / noise / fumes
 Travel speeds
 Communication types and
limitations
 Radio set-up
 Radio protocols
 Visibility
 Multiple signalling














Load centres / C of G
Environmental conditions
Levelling
Site markings
Fork spacing
Hazards
Load weights
Deploy stabilisers
Rated capacity indicators
Levelling devices (axles)
Ground conditions

 Manual handling
 Using assistance
 Securing requirements and
essential pre-use checks
 Post-fitting checks
 Load charts
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Syllabus (continued)
Learning outcome
 Attach and remove hoist-rope
attachments for the
movement of suspended loads

Training content
 Attachment types and
function
 Preparation procedures
 Attaching and removal
procedures
 Storage requirements
 Machine configuration and
positioning
 Types of typical services
 Warning / identification
systems

 Manual handling
 Using assistance
 Securing requirements and
essential pre-use checks
 Post-fitting checks
 Load charts

 Explain the basic principles of
the slinging of loads, types of
lifting accessories that can be
used and the correct and
incorrect methods for
attaching suspended loads to
the machine







Signalling procedures
Techniques
Types of loads
Machine stability
Effects of incorrect methods
of attachments
 Function
 Application
 De-rating

 Load stability / security
 Environmental conditions
 Load characteristics
(loose/bundled/fluid etc.)
 Accessory compatibility
 Slinging angles
 Load weight
 SWL/WLL
 Limitation of slinging duties

 Explain the requirements for
ensuring adequate ground
support and stability

 Tyre pressures
 Ground
conditions/assessments
 Lift plans
 Point loadings
 Machine bearing
pressures/point loadings
 Ground bearing capacity
 Factors of safety
 Environmental effects Inc.
severe weather
 Sole plate material/
composition
 Effects of swinging loads
 Dynamic forces
 De-rating of slung loads
 Load size
 Ground conditions

 Spreading of load/sole plates
 Ground improvement
 stabiliser extension/short
rigging
 Application of full or some
stabiliser use
 Underground services
 Ground structure and
composition
 Terrain/topography
 Previous use of ground
 Temporary works

 Explain actions required for
proximity hazards Inc.
underground and overhead
services

 Explain the causes of
instability during blocked,
free-on-wheel and pick-and
carry duties

 Reporting procedures for
damage to services
 Minimum distances and
clearance







Factor of safety
Travel configuration
Proximity hazards
Regulations/guidance
Environmental conditions
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Syllabus (continued)
Learning outcome
 Lift and place various
suspended and fork-mounted
loads from a variety of
locations including a vehicle

 Lift and place suspended and
fork-mounted loads under
blocked, free-on-wheels and
pick-and-carry duties

 Lift, transfer and place fixedhook suspended loads up to
maximum extension, at full of
working height and using the
full slewing capability of the
machine
 Lift, transfer and place hoistrope suspended loads up to
maximum extension, at full
working height and using the
full slewing capability of the
machine (Blocked duties)
 Lift, transfer and place forkmounted loads up to
maximum extension, at full
working height and using the
full slewing capability of the
machine (Free-on-wheels)

Training content
 Best method for safe load
movement
 Lift plans
 Required authority
 Guidance and regulations
 Load charts
 Environmental conditions
 Machine suitability
 Preparation
 Loading towers / platforms /
racking / stacking
 Undercutting
 Load charts
 Stability
 Trial lifts
 Ground conditions
 Lifting controls
 RCI/LMI information
 Jib extensions
 Configuration
 Ground conditions / hazards
 Visibility
 Load security / travel position
 Signalling / following
instructions













Configuration
Ground conditions / hazards
Visibility
Load security / travel position
Signalling / following
instructions
Stabilisers
Configuration
Ground conditions / hazards
Visibility
Load security / travel position
Signalling / following
instructions
Lift plans

 Load types
 Attachments/accessories Inc.
limitations and design use
 Working area
 Identification of proximity
hazards
 RCI/LMI settings
 Types of trailer / transporter
 Transporter capacities
 Procedures / weight
distribution
 Materials / vehicle protection







Visibility
Environmental conditions
Load stability/security
De-rating requirements
Following instructions
Travel routes

 Stability
 Loading towers / platforms /
racking / stacking
 Protection of structures /
loads
 Overhead obstructions
 Lift plans
 Stability
 Loading towers / platforms /
racking / stacking
 Protection of structures /
loads
 Overhead obstructions
 Lift plans
 Stability
 Loading towers / platforms /
racking / stacking
 Protection of structures /
loads
 Overhead obstructions
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Syllabus (continued)
Learning outcome
 Minimise the swinging of
suspended loads during travel

Training content










Travel routes
Accessory types
Poor/uneven ground
Slopes/inclines
Effects of swinging loads
Hand & tag lines
Centres of gravity
Swinging of loads
Environmental
factors/extreme weather
 Dynamic forces






Travel speeds
Stability
Observation/anticipation
Load characteristics






Ground conditions
Slopes/inclines
Travel speeds
Travel routes











Direction of travel
Assistance for travelling
Typical proximity hazards
Ground conditions

 Place suspended loads out of
sight of the operator

Load size
Load swing
Carrying height of load
Maintaining vision with
slinger/signallers
 Communication/signalling
 Signaller positioning

 Maintain safe working
situations

 Stability
 Load security

 Hazards

 Maintain safe and tidy
working areas

 Specification
 Stacking

 Load positioning / storage
 Proximity hazards

 Carry out shut down and
securing procedures

















 Explain how stability is
affected by travelling with a
raised / extended boom
and/or rotated upper
structure with suspended
loads and fork-mounted loads
(both regular and irregular)
 Explain visibility issues and
restrictions with suspended
and fork-mounted loads

 Explain the loading and
unloading procedures for
machine transporting

Shut down procedures
Security
Configuration
Compatibility
Positioning
Ground conditions
Access / egress / working at
height

 Stability
 Proximity hazards

Parking and positioning
Isolation of remote units
Reporting of defects
Types of transporter
Security
Configuration
Loading responsibility

Note: The listed training content should not be considered exhaustive and subjects may be added to
reflect the individuals’ working environment.
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Safety critical
Emphasis to be placed on the following topics:
Topic
 Quick-hitch systems

Emphasis
 Manufacturer’s procedures must be strictly adhered to. Security of
attachments to be fully checked prior to use
 Checking ground suitability prior to raising loads. Travelling and
manoeuvring with raised loads. Appreciation of centres of gravity

 Stability with a raised /
extended boom and/ or
rotated turret on uneven
ground
 Manoeuvring and reversing  Reversing procedures and tele-handlers danger areas of limited or
no vision Inc. blind spots and vision aids
 Lift plans / Method
 Lift plan types and requirements and the need for lift planning,
statements
particularly where suspended loads are involved. Adherence to the
lift plan as constructed by a competent person
 Suspended loads during
 The effects and consequences of load swing when travelling with a
travel
suspended load, particularly on inclines and windy weather Inc.
knowledge of wind speed limits
 Suspended loads using a
 The effects and consequences of load swing when using a hoist
hoist rope-suspended hook
rope, particularly windy weather Inc. knowledge of wind speed
block
limits and large area loads
 Suspended loads and
 Issues relating to travelling with raised boom and operator’s
proximity hazards
limitation of vision when travelling with raised boom and
suspended large area loads
 Proximity of the
 Ensuring that the slinger/signaller is clear of the machine’s path
slinger/signaller
during travel at all times, maintaining full vision of the s/s and
stopping immediately if sight of them is lost
 Ground conditions
 Loads placed through the stabilisers and individual outrigger
loading during slewing motions, effects of point loading of the
ground, methods of ensuring sufficient ground conditions and the
nature of the ground, Ground composition and the methods of
load-spreading and use of mats etc.
 Deployment of stabilisers
 The use of stabilisers, footprint area of the stabilisers, the effects
of partial and full extensions and leveling of the chassis laterally
and longitudinally
 Platforms
 Regulatory use of platforms and conditions of using platforms for
accessing purposes
 Tidiness of the work
 Ensuring that area of operation is organised and of suitable ground
area/good housekeeping
so that slips, trips & falls are minimised, and that materials are
suitably and safely stored
 Remote control use
 Remote control operation

 Conditions, parameters and use of remote control functions
 Isolating of all operating controls when using a remote unit, when
carrying out other functions or during rest periods
 The dangers of using unguarded/damaged remote units and
preventing inadvertent movement of controls
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Duration / Ratios
To allow effective learning, these training times are recommended for this category. Candidates must be
profiled to establish learning needs. Durations should be of a length to ensure the learning outcomes
are met.
Experience

Accumulated hours

 Novice operators with no industry or machine experience

70

 Novice operators with industry experience but no machine experience

63

 Operators with non-forklift experience but similar machine experience

35

 Operators with forklift/telehandler experience

28

 Operators with hoist-rope crane experience

21

All candidates must have received the equivalent to 7 hours of site safety and induction training
To allow effective learning, the listed candidate / machine / instructor ratio
is the maximum recommended for this category
2 candidates : 1 machine: 1 instructor

Resources
Practical equipment

Theory equipment

 Suitable telescopic handler that meets
current legislation

 PUWER 1998 Regulations

 Operator’s manual for the machine(s)

 LOLER 1998 Regulations

 Various sized loads, with and without a pallet
base

 HSE GS6

 Loading out towers that conform to current
legislation

 ACOP L117

 Sufficient area of ground for driving

 Operator’s Manual

 Slopes and rough terrain

 Specifications for types of telescopic handlers

 Vehicle / trailer with bed able to
accommodate adjacent loads

 Copies of various types of load rating charts

 Suitable lifting attachments for operation
with suspended loads Inc. fixed hook and
hoist rope equipment.
 Remote control unit

 Strategic Forum Construction Plant Safety Group
(www.cpa.uk.net)
– Safe use of Telehandlers
– Reducing Unintended Movement of Plant
– Ground Conditions for Construction Plant

PLUS

PLUS

 Suitable PPE

 Suitable room for theory training purposes

 Risk assessment for all areas where training is
occurring

 Welfare and rest facilities during training
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Category
Category description and types
CPCS defines a category as an item of plant or equipment used within the construction or allied
industries and worked in accordance with the manufacturer’s basic design. Although this category
can have varying uses within industry and used with many attachments, for CPCS training and
assessment standards, the descriptions reflect basic core use.
To identify a machine within this category, a typical 360 degree slew telescopic handler would
normally have the listed features and be used within the described characteristics.
Category features

Category characteristics

 Multi axled wheeled chassis containing a sidemounted operating position; power, hydraulic
and electrical units, counterweight components,
and front and rear stabilisers

 Able to travel in forward and reverse and
change direction during travel with most
types having all-wheel steering and drive

 Upper structure containing the cab and boom
components, able to be slewed through 360
degrees

 Extending multi-sectioned boom with a tilting
carriage allowing attachments to be fitted, all
hydraulically operated

 Most types can travel on uneven and loose
ground and slopes
 Can carry out lifting, transfer and placing
duties with loads mounted on forks, from
ground level to maximum operating height
and reach by raising and extending the
boom
 Can carry out lifting, transfer and placing
duties with loads suspended from the
carriage and jib extension via a fixed hook,
and connected to the machine using a lifting
accessory
 Can carry out lifting, transfer and placing
duties with loads connected to a hook block
and suspended from the carriage and jib
extension via a power-driven hoisting rope
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Learning Outcomes
Through a combination of targeted training and experience, an individual with a vacuum excavator will be
able to:
Roles and
 Describe the nature of the sector of industry and their role and responsibilities as
responsibilities
a plant operator
 Name and explain the purpose of principal components, the basic construction,
controls and terminology
 Conform with manufacturer’s requirements as per the operator’s handbook,
other types of information source and relevant regulations and legislation
Preparing for
work

Additional Endorsements A to F:
 Undertake all pre-use check on the host vehicle/chassis and excavator unit
including remote control units
Additional Endorsements G & H (Second Operator):
 Undertake all pre-use checks on the excavator unit including remote control units
Additional Endorsements A to F:
 Configure and ready for travel (site and highway – where applicable)

Travelling and
manoeuvring

 Manoeuvre in confined spaces
Additional Endorsements C to F
 Travel over rough, undulating ground both loaded and unloaded
 Configure and set for excavating duties
 Check and prepare hose components and fittings
 Identify, from given information, the working area and safe working positions for
the main operator and the second operator

Setting up for
work

 Explain the principle requirements for a plan of works
 Explain actions required for hazards including underground and overhead
services, confined areas and when working at height/near to edges
 Explain relevant communication protocols with others involved in the operation
 Ensure exclusion zones are sufficient for the intended work, and maintained
accordingly
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 Explain procedures and legal requirements for transporting waste on public
highways
Setting up for
work

 Explain procedures and precautions when excavating on the public highway and in
pedestrian areas

(Continued)

Additional Endorsements A to F:
 Position the host vehicle/trailer to excavate given areas
 Remove various types of material to form excavations according to given
specifications
 Remove material around and expose buried services and objects
 Using air or water systems to dislodge materials
 Explain the functions, attributes, safety aspects and correct operating procedures
of various types of ground agitating tools (air and water) and hose attachments
Working tasks

 Explain how the type of terrain can affect tool and attachment selection, and
factors that can alter operating procedures
 Explain the procedures for safety issues of dealing with blockages
 Maintain stability during excavating and discharging operations
Additional Endorsements A to F:
 Discharge/remove excavated materials at designated points and into suitable
receptacles
 Carry out cleaning procedures following excavation work
 Store remote units in appropriate locations (where applicable)
 Carry out shut down, securing and isolation procedures
 Explain maintenance procedures applicable for ensuring safe operations

Completing
work

Additional Endorsements A to F:
 Undertake all post-use check on the host vehicle/vacuum unit including remote
control units
Additional Endorsements G & H:
 Undertake all post-use checks on the vacuum unit including remote control units
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Syllabus
Learning outcome
 Describe the nature of the
sector of industry and their
role and responsibilities as a
plant operator

Training content
 Industry type
 Customer/client needs
 Sector contribution
 Role
 Reporting structures
 Social responsibilities
 Lifelong skills

 Name and explain the
purpose of principal
components, the basic
construction, controls and
terminology

 Health and Safety at Work
Act
 Environmental issues
 Other trades
 Working practices
 Communication with
colleagues / management /
other trades

 Differing Types

 Stability / ground pressure

 Function/applications

 Hoses

 Power units

 Attachments

 Hydraulic systems

 Safety systems

 Chassis types
 Remote control units
 Conform with
manufacturer’s
requirements as per the
operator’s handbook, other
types of information source
and relevant regulations and
legislation

 Operators Manual

 Method statements

 Machine decals

 Risk assessments / COSHH

 H & S at Work Act

 Inspection and reporting
forms / procedures

 Undertake all pre-use checks

 Regular and non-scheduled
maintenance procedures

 PPE
 Codes of Practice
 Site plans / drawings

 Working at height
 Configure and ready for
travel (site and highway)

 Working at height
 Sequence of pre-use checks
 Defect reporting

 Travel controls

 Visibility

 Attachments / accessories

 Road Travel

 Travel position

 Road Traffic Act

 Site travel
 Manoeuvre in confined
spaces

 Visibility
 Limitations of vision

 Environmental / noise /
fumes

 Protection of ground/tight
turns

 Marshalling assistance

 Height restrictions
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Vacuum Excavator - A78

Syllabus (Continued)
Learning outcome
 Travel over rough,
undulating ground, both
loaded and unloaded

Training content
 Driving controls

 Working area

 Ground conditions and
speed

 Site travel procedures

 Traction / aids

 Environment protection /
minimise damage

 Starting / travelling on
inclines
 Hazards
 Configure and set for
excavating duties

 Check and prepare hose
components and fittings

 Ground conditions

 Exclusion zones

 Proximity hazards

 Attachments

 Work specifications

 Configuration requirements

 Types of hoses

 Causes of defects

 Types of fittings

 Reporting of defects

 Checks and inspection
procedures

 Safety systems

 Types of defects
 Identify, from given
information, the working
area and safe working
positions for the main
operator and the second
operator

 Securing types and methods

 Information sources

 Hazards

 Procuring relevant
information

 Working at height/edge
protection

 Types of information

 Proximity to machine
components

 Permit to work
requirements

 Localised restrictions
 Excavating/tipping areas

 Explain the principle
requirements for a plan of
works

 Information required for
planning

 Extracting relevant
information

 Risk assessment

 Content and plan layout

 Method statement

 Working area
 Segregation requirements

 Explain actions required for
hazards including
underground and overhead
services, confined areas and
when working at height/near
to edges

 Types of typical services
 Warning/identification
systems
 Permits to enter
 Access/egress procedures
 Emergency procedures
 Trench collapses

 Reporting procedures for
damages to services
 Minimum distances and
clearances
 Operating procedures
 Access procedures to
excavations
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Syllabus (continued)
Learning outcome
 Explain relevant
communication protocols
with others involved in the
operation

Training content
 Limitations to methods of
communication
 Methods of verbal
instructions
 Types of signals

 Ensure exclusion zones are
sufficient for the intended
work, and maintained
accordingly

 Organisational procedures
 Radio communication
protocols
 Level and depth of working
instructions

 Effective communication
methods for varying types
of work

 Role of second operator

 Methods of exclusion

 Area of works and safety
parameters

 Signage
 Safe systems of work
 Sufficiency of area for
intended works and working
radius

 Regular checks for exclusion
integrity
 Alternative marked routes
for pedestrians

 Procedures when others
enter the working area
 Explain procedures for
transporting waste on public
highways

 Legal requirements

 Notification procedures

 Explain procedures and
precautions when excavating
on the public highway and in
pedestrian areas

 Legal requirements

 Main Operator/second
operator safety

 Notification procedures

 Alternative routing

 Position the host
vehicle/trailer to excavate
given areas

 Following signals

 Reversing requirements

 Visibility

 Vehicle stability

 Ground conditions

 Exclusion zones

 Effective positioning for the
relevant work type



 Signage and lighting

 Proximity hazards
 Work specifications
 Remove various types of
material to form excavations
according to given
specifications

 Ground breaking techniques

 Material types (what can
and cannot be excavated)

 Procedures for remote
control operation

 Attachments
 Proximity hazards

 Complying with given
specifications

 Methods of soil removal

 Productive methods

 Operator positioning
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Syllabus (continued)
Learning outcome
 Remove material around and
expose buried services and
objects

Training content
 Distances and clearances
 Types of services
 Identification procedures
 Location of services

 Using air or water systems to
dislodge materials

 Access/egress requirements
for below ground work
 Operating procedures

 Procedures

 Segregation

 Safety issues

 Methods for particular types
of soils

 Operator protective
equipment
 Explain the functions,
attributes, safety aspects
and correct operating
procedures of various types
of ground agitating tools and
hose attachments

 Reporting procedures for
damages

 Isolation of operating
controls

 Types

 PPE requirements

 Limitations of each type

 Cleaning and storage
requirements

 Suitability for ground types
 Power sources
 Additional personnel
 Methods of agitation
 Operating safety

 Types of attachments
 Function and applications
 Safe working procedures and
practices
 Debris control measures

 Explain how the type of
terrain can affect tools and
attachment selection, and
factors that can alter
operating procedures

 Terrain/soil types
 Ground engaging tool type
selection

 Dangers of incorrect hose
operating procedures

 Explain the procedures for
and safety issues of dealing
with blockages

 Shut-down/isolation
procedures

 PPE and other personal
equipment

 Hazards/safety
requirements

 Segregation procedures

 Seasonal variations of soil

 Types and causes of
blockages
 Methods of clearing

 Dangers of incorrect
attachment selection

 Components subject to
blockages
 Environmental
considerations

 Sequence of operation
 Maintain stability during
excavating and discharging
operations

 Ground types

 Vehicle weight distribution

 Support requirements

 Slopes, inclines and
gradients

 Vehicle sizes, weights and
ground pressures
 Vehicle overloading

 Underground services
 Discharging procedures

 Stabilisers
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Syllabus (continued)
Learning outcome
 Discharge/remove excavated
materials at designated
points and into suitable
receptacles

Training content
 Discharging areas

 Documentation procedures

 Stop blocks/vehicle
overrunning methods

 Environmental issues

 Vehicle centres if
gravity/stability

 Material jams

 Tipping over edges
 Carry out cleaning
procedures following
excavation work

 Ground conditions
 Discharging on inclines
 Signalling/following
instructions

 Cleaning procedures

 PPE requirements

 Cleaning areas

 Cleanliness of work

 Waste discharging
procedures

 Hazards

 Safety procedures

 Environmental
considerations

 Store remote units in
appropriate locations

 Shut down and isolation

 Organisational procedures

 Carry out shut down,
securing and isolation
procedures

 Shut down procedures

 Parking and positioning

 Explain maintenance
procedures applicable for
ensuring safe operations

 Information sources
 Types and levels of
maintenance
 Tools and additional
equipment

 Typical maintenance
requirements
 Access procedures
 Working at height
 Key safety requirements

 Undertake post-use checks

 Regular and non-scheduled
maintenance procedures

 Sequence of post-use checks

 Isolation requirements

 Defect reporting

Note: The listed training content should not be considered exhaustive and subjects may be added to
reflect the individuals’ working environment.
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Safety critical
Emphasis to be placed on the following topics:
Topic
 Emergency procedures

Emphasis
 Second operator in the vicinity able to shut down and isolate
the machine in an emergency
 Providing sufficient briefing to others on what procedures need
to be undertaken in the event of emergencies, including
location and function of isolating devices

 Working Practices for lone
working

 The hazards of lone working and maintaining continual
communication and checks by supporting staff/others

 Manoeuvring

 No manoeuvring or reversing to commence unless authorised
by a nominated vehicle marshaller in defined areas

 Exclusion zones

 Effective exclusion zones that prevent unauthorised access to
the working area and sufficient zone of safety to prevent noise
and dust to nearby people

 Working area

 Effective exclusion zone which contains full operating radius or
reach of boom and/or hose nozzle

 Working area

 Working near to excavation edges or within excavations and the
causes and dangers of edge and excavation collapses

 Entry to exclusion zones

 Procedures to stop all works, move components/hose to a safe
position and machine isolated when operator is approached by
others

 Buried Services

 Procedures and hierarchy procedures for identification and
location of buried services

 Remote control operation

 Sufficiency of length of the umbilical cord when operating with a
pendant control unit to allow operations in a safe place
 Isolating of all operating controls when using a remote unit,
when carrying out other functions or during rest periods
 The dangers of using unguarded/damaged remote units and
preventing inadvertent movement of controls

 Working practices

 Prevention of working directly beneath the boom and/or hose
nozzle

 Working Practices

 Dangers of damages to services and machine components if the
nozzle is used directly to dislodge soil and materials

 Working at height

 The dangers of working at height to clear blockages
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Duration / Ratios
To allow effective learning, these training times are recommended for this category. Candidates must be
profiled to establish learning needs. Durations should be of a length to ensure the learning outcomes
are met.
Experience

Accumulated hours



Novice operators with no industry or machine experience

35*



Novice operators with industry experience but no machine
experience

28



Operators with unrelated machine experience

14



Operators with similar (vacuum excavating) machine experience

7

All candidates must have received the equivalent to 7 hours of site safety and induction training
To allow effective learning, the listed candidate / machine / instructor ratio is the maximum
recommended for this category
* Notional value for endorsements A & D. Other endorsements will require additional training time
of around 70 hours
4 candidates : 2 machines: 1 instructor

Resources
Practical equipment






Theory equipment

Vacuum excavator that meets current
legislation
Operators manual for the machine(s)
Sufficient area of ground suitable for
excavating
Ground with buried services for
excavation work

PLUS
Suitable PPE (including harness for working at
height)



Risk assessment for all areas where
training is occurring



PUWER 1998 Regulations




LOLER 1998 Regulations
HSE GS6



Operators Manual



CPA Good Practice Guide on Safe Use of
Suction and Vacuum Excavators



Specifications for types of vacuum
excavators

PLUS




Suitable room for theory training
purposes
Welfare and rest facilities during training
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Training attributes
*To help candidates in learning the necessary skills for each category, it would be ideal if they possess one or
more of the following:



Construction or related experience



Have received site safety and induction
training



Driving licence or driving experience



Possess good eye and hand coordination



Able to calculate basic formula



Have mechanical appreciation



Able to record basic details



Medically able to operate machinery
(including eyesight)



Understand basic written words



Have received training for wearing a
harness

*Note: Lack of any of these attributes does not prevent anyone from being trained for this category.

Category
Category description and types
CPCS defines a category as an item of plant or equipment used within the construction or allied
industries and worked in accordance with the manufacturer’s basic design. Although this category
can have varying uses within industry and used with many attachments, for CPCS training and
assessment standards, the descriptions reflect basic core use. Endorsements are sub-categories that
reflect the variations for this category by chassis type.
To identify a machine within this category, a typical vacuum excavator (also known as a suction
excavator) would normally have the listed features and be used within the described characteristics.
Category features

Category characteristics



Mounted on a mobile vehicle chassis or
trailer





Power-unit driven air compressor





Flexible suction hose mounted on a
manipuable arm




Able to travel in forward and reverse
and change direction during travel (s/p
units)
Can travel and operate on limited
uneven and loose ground, and inclines
Carry out excavation and extraction
duties using air displacement
Can store received excavated materials
and discharge at given locations
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Endorsement characteristics



Endorsement A - Trailer - manual arm - mounted on a towed trailer and equipped with
a hand-held suction hose



Endorsement B - Trailer – semi-powered arm – mounted on a towed trailer and
equipped with a hydraulically-powered arm partially operated by both remote control
and hand



Endorsement C - Non – LGV manual arm - mounted on an non-LGV-based vehicle
chassis or a self-propelled item of plant (tracked or wheeled) and equipped with a
hand-held suction hose



Endorsement D - Non – LGV semi-powered arm - mounted on an non-LGV-based
vehicle chassis or a self-propelled item of plant (tracked or wheeled) and equipped with
a hydraulically-powered arm partially operated by both remote control and hand



Endorsement E - LGV Semi-powered arm - mounted on an LGV-based vehicle chassis
and equipped with a hydraulically-powered arm partially operated by both remote
control and hand



Endorsement F - LGV Fully-powered arm - mounted on an LGV-based vehicle chassis
and equipped with a hydraulically-powered arm operated by remote control



Endorsement G - LGV Semi-powered arm – Second Operator (Non-LGV Driver)



Endorsement H - LGV Fully powered arm – Second Operator (Non-LGV Driver)

Note: At the recommendation of the vacuum excavator working group, CPCS cards for endorsements E
and F will not be issued unless the applicant holds a valid EU driving licence bearing class C as a
minimum.
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Outcomes
Through a combination of targeted training and experience, an individual with the demolition-adapted 360
rig will be able to:

Roles and
responsibilities

Preparing for
work

Travelling and
manoeuvring

Setting up for
work

Working tasks

Shutting down

Describe the nature of the sector of industry and their role and responsibilities as
a plant operator



Name and explain the purpose of principal components, the basic construction,
controls and terminology



Conform with manufacturer’s requirements as per the operator’s manual, other
types of information source and relevant regulations and legislation



Undertake all pre-use checks



Configure and set for travel



Travel over rough, undulating ground, substantial inclines and level surfaces



Manoeuvre in confined spaces



Configure and set for extracting and demolishing duties



Explain actions required for hazards, underground and overhead services



Extract, segregate and stockpile demolition waste



Place materials into transporting vehicles and hoppers



Demolish parts of a structure or structures (excluding material processing
endorsement)



Change attachments and boom components (relevant endorsements)



Comply with method statements and other instructions



State environmental considerations of the demolishing process



Lift, move and place a variety of suspended loads (Endorsement F)



Travel with suspended loads (Endorsement F)



Carry out shut down and securing procedures



Explain the loading and unloading procedures for machine transporting
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Syllabus
Learning outcome

Training content

 Describe the nature of the
sector of industry and their
role and responsibilities as a
plant operator










Industry type
Customer / client needs
Sector contribution
Role
Reporting structures
Lifelong skills
Working practices
Social responsibilities

 Communication with
colleagues / management /
other trades
 Health and Safety at Work etc.
Act
 Environmental issues
 Other trades

 Name and explain the purpose
of principal components, the
basic construction, controls
and terminology








Differing types
Function / applications
Power units
Hydraulic systems
Undercarriage
Stability/ground pressure

 Wheels / tracks
 Booms / dipper / multi-piece
arrangements
 Slewing arrangements
 Attachments / couplings
 Safety systems
 ROPS / FOPS

 Conform with manufacturer’s
requirements as per the
operator’s manual, other
types of information source
and relevant regulations and
legislation

 Operator’s manual
 Machine decals
 Health and Safety at Work etc.
Act
 PPE
 Codes of Practice
 Site plans / drawings

 Method statements
 Lifting requirements and
limitations
 Risk assessments / COSHH
 Inspection and reporting
forms / procedures

 Explain procedures when
dealing with asbestos

 Asbestos types
 Typical locations
 Identification, surveying and
labelling
 Regulation requirements and
licensing
 Monitoring and control
measures

 PPE/RPE
 Health effects and surveillance
 Removal and disposal
procedures
 Restricted areas

 Undertake all pre-use checks

 Regular and non-scheduled
maintenance procedures

 Sequence of pre-use checks
 Defect reporting

 Configure and set for site
travel

 Travel controls
 Attachments / accessories
 Travel position

 Site travel
 Visibility
 Road Traffic Act

Syllabus (continued)
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Learning outcome

Training content

 Travel over rough, undulating
ground, substantial inclines
and level surfaces







 Manoeuvre in confined spaces

 Visibility
 Limitations of vision
 Protection of ground / tight
turns

 Environmental / noise / fumes
 Height restrictions

 Configure and set for
extracting and
demolishing duties







 Site markings
 Working zones and
restrictions
 Loading vehicles’ positioning
 Material segregation

 Explain actions
required for hazards,
underground and overhead
services

 Warning / identification
systems
 Reporting procedures for
damage to services

 Types of typical services
 Minimum distances and
clearances

 Extract, segregate and
stockpile demolition waste







Types of materials
Material characteristics
Segregation procedures
Machine positioning
Hazardous wastes

 Environmental factors
 Productive cycles of operation
 Working area

 Place materials into
transporting vehicles and
hoppers






Machine positioning
Vehicle positioning
Signals / communication
Loading vehicle stability

 Minimum overspill
 Cleaning loading area
 Proximity hazards

 Demolish parts of a structure
or structures (excluding
material processing
endorsement)








Types of buildings / structures
Material composition / types
Machine positioning
Visibility
Configuration / attachments
Exclusion and drop zones






Travel routes
Slopes / inclines
Direction of travel
Traction/aids
Ground conditions

Type of materials/structures
Required specification
Equipment type
Machine positioning
Material placing

 Hazards
 Working area
 Environment protection /
minimise damage

Dust suppression
Material containment
Demolishing procedures
Ground / slab bearing
pressure
 Attachment operating angles
 Attachment / hose protection
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Syllabus (continued)
Learning outcome

Training content

 Change attachments and
boom components (relevant
endorsements)









 Comply with method
statements and other
instructions

 Legislation and regulations
 Risk assessments
 Signalling systems

 Format of method statements
 Other types of communication

 State environmental
considerations of the
demolishing process








 Spillage containment
procedures
 Vibrations
 Hazardous / non-hazardous
materials

 Lift, move and place a variety
of suspended loads







Legislation and regulations
Lift planning
Machine configuration
Stability / ground conditions
Lifting accessories and slinging
requirements
 Hazards









Trial lifts
Load stability / security
Signalling procedures
Visibility
Environmental conditions
Load swings
Working danger zones

 Travel with suspended loads












Load swing
Visibility
Hazards
Legislation and regulations

 Carry out shut down and
securing procedures

 Shut down procedures
 Security

 Parking and positioning

 Explain the loading and
unloading procedures for
machine transporting

 Compatibility
 Positioning
 Configuration

 Security
 Types of transporter

Preparation
Types of attachments
Security
Lifting regulations
Quick-hitch systems
Cradles
Additional hydraulic systems

Factors
Weather/winds/rain
Disposal procedures
Fluids/oils
Noise
Dust/gases

Duties charts approval
Configuration
Stability
Route / ground condition
Load integrity / security

 Codes of practice / Industry
best practice
 Manufacturers’ procedures
 Manual handling
 Positioning
 Working at height
 Environmental issues

Note: The listed training content should not be considered exhaustive and subjects may be added to
reflect the individuals’ working environment.
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Safety critical
Emphasis to be placed on the following topics:
Topic

Emphasis

 Attachments

 Manufacturer’s procedures must be strictly adhered to. Security of
attachment to be fully checked (physically) prior to use

 Manoeuvring

 Facing the direction of travel and no reversing unless authorised
by a nominated vehicle marshaller

 Ground support

 Confirmation by operator that ground conditions will support the
machine’s configuration and point loadings when tracks are front
weighted

 Working envelopes
(high reach work)

 Restrictions of slewing movement when working at height

 Machine isolation

 Ensuring all personnel are out of the machine’s working radius
whilst hydraulically active (unless hydraulic-operated restrictors
are fitted and active)
 Controls must be isolated when loads and being attached

Note: It is recommended that all candidates attend a suitable Asbestos awareness course that meets
current control of asbestos regulations.

Duration / Ratios
To allow effective learning, these training times are recommended for this category. Candidates must be
profiled to establish learning needs. Durations should be of a length to ensure the learning outcomes
are met.
Experience

Accumulated hours

 Novice operators with no industry or machine experience

70

 Novice operators with industry experience but no machine experience

62

 Operators with unrelated (demolition) machine experience

42

 Operators with similar (demolition) machine experience

28

 Endorsement F Lifting operations additional learning duration

7

All candidates must have received the equivalent to 7 hours of site safety and induction training
To allow effective learning, the listed candidate / machine / instructor ratio
is the maximum recommended for this category
2 candidates : 1 machine: 1 instructor
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Resources
Practical equipment

Theory equipment

 Demolition-adapted 360 rig that meets
current legislation
 Operator’s manual for the machine(s)
 Replacement attachments for changing
purposes
 Structures for demolishing

 PUWER 1998 Regulations
 HSE GS6
 Operator’s manual
 Specifications for types of demolition-adapted
360 excavators

 Materials for segregation
 Slopes, rough terrain areas
 Rear tipping vehicle or trailer for loading into

 Loads and lifting accessories (for
Endorsement F)
PLUS

 Suitable PPE
 Risk assessment for all areas where training is

PLUS
 Suitable room for theory training purposes
 Welfare and rest facilities during training

 The Strategic Forum Plant Safety Group have
produced guidance relating to subjects such
as quick hitches, medical fitness,
competence and ground conditions and can
be downloaded free of charge at
www.cpa.uk.net/sfpsg

occurring

Category
Category description and types
CPCS defines a category as an item of plant or equipment used within the construction or allied
industries and worked in accordance with the manufacturer’s basic design. This category is
predominately used in the demolition industry and used with many attachments, and for CPCS
training and assessment standards, the descriptions reflect basic core use. Endorsements are subcategories that reflect the variations for this category by chassis type. This category has five
endorsements.
To identify a machine within this category, a typical demolition-adapted 360 rig would normally have
the listed features and be used within the described characteristics.
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Category (continued)
Category features

Category characteristics

 Tracked chassis
 360 degree rotating upper structure containing
the operating position; power, hydraulic and
electrical units and excavating components
 Boom (one or two-piece) with attached dipper
arm and bucket, all hydraulically operated
 High reach variants possess a boom (one or multipiece) and intermediate link, attached dipper arm
and attachment, all hydraulically operated

 Able to travel in forward and reverse and
change direction during travel
 Can travel and operate on uneven and loose
ground and slopes
 Carry out extraction, sorting and demolition
duties in a linear motion using an
attachment within the confines of the
operating radius, depth and height
 Can place materials using a combination of
slew and linear motions within the confines
of the operating radius, depth and height
 Can lift and place materials using a
combination of slew and linear motions
within the confines of the operating radius,
depth and height

Endorsements
Endorsement characteristics
 Endorsement A: Material processing – equipped with mechanical or hydraulic attachment (grab /
claw) to select and stockpile like materials
 Endorsement B: Up to 10 tonnes – adapted to undertake demolishing duties using relevant
attachments
 Endorsement C: Demolishing up to 15 metres – height that the demolishing attachment can reach
and relates to the attachment to dipper pin height
 Endorsement D: Demolishing up to 30 metres – known as high reach, height that the demolishing
attachment can reach and relates to the attachment to dipper pin height
 Endorsement E: Demolishing all heights – above 30 metre machines are known usually as ultrahigh reach
 Endorsement F: Lifting operations – Able to lift, move, travel and place a variety of suspended
loads
Further clarification about Demolition Plant categories and endorsements may be found at
www.demolition-nfdc.com or by contacting info@demolition-nfdc.com
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Outcomes
Through a combination of targeted training and experience, an individual with the pedestrian operated
demolition plant will be able to:

Roles and
responsibilities

Preparing for
work

Travelling and
manoeuvring

Setting up for
work

Working tasks

Shutting down

Describe the nature of the sector of industry and their role and responsibilities as
a demolition plant operator



Name and explain the purpose of principal components, the basic construction,
controls and terminology



Conform with manufacturer’s requirements as per the operator’s handbook,
other types of information source and relevant regulations and legislation



Explain procedures relating to dealing with asbestos



Undertake all pre-use checks



Establish and connect power supply to the machine



Explain additional safety requirements for operating pedestrian-type machines in
a demolition environment



Explain requirements to lift a machine to a place at height



Configure and set for site travel



Travel the machine on various types of terrain including the negotiating of steep
restricted inclines



Manoeuvre in areas with restricted workspace



Configure and set for demolishing duties



Explain actions required for proximity hazards, including underground and
overhead services



Explain the requirements, and associated hazards, whilst operating at height



Maintain exclusion zones during operation



Demolish parts of a structure or structures using various attachments



Load receptacles with demolished materials



Change attachments



Comply with method statements and given instructions



State environmental considerations of the demolishing process



Carry out shut down and securing procedures



Remove and store remote units and power cables



Explain the requirements for post operation checks



Explain the loading and unloading procedures for machine transporting
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Syllabus
Learning outcome

Training content

 Describe the nature of the
sector of industry and their
role and responsibilities as a
demolition plant operator










Industry type
Customer/client needs
Sector contribution
Role
Reporting structures
Lifelong skills
Working practices
Social responsibilities

 Communication with
colleagues / management/
other trades
 Health and Safety at Work Act
 Environmental issues
 Other trades

 Name and explain the purpose
of principal components, the
basic construction, controls
and terminology








Differing types
Function / applications
Power units and supply
Hydraulic systems
Undercarriage
Stability / ground pressure /
floor loadings

 Tracks
 Booms / dippers / multi-piece
arrangements
 Slewing arrangements
 Attachments / couplings
 Safety systems
 Remote units

 Conform with manufacturer’s
requirements as per the
operator’s handbook, other
types of information source
and relevant regulations and
legislation








Operator’s Manual
Machine decals
Health and Safety at Work Act
PPE / RPE
Codes of Practice
Site plan/drawings

 Method statements
 Risk assessments / COSHH
 Inspection and reporting
forms / procedures

 Explain procedures relating to
dealing with asbestos

 Asbestos types
 Typical locations
 Identification / surveying and
labelling
 Regulation requirements and
licensing
 Monitoring and control
measures

 PPE / RPE
 Health effects and surveillance
 Removal and disposal
procedures
 Restricted areas

 Undertake all pre-use checks

 Regular and non-scheduled
maintenance procedures
 Remote units

 Sequence of pre-use checks
 Defect reporting
 Emergency stops
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Syllabus (continued)
Learning outcome

Training content

 Establish and connect power
supply to the machine

 Type and sources of supply
and RCD protection
 Methods of supply to machine
 Area hazards
 Weather and environmental
issues

 Voltages, amperages and
phase selection
 Testing requirements
 Types of connections
 Cable lengths and cable
protection
 Generator outputs (remote
units)

 Explain additional safety
requirements for operating
pedestrian-type machines in
the demolition environment

 Risk assessments / method
statements
 Hierarchy of control
 PPE / RPE






 Explain requirements to lift
the machine to a place at
height

 Weight
 Sizes and configuration
 Lift planning

 Lifting points / certification
 Centres of gravity
 Attachments

 Configure and set for site
travel






Travel controls
Attachments / accessories
Operator positioning
Cable reach and positioning

 Site travel
 Visibility

 Travel the machine on various
types of terrain including the
negotiating of steep restricted
inclines








Travel routes
Inclines
Direction of travel
Traction / aids
Surface conditions
Floor loadings

 Hazards
 Working area
 Environment protection /
minimise damage
 Cable protection
 Remote units

 Manoeuvre in areas with
restricted workspace

 Visibility
 Limitations of vision
 Protection of surfaces / tight
turns
 Operating positioning

 Environmental
 Height restrictions
 Floor loadings

 Configure and set for
demolishing duties







 Site markings
 Working zones and
restrictions
 Sequence of operations
 Visibility and lighting
 Outriggers / bearing pressure

Type of materials / structures
Required specification
Equipment type
Machine positioning
Material fall / landing areas

Work zone requirements
Dusts and fumes
Falling / flying objects
Noise levels
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Syllabus (continued)
Learning outcome

Training content

 Explain actions required for
proximity hazards, including
underground and overhead
services

 Warning / identification
systems
 Reporting procedures for
damage to services

 Types of typical services
 Minimum distances and
clearances

 Explain the requirements for
and hazards whilst operating
at height

 Risk Assessments
 Floor loadings

 Leading edges
 Falling objects / debris

 Maintain exclusion zones
during operation






Falling objects
Boom radius
Site requirements
Other trades / workers






 Demolish parts of a structure
or structures








Types of buildings / structures
Material composition / types
Machine positioning
Visibility
Configuration / attachments
Exclusion and drops zones






 Load receptacles with
demolished materials






Receptacle positioning
Machine positioning
Signals / communication
Attachment for loading

 Minimum spillage
 Cleaning loading area
 Proximity hazards

 Change attachments







Preparation
Types of attachments
Security
Quick-hitch systems
Additional hydraulics systems

 Codes of Practice / Industry
best practice
 Manufacturer’s procedures
 Manual handling
 Positioning
 Working at height
 Environmental issues

 Comply with method
statements and given
instructions






Legislation and regulations
Risk assessments
Signalling systems
Operator positioning during
work

 Format and content of
method statements
 Extracting information from
method statements
 Other types of communication

Barriers / signage
Exclusion equipment
Communication
Access of personnel

Dust suppression
Material containment
Demolishing procedures
Ground / slab / floor bearing
pressure
 Attachment operating angles
 Attachment / hose protection
 Cable protection
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Syllabus (continued)
Learning outcome

Training content

 State environmental
considerations of the
demolishing process








 Carry out shut down and
securing procedures

 Shut down procedures
 Security

 Parking and positioning

 Remove and store remote
units and power cables

 Connection protection during
cleaning and storage
 Storage procedures

 Storage areas
 Charging remote units

 Explain the requirements for
post operations checks

 Reasons for post operation
checks
 Visual procedures
 Reporting
 Recording

 Types and causes of typical
damage
 Effects of damage on
operations

 Explain the loading and
unloading procedures for
machine transporting

 Compatibility
 Positioning
 Configuration

 Security
 Types of transporter

Factors
Weather / winds / rain
Disposal procedures
Fluids / oils
Noise
Dust / gases

 Spillage containment
procedures
 Vibrations
 Hazardous / non-hazardous
materials

Note: The listed training content should not be considered exhaustive and subjects may be added to
reflect the individuals’ working environment.
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Safety critical
Emphasis to be placed on the following topics:
Topic

Emphasis

 Attachments

 Manufacturer’s procedures must be strictly adhered to. Security of
attachment to be fully checked (physically) prior to use

 Cable Protection

 Ensuring the suitability, length and protection of the cable during
travel, manoeuvring and working

 Operator Positioning

 Position of the operator during travel and working operations

 Ground/floor support

 Confirmation by operator that ground/floor conditions will
support the machine’s configuration

Duration / Ratios
To allow effective learning, these training times are recommended for this category. Candidates must be
profiled to establish learning needs. Durations should be of a length to ensure the learning outcomes
are met.
 Experience

Accumulated hours

 Novice operators with no industry or machine experience

56

 Novice operators with industry experience but no machine experience

28

 Operators with unrelated (demolition) machine experience

21

 Operators with similar (demolition) machine experience

14

All candidates must have received the equivalent to 7 hours of site safety and induction training
To allow effective learning, the listed candidate / machine / instructor ratio
is the maximum recommended for this category
2 candidates : 1 machine: 1 instructor
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Resources
Practical equipment

Theory equipment

 Pedestrian-operated demolition rig that
meets current legislation

 PUWER 1998 Regulations

 Operator’s manual for the machine(s)

 HSE GS6

 Replacement attachments for changing
purposes

 Operator’s Manual

 Structures for demolishing

 Specifications for types of pedestrian operated
types

 Slopes, rough terrain areas

PLUS

PLUS

 Suitable room for theory training purposes

 Suitable PPE

 Welfare and rest facilities during training

 Risk assessment for all areas where training is
occurring

Category
Category description and types
CPCS defines a category as an item of plant or equipment used within the construction or allied
industries and worked in accordance with the manufacturer’s basic design. This category is
predominately used in the demolition industry and used with many attachments, and for CPCS
training and assessment standards, the descriptions reflect basic core use. Endorsements are subcategories that reflect the variations for this category by chassis type. This category has two
endorsements.
To identify a machine within this category, a typical pedestrian operated demolition rig would
normally have the listed features and be used within the described characteristics.
Category features

Category characteristics

 Tracked chassis
 180 or 360 degree rotating upper structure
containing power, hydraulic and electrical units
and demolishing components
 Boom (one or multi-piece), attached dipper arm
and attachment, all hydraulically operated
 Controlled by pendant or radio-remote handheld
units

 Able to travel in forward and reverse and
change direction during travel
 Can travel and operate on uneven and loose
ground and slopes
 Carry out demolition duties in a linear
motion using an attachment within the
confines of the operating radius, depth and
height
 Can place materials using a combination of
slew and linear motions within the confines
of the operating radius, depth and height
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Endorsements
Endorsement characteristics
 Endorsement A: 180 slew – slewing of upper structure limited to 180 degrees or less
 Endorsement B: All types – units of all types and weights and having the ability to slew up to and
through 360 degrees
Further clarification about the pedestrian operated demolition plant category and endorsements can be
supplied by contacting info@demolition-nfdc.com or at dsa@drillandsaw.org.uk
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Outcomes
Through a combination of targeted training and experience, an individual with the skid steer tool carrier on
demolition operations will be able to:

Roles and
responsibilities

Preparing for
work

Travelling and
manoeuvring

Setting up for
work

Working tasks

Shutting down

Describe the nature of the sector of industry and their role and responsibilities as
a plant operator



Name and explain the purpose of principal components, the basic construction,
controls and terminology



Conform with manufacturer’s requirements as per the operator’s manual, other
types of information source and relevant regulations and legislation



Undertake all pre-use checks



Employ relevant PPE and RPE equipment



Explain the procedures relating to and dealing with asbestos



Configure and set for travel



Travel over rough, undulating ground, substantial inclines and level surfaces,
laden and un-laden



Manoeuvre in confined areas



Configure and set for extracting, loading and (Endorsement B) demolishing duties



Explain actions required for hazards, underground and overhead services



Segregate different types of materials and deposit into defined places and/or into
receptacles



Ensure the working area is safe, and supported where applicable



Maintain edge protection



Demolish internal finishes and building components (Endorsement B)



Change attachments (Endorsement B)



Explain procedures for working at height



Explain the conditions for sufficient floor support



Maintain machine stability and integrity



Comply with method statements and working instructions



Carry out shut down and securing procedures



Explain the requirements for carrying out post operational checks



Explain the loading and unloading procedures for machine transporting
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Syllabus
Learning outcome

Training content

 Describe the nature of the
sector of industry and their
role and responsibilities as a
plant operator










Industry type
Customer / client needs
Sector contribution
Role
Reporting structures
Lifelong skills
Working practices
Social responsibilities

 Communication with
colleagues / management /
other trades
 Health and Safety at Work etc.
Act
 Environmental issues
 Other trades

 Name and explain the purpose
of principal components, the
basic construction, controls
and terminology







Differing types
Function / applications
Power units
Hydraulic systems
Chassis / steering / brakes








 Conform with manufacturer’s
requirements as per the
operator’s manual, other
types of information source
and relevant regulations and
legislation

 Operator’s manual
 Method statements
 Machine decals
 Risk assessments / COSHH
 Health and Safety at Work etc.  Inspection and reporting
Act
forms / procedures
 PPE
 Codes of Practice
 Site plans / drawings

 Undertake all pre-use checks

 Regular and non-scheduled
maintenance procedures

 Sequence of pre-use checks
 Defect reporting

 Employ relevant RPE and PPE

 Risk assessments / method
statements / COSHH
 Hierarchy of control
 Types of PPE / RPE






 Explain the procedures
relating to dealing with
asbestos

 Asbestos types
 Typical locations
 Identification, surveying and
labelling
 Regulation requirements and
licensing
 Monitoring and control
measures

 PPE / RPE
 Health effects and surveillance
 Removal and disposal
procedures
 Restricted areas

Stability / ground pressure
Buckets
Attachments
Safety systems
ROPS / FOPS
Transmissions

Work zone requirements
Dusts and fumes
Falling / flying objects
Noise levels
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Syllabus (continued)
Learning outcome

Training content

 Configure and set for site
travel

 Travel controls
 Attachments / accessories
 Travel position

 Site travel
 Visibility
 Road travel / Road Traffic Act

 Travel over rough undulating
ground, substantial inclines
and level surfaces, laden and
un-laden













 Manoeuvre in confined spaces

 Visibility
 Limitations of vision
 Protection of ground/tight
turns

 Environmental / noise / fumes
 Height restrictions

 Configure and set for
extraction, demolishing and
loading duties

 Type of materials and / or
structure
 Machine type for work
 Required specification
 Attachment size / type

 Machine positioning
 Receptacle types and
positioning
 Working area

 Explain actions required for
hazards, underground and
overhead services

 Types of typical services
 Warning / identification
systems

 Reporting procedures for
damage to services
 Minimum distances and
clearances

 Segregate differing types of
materials and deposit into
defined places and/or into
receptacles







Types of materials
Machine positioning
Signals / communication
Material densities
Angles of repose / stockpile
stability

 Receptacle stability and
compatibility
 Minimum overspill
 Cleaning loading area
 Productive cycles of operation
 Stability

 Ensure the working area is
safe, and supported where
applicable









Type of structure
Risk Assessments
Proximity hazards
Other trades / workers
Visibility
Work zone requirements
Dusts and fumes








Travel routes
Slope / inclines
Direction of travel
Traction / aids
Ground conditions
Hazards

Working area
Restarting on inclines
Load integrity
Environment protection /
minimise damage

Falling / flying objects
Noise levels
Floor loadings
Manoeuvring room
Barriers / signage
Exclusion equipment / Access
of personnel
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Syllabus (continued)
Learning outcome

Training content

 Maintain edge protection

 Types of openings for
depositing materials
 Structure types
 Visibility
 Procedures






 Demolish internal finishes and
building components








Types of buildings / structures
Material composition / types
Machine positioning
Visibility
Configuration / attachments
Exclusion and drops zones






 Change attachments







Preparation
Types of attachments
Security
Quick-hitch systems
Additional hydraulics systems

 Codes of Practice / Industry
best practice
 Manufacturer’s procedures
 Manual handling
 Positioning

 Explain issues and procedures
for edge protection

 Working heights
 Risk assessments
 Types of edge protection

 Guarding / barriers
 Signage
 Sufficiency of the edge
protection for the machine

 Explain procedures for
working at height

 Regulations and definition
 Fragile surfaces and falling
objects
 Prevention methods
 Retrieval procedures

 Personal fall prevention and
arrest equipment
 Guarding / barriers
 Signage
 Working platforms
 Access and egress

 Explain the conditions for
sufficient floor support






 Ground / slab / floor bearing
pressure
 Attachment operating angles
 Point loadings / stockpiles
 Materials and debris on travel
routes

Types of buildings / structures
Material composition / types
Machine positioning
Configuration / attachments

Minimum distances
Markers / warning systems
Wheel stops
Edge guarding / hand rails

Dust suppression
Material containment
Demolishing procedures
Ground / slab / floor bearing
pressure
 Attachment operating angles
 Attachment / hose protection
 Power cable protection (for
other plant)
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Syllabus (continued)
Learning outcome

Training content

 Maintain machine stability
and integrity

 Centres of gravity
 Wheelbase and track
 Bucket/attachment
positioning
 Inclines

 Load weights
 Travel speeds (forward /
reverse)
 Uneven terrain, obstacles

 Comply with method
statements and working
instructions






 Format and content of
method statements
 Extracting information from
method statements
 Other types of communication

 Carry out shut down and
securing procedures

 Shut down procedures
 Security

 Parking and positioning

 Explain the loading and
unloading procedures for
machine transporting

 Compatibility
 Positioning

 Security
 Types of transporter

Legislation and regulations
Risk assessments
Signalling systems
Operator positioning during
work

Note: The listed training content should not be considered exhaustive and subjects may be added to
reflect the individuals’ working environment.
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Safety critical
Emphasis to be placed on the following topics:
Topic

Emphasis

 Visibility prior to and
during reversing

 Constant and full visibility before and during manoeuvring and
types of visibility aids and their limitations and weaknesses

 Stability of the machine

 Particularly relevant to wheeled types, short wheelbase and width
combined with high centre of gravity with loaded buckets –
buckets to be kept low at all times (except for working)

 Working in confined areas

 Movements of other plant, personnel and retained features

 Point loadings

 Recognition of point loading with other plant in the vicinity

 Edge Protection

 Suitable edge protection/stop blocks and other methods to
prevent unintentional machine movement beyond a defined point

Note: It is recommended that all candidates attend a suitable Asbestos awareness course that meets
current control of asbestos regulations.

Duration / Ratios
To allow effective learning, these training times are recommended for this category. Candidates must be
profiled to establish learning needs. Durations should be of a length to ensure the learning outcomes
are met.
Experience

Accumulated hours

 Novice operators with no industry or machine experience

50

 Novice operators with industry experience but no machine experience

35

 Operators with unrelated (shovel) machine experience

21

 Operators with similar (shovel) machine experience

14

All candidates must have received the equivalent to 7 hours of site safety and induction training
To allow effective learning, the listed candidate / machine / instructor ratio
is the maximum recommended for this category
4 candidates : 2 machines: 1 instructor
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Resources
Practical equipment

Theory equipment

 Skid steer loader that meets current
legislation
 Operator’s manual for the machine(s)
 Sufficient area of ground suitable for
extracting and demolishing operations
 Structures for demolishing
 Slopes, stockpiles of materials
 Receptacles for loading into
 Suitable materials for preventing
unintentional machine movement









PUWER 1998 Regulations
Industry guidance notes
HSE GS6
Operator’s manual
Working at Height requirements
Specifications for types of skid steer loaders
National Federation of Demolition Contractors
(NFDC) Guidance on Top-down demolition
requirements

PLUS

PLUS
 Suitable PPE
 Risk assessment for all areas where training is
occurring

 Suitable room for theory training purposes
 Welfare and rest facilities during training

Category
Category description and types
CPCS defines a category as an item of plant or equipment used within the construction or allied
industries and worked in accordance with the manufacturer’s basic design. Although this category
can have varying uses within industry and used with many attachments, for CPCS training and
assessment standards, the descriptions reflect basic core use. This category has two endorsements.
To identify a machine within this category, a typical skid steer loader would normally have the listed
features and be used within the described characteristics.
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Category (continued)
Category features

Category characteristics

 Wheeled or tracked chassis containing a centrally
mounted operating position, power, transmission,
hydraulic and electrical units
 Front loader arms with a rotating and removable
front loader bucket and/or suitable attachment
for demolishing purposes, all hydraulically
operated

 Able to travel in forward and reverse and
change direction during travel by track or
wheel speed differential
 Can travel and operate on uneven and loose
ground and slopes
 Carry out extraction duties in a linear
motion using the front bucket within the
confines of the operating depth and height
 Can place materials by manoeuvring the
machine within the confines of the
operating depth and height
 Can demolish parts of structures using fitted
attachments by using both travel abilities
and loader arm crowding features

Endorsements
Endorsement characteristics
 Endorsement A: Extracting
 Endorsement B: Demolishing
Further clarification about Demolition Plant categories and endorsements may be found at
www.demolition-nfdc.com by contacting info@demolition-nfdc.com
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